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The linear tracking for arm is wit -out question the 
ideal .yay to reczer information from a disc. It can vir- 
tually reduce herivontal tract{irg b zero, eliminate 
crxssmodulation and significantly minimize stylus and 
record wear. 

But until i101v there hrsi't been a linear tracking 
t4rntable whose overall pc -format -tee truly measured 
up to the technology of linea tracking i elf. 

Pioneer's new PL-L8C'0 'ias c1-angec all of that. 

THE LINEAR INDUCT!ON MOTOR 
ELIMINATES MECHANICAL CONTACT. 

Unlike other_inear tra:king tonearms that 
arc driven by vibration -producing rollers. worm 
screws Jr pulleys, the P!.. -1,800's tonear n :s 
driver by Piore's exclusive linear induction 
motor. Through a process known as electro- 
magnetic repulsion a magnetic field is set up 
that gently pro-Jeis the tonearri, allowing it to 
track perfectly vrit1:-no r-nechanical_ I;nkages 
to degrade perf3rntince.. 

TYE POLYQwER GRAPHITET" 
TONEARM DAMPENS VIBRATIONS. 

To minimize any tonearm_resonance = - 

caused by acoustic vibrations, fie PL- 
L800's tcnearm has been constructed 
with an exclusive dampening materia: 
called PelymerGr-I hiteT The only , 
thing we want you is hear through our : ó-r; 

toneann is music. - 

Our Coaxial St-t'spension System, 

a, r..-..., 

on tee ether hand, w 11 absorb v -bra- - 

tions that occur when someone walks -or,:. 
dances too hard m a roorr, or acciden- 
tally drop the dustcc ver. Because inside . 

the cabinet is a free-ibating suspension 
system w1- ich isolates the tonearm: later - L 

THE PION: 
TRACK 1 
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and motor from the rest of the turntable; vibrations that 
reach the cabinet are absorbed by the spring -coupled in- 
sulators before they can harm the reproduction process. 

THE STABLE I)ANGING ROTOR DESIGN 
REDUCES WOW A N D FLUTTER. 

The most advanced turntable platter motor 
wasn't adva iced enough kw the PL -L800. ). So we 
came up with a new direct drive system called the 
Stable Hanging Rotor. The problem with the - 

design of conventional motors is that the fulcrum 
is at the Ixtse of the motor, making it impossible 
liar the platter motor's center o: gravity to coincide 
with the fulcrum. And That results in a wobbling 
of the platter, known a> wow and lit it 

Tie Stable I laying Rotor system 
reduces the cause of this wow and flutter. 
Because the fulcrum lies immediately below 
the platter, it collie -des with the platter's 
center of gravity. 

And as if all this weren't enough, the 
PL -L800 also is equipped with Pioneer's . 

exclusive moving -coil cartridge. It has such 
unusually high output t iat even a receiver 
or amp not equipped to handle most 
mowing -coil cartridges can be used with 
the PL-L8(X). 

If you.find it hard to believe that a 
turntable could be as remarkable as the 
PL-L8(X),we sugges: you visit your near- 
est Pioneer dealer and see and hear 
the PL-LAC«O, along with our entire 
line of new turntables, lbr yourself. 

No other linear tracking turntable 
deserves your attention more. 

OPIONEER, 
We bring it hack alive. 
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BES Speakers 

AT LAST 
A DIFFERENCE 
IN SOUND YOU 

CAN SEE. 
Most speakers give you true 
stereo in just one part of the room. 
BES Speakers give you true 

stereo virtually 
everywhere. 
That's because 
the heart of a 
BES Speaker is 
not a cone, but 

Other speakers a diaphragm 
that vibrates much like a guitar 
string, projecting sound in every 
direction simultaneously. You get 
360 -degree sound. True omni- 
directional sound. Sound as close 
to live as you - 
can get. 

Listen to 
BES and hear 
true stereo. 
Everywhere. 

BES SPEAKERS 
' THE NEXT DIMENSION IN SOUND 

Bertagni Electroacoustic Systems, Inc. 
345 Fischer Street, Costa Mesa, CA 92626 
Telephone: (714) 549-3833 Telex: 67-8373 
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Introducing TDK AD -X. 
The normal bias tape with 
Super Avilyn technology. 

New TDK AD -X is the first normal 
bias audio cassette to use TDK's 
Avilyn magnetic particle-based 
on the renowned Super Avilyn for- 
mulation that has kept TDK the 
leader in audio and videotape 
technology 

The Avilyn aevan- 
tage offered in AD -X 
is demonstrably dear. 
You now can record 
and play back-in the record at higher levels 

normal bias/EQ position w'icn far less' 
with complete compatibility for 
any cassette deck over a wider dy- 
namic range and with far less dis- 
tortion. Even at higher recording 
levels, the increased headroom in 

5 -3 -2 -1 0 (7"">1. 2 
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new AD -X can easily 
handle strong signal 
input without over - 
saturation. 

When you hear the 
brilliant playback re- 
sulting from the higher 

MOL and 
lower bias 

FREQUENCY RESPONSE AND MP7(IN UM 
OUTPUT LEVEL 

+ 
á 

--_31 
FREQUENCY RESPONSE-2DdB 

100 1K 

FREQUENCY (Hz) 

A.ilyn magnetic particle acaieves 
saturation and lower noise. 

noise you won't believe 
that your deck :an 
"improve" so much. 

The new AD -X has 
truly versatile applications. Its 
higher sensitivity makes it ideal for 
all-round home entertainment use 
and also suitable for any cassette 
player. 
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To ensure years of 
reliable use, AD -X is 
housed in TDK's Labo- 
ratory Standard Mech- 
anism, and protected 
by TDK's lifetime war- 
ranty. With its distinc- 
tive packaging, you 
won't miss it. 

So for high quality recordings 
in the normal bias/EQ position, 
snap in the new TDK AD -X. You'll 
discover that the Avilyn advantage 
means superior overall performance 
for you. 

--:TDK 
THE MACHINE FOR YOUR MACHINE 
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Finally! 

After 18 years research and development, QUAD proudly 
introduces the ESL -63 electrostatic speaker. The company's 
previous electrostatic speaker has been a worldwide music 
standard for decades. 

The QUAD ESL -63 has a very light plastic diaphragm 
positioned between two sets of acoustically transparent 
concentric annular electrodes. The signal is fed to the elec- 
trodes sequentially via a delay line. The sound pressure 
pattern is a facsimile of that which would be produced by an 
ideal point source positioned some 30cm behind the plane of 
the diaphragm; completely phase true, very aperiodic, with 
a level response and near perfect directivity index devoid of 
all side lobes. 

The result with a good program source is a stereo picture of 
an acoustic event which we believe to be significantly 
superior to anything previously available. 

The new ESL -63 is on demonstration at authorized QUAD 
retailers. 

For further details and the name and address of your nearest 
QUAD retailer, write: 

QUAD 
al Sherman Avenue 

11JA D Palo Alto, California 94306 
In Canada: for the closest a roach May Audio Marketing Ltée, Ltd. to the original sound Longueuil, Quebec J4G 1P8 
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...and then came the SE -9. 
35 years ago, to satisfy listening 

preferences, serious music lovers 
had to redesign their listening rooms. 
Remove the drapes. Add a rug here. 
Rearrange the upholstered sofa there. 
Get rid of that crystal chandelier! 

Bass and treble tone controls 
came later, and they helped-but 
only a little. When you needed a 
boost in that lowest bass region, you 
had to accept boosted upper bass 
and mid -range tones as well - 
whether you needed them or not. 

By 1958, the first equalizers 
appeared.They allowed you to alter 
specific bands of tones to suit the 
needs of the listening room-and the 
music program. With special mics, a 
pink noise generator, and a real-time 

-Tt18;lf=g-? 

canya~ar 

analyzer, you could electronically 
adjust your system to your listening 
preference. If-that is-you didn't 
mind spending several thousand 
dollars and a half hour adjusting and 
readjusting controls to enjoy a half 
hour of listening. 

Then came Sansui's remakable 
SE -9 Compu-Equalizer. It takes 
the guesswork and the frustration 
out of equalization. At the touch of a 
button, the SE -9's built-in pink noise 
generator feeds its signals first to one 
speaker, then the other. Sounds 
picked up by the SE -9's calibrated 
microphone are then analyzed by its 
microprocessor. Sit back and watch 
in amazement, as the SE -9's 
motorized system moves each of 6i 
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16 fader controls (8 per channel) to 
create the curve that yields precisely 
flat response at your preferred listen- 
ing location. 

Touch another button, and the 
curve is memorized for future, instant 
recall. Move to another location - 
every another room-and the SE -9 
can create and store a new curve- 
up to tour of them. 

At last, after 35 years, a perfect 
equalization system without errors or 
frustration. And, at a price that makes 
perfect equalization affordable for all 
serious music lovers. 

See the SE -9 and Sansui's truly 
compete line of high quality compo- 
nenis and systems at your Sansui 
r'ti iI1 frk üty. Or write to us for details. 

f1Skw 

kit .111 tItAh'.1I 

I1 

TM 

SANSUI ELECTRONICS CORPORATION 
Lyndhurst, New Jersey 07071, Gardena, CA 90248 Slut S [LL Sansui Electric Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan 
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VIDEO SCENES 
BERT WHYTE 

JVC 
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JVC's HR -7650U videocassette recorder. 

Video in all its various manifesta- 
tions was the dominant factor 
at the 1982 Winter Consumer 

Electronics Show in Las Vegas. While 
there were many new video products 
demonstrated and put on display, 
most were "new" in the sense of up- 
datings and refinements rather than 
true technological advances. To be 
sure, there were many evolutionary 
and even some revolutionary new vid- 
eo developments behind the scenes in 
various hotel suites, but most of these 
were for private viewing and it will be 
some time before such products have 
an impact on the video scene. I will 
report on some of the more interesting 
new products, but at a show of this 
type there are developments, trends 
and ideas that often are as important 
as the new products, and I will bring 
them to your attention. 

It would appear, quite surprisingly, 
that the fierce competition between the 
various videodisc formats has abated 
somewhat. This is not to say that any 
of the participants has thrown in the 
towel, but none seem as vociferous in 
their claims of superiority for their par- 
ticular systems as they were during 
1980 and 1981. Of course, the VHD 
system is not yet on the market, and in 
fact its introduction to the United 
States has been further delayed and is 

now scheduled for June of this year. 
Thus it is the Philips laser -type video- 
discs, represented in this country by 
Pioneer and Magnavox, and RCA's 
CED SelectaVision videodisc system 
which have had their baptism of fire in 
the marketplace, and both system 
types have come away somewhat 
scorched. In the case of the early laser 
discs, poor quality control in manufac- 
turing resulted in a high percentage of 
defective discs which consumers 
quickly rejected. In RCA's case, there 
were some initial troubles with both 
players and discs, but these apparent- 
ly were quickly rectified. The main 
problem simply is a matter of sales, 
with RCA's goal of 200,000 CED play- 
ers to be sold during 1981 falling short 
by almost half this amount. Disco - 
Vision Associates, the manufacturer of 
the laser discs, couldn't seem to im- 
prove the quality of their products 
even with the assistance of IBM. Al- 
though 3M decided to manufacture la- 
ser discs, that effort apparently has 
been delayed since their pressing 
plant is not yet on stream. Faced with 
these problems, Pioneer decided to 
open a special plant in Japan to manu- 
facture their own laser discs. I have 
heard from several people whose 
opinions I value that the discs are of 
excellent quality and have a very low 

rejection rate. These Pioneer discs 
should be arriving in the United States 
soon, and undoubtedly will give their 
videodisc player a much -needed 
boost. At the WCES, Pioneer's display 
of their videodisc players was fairly 
modest in comparison to last year, and 
it did not feature their updated player 
which includes CX noise reduction. 
The new player with CX was on view in 
Pioneer's suite. No reason was given 
for the delay in introducing the new 
model to the U.S. market. 

RCA is supposed to have a new Se- 
lectaVision model, also to be 
equipped with CX noise reduction as 
well as with the capability of stereo- 
phonic sound. There are some odd 
aspects to this RCA situation. One 
source says that the stereo -equipped 
player will soon be on the market, 
while another source reports the ster- 
eo model being "downgraded" in pri- 
ority and subject to considerable de- 
lay. Still another source tells me the 
RCA discs are selling well, yet RCA 
recently laid off about. 300 workers 
from their Indiana CED pressing plant. 

I'm sure you remember how sur- 
prised we all were when CBS, the tra- 
ditional arch rival of RCA, said they 
would adopt the RCA CED SelectaVi- 
sion videodisc and would be produc- 
ing videodiscs in that format. I have 
been promised CBS CED discs for 
some months now, and they are not 
yet forthcoming. Recently I learned 
that CBS will not produce the CED 
discs in house, but will have them 
pressed by RCA. It is a muddled situa- 
tion, and we'll just have to await further 
developments. 

VHS and Beta videocassette record- 
ers have become ever more sophisti- 
cated with subsequently higher prices. 
JVC stole a march on the industry with 
the introduction of their Model HR - 
7650U, probably the most advanced 
VCR currently on the market. It fea- 
tures full -function wireless remote con- 
trol and has the capability of stereo 
sound with Dolby B noise reduction. 
The unit is front -loading and uses the 
JVC four -head design for better reso- 
lution with extended play tapes. This 
VCR can play back two-, four-, or six - 
hour cassettes and record two- or six - 
hour cassettes. The HR -7650U has a 
14 -day, 8 -event programming timer, 
and controls are of the soft -touch vari- 

I 
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"This is by no means 
a cheap, small speaker, 
but the Maserati Bora 
isn't either"... 
The Complete Buyer's Guide 
to Stereo/Hi-Fi Equipment 
The quote continues ... 
"... both put genuinely advanced 
technology into modestly sized 
packages and are priced accordingly." 
We believe it accurately sums up what 
we, at KEF, have achieved in our new 
Models 203 and 204. 

Model 203 
High technology. 
Exceptiona_ realism and precise stereo 
images from a bookshelf enclosure. 
Computer -designed cross -over network 
and advanced Bextrene-cone units. 

Model 204 
Compact free-standing system offering 
remarkable accuracy and extended 
bass response from an attractively 
proportioned enclosure of just 44 litres. 

At KEF we make loudspeakers - nothing 
else. You can benefit from this 
specialization. Listen & you'll hear how. 

The Speaker Engineers 
©1982 KEF Electronics Ltd, c/o Intratec, PO Box 17414. 
Dulles International Airport, Washington, D.C. 20041. 
In Canada: Smyth Scund Equipment Ltd, Quebec. 
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ety. All these goodies will set you back 
$1,595.00. 

You will note this JVC VCR has pro- 
visions for stereo sound, making it the 
only other VCR besides the Akai Activi- 
sion so equipped. Other VCRs will 
probably offer stereo sound before 
long, due to the fact that among the 
major videocassette duplicating com- 
panies (such as CBS/MGM, Warners, 
20th Century -Fox Video, and Para- 
mount) there are close to 250 stereo 
videocassette titles available. Most of 
these are movies recorded with Dolby 
cinema stereo sound. Depending on 
the type of Dolby print the videocas- 

sette was duplicated from, if the audio 
output of the VCR is channeled 
through a Tate -type quadraphonic de- 
coder you might manage to obtain 
"surround sound" effects. Some own- 
ers of Audionics Tate decoders say 
they have succeeded in doing this with 
Dolby stereo soundtrack record al- 
bums. It is certainly a nice prospect, in 
any case. 

Panasonic and JVC can be likened 
to GM's Buick and Oldsmobile in that 
while they are really under one corpo- 
rate banner, Matsushita, they are also 
autonomous and highly competitive 
with each other. Thus, while their prod - 

THE VIRGIN SOUND. 

The Jensen System Series Speakers are 
unique. With uniform power response 
and ultra -precise crossovers, they are 
designed to reproduce sound without 
compromise, without manipulation. At 
Jensen, our commitment is to bring 
you exactly the sound that is record- 
ed. Hear the pure, uncensored, virgin 
sound at better audio shops. For more 
information and dealer locations, call 
800-323-0707. 

ucts are different there are also some 
familial similarities. Such is the case 
with the new Panasonic PV -1770 Om- 
nivision videocassette deck, which has 
the same type of wireless remote con- 
trol as the JVC HR -7650U. However, 
the Panasonic VCR also features "Om- 
nifex," a special motion -control func- 
tion which permits "Omnisearch," slow 
motion, double speed, still frame and 
frame -by -frame advance, and this 
function can be activated by the wire- 
less remote control. The four record - 
head system pioneered by sister JVC 
also appears in this deck and affords 
the same capabilities and benefits. 
The PV -1770 can record and play 
back in the two-, four-, or six -hour 
mode, and it too has a 14-day/8-event 
programmable tuner/timer. For use 
with cable, the PV -1770 has 105 -chan- 
nel capability and is priced around 
$1,500. 

It is fairly well-known that Matsushita 
is the OEM supplier of videocassette 
decks to RCA and many other compa- 
nies. JVC is also an OEM supplier of 
VCRs on a lesser scale. For example, 
Sansui has a new VCR, the SV-R5000, 
which features the four -head technol- 
ogy introduced by JVC and other simi- 
lar features. (It is interesting that while 
this deck and other JVC OEM decks 
offer two-, four-, or six -hour record and 
playback capability, JVC continues to 
offer just two- and six -hour record ca- 
pability in their own models because 
they believe it results in a higher qual- 
ity picture with their particular type of 
four -head recording.) Here, too, there 
is a 14-day/8-event programmable 
tuner/timer. This $1,200 Sansui VCR 
has its own bag of special effects 
which include bidirectional speed 
search, freeze frame, and frame ad- 
vance. To round out the package, 
there is a 10 -function remote control. 

There were other new VHS and Beta 
VCRs at the WCES from the likes of 
Fisher, Sanyo, Magnavox, Zenith and 
others, all reflecting updating and re- 
finement, and all variations on the 
OEM theme. The VCR decks I have 
covered are top -of -the -line models 
and are obviously priced accordingly. 
Some industry observers are predict- 
ing and looking for much lower priced 
VCRs, hoping that with the usual dis- 
counting some decks can be sold at 
the magic figure of below $500. They 
feel that if this occurs it will set off a 
veritable boom in VCR sales and that 
the availability of VCRs in this price 
range will have a devastating effect on 
videodisc sales. Their thinking is that if 

a videodisc system and a VCR are 
similarly priced, the VCR will win out 
because of its recording capability. A 

JENSEN 
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AR's ADSP is the first true 
corrective to tackle the 
listening environment 
using the awesome power 
of instant digital 
computation. 

AUDIO ETC 
Continued from page 92 

Now, since I am not a digital en- 
gineer, I will leave additional 
comment to others, except for one 
more solid quote. "Traditional filter or 
equalizer circuits (use) coils, capaci- 
tors, resistors. Because the ADSP 
does not require such components, 
and has no pre-set filter bands or ad- 
justments, it can synthesize countless 
(different) filters. Conventional circuits 
with even a fraction of ADSP's capabil- 
ity would require thousands of compo- 
nents. ... The ADSP, on the other 
hand, is entirely automatic. If required, 
it can produce a filter with an extreme- 
ly sharp notch, only a few Hz wide. In 
typical music system correction, the 
ADSP is called upon to provide filters 
with more than 50 peaks and dips 
within a 1000 Hz bandwidth." 

It remains to take a look at the musi- 
cal consequences of this AR signal 
processor. How come we all have en- 
joyed our home hi-fi these many years, 
mostly without adjustments for the lis- 
tening room? Other than the room it- 
self, furniture, sound absorbing areas 
and the like, plus speaker placement. 
It is largely because we are adaptable. 
We get to know our listening places. 

Our own inner computers, more so- 
phisticated than AR's (though not, I'm 
thinking, by very much), are able to 
tune out the room effects, just as we 
tune out and do not consciously hear 
such noises as blowers, refrigerators, 
furnaces, not to mention other interfer- 
ences. I have never presumed to 
judge anybody's hi-fi system outright 
on a quick hearing. It takes, for me, a 
couple of evenings of listening, prefer- 
ably more, before I become aware of 
the system and the music as they real- 
ly are. The adjustment is always no- 
ticeable and often dramatic. 

This profound- human ability to ad- 
just is, I think, still much underrated by 
our fraternity. It is as great as, for ex- 
ample, our well-khown ability to adjust 
for color balance between daylight 
and indoor electric light. Or red light in 
a dark room, which in time becomes 
almost gray as our eyes adjust. We 
can learn to live with all sorts of wildly 
different acoustic situations, reducing 
them to an approximate balance just 
as we do with colors. After a time, 
thus, we are able to hear our systems 

and judge our music and its fi with 
objective accuracy; we simply tune out 
the room faults automatically. 

Are room equalizers of any kind, 
then, of real use? Definitely. It is one 
thing to adapt as well as possible to 
so-so acoustics and quite another to 
achieve a real and measurable im- 
provement - we can adjust to that, 
too, and it is much less of an effort. 
Better, after all, is better. There are two 
caveats. The first and most important 
is, of course, that if you are used to a 
bumpy, peaky listening space, a dead 
and dull room, an overly live room - 
take your choice - then when adjust- 
ments for the better are made, you will 
probably not like the "new" sound at 
first. You must give your inner comput- 
er sufficient time to change its listening 
parameters. 

The other caveat, more in line with 
AR's innovation, is that even the most 
sophisticated of present equalizers 
may not really do the right job for you. 
Sorry, manufacturers, and this is only 
my opinion. But I tried extensive ex- 
periments with the first generation of 
frequency -band equalizers and wasn't 
happy. I went through the whole pro- 
cedure, band by band (CBS pink 
noise disc), resetting levels to adjust 
for room peaks and valleys (which 
were, as expected, startlingly big) until 
I surely had made some improvement. 
I could hear it, I thought. And yet I 

soon found myself back to familiar set- 
tings, all controls at "zero." I liked it 
better that way. 

I think I prefer my own ear's fine 
computations to the band -by -band ad- 
justments of current equalizers, and I 

think the reason is plain. Those fixed 
bandwidths, plateaus arbitrarily wide, 
are too angular, full of too many "sonic 
corners" from band to band, perhaps 
introducing more than they remove. 

But an "instant" synthesized filter 
shape, a feedback sort of directly - 
matched correction that can simulta- 
neously smooth out 50 or more de- 
tailed peaks and valleys in your room 
sound, from where you sit, is some- 
thing else again. A quantum jump into 
digital usage. We will shortly find out if 
this gadget works as it ought to. May- 
be the initial cost will be huge? Maybe 
there'll be bugs? No matter, for some- 
thing new is launched here and we will 
not ignore it. Q 

WE CAUGHT 
THE POLICE 
IN THE ACT. 

Now these pop artists are 
available on dbx discs: 
THE POLICE: Zenyatta Mondatta 
(NautiluslA&M). PS 1043 

SUPERTRAMP: Even In The 
Quietest Moments (A&M). PS -1055 

MOODY BLUES: On The Threshold 
Of A Dream (Nautilus/Decca). PS -1048 

OSCAR PETERSON: Digital At 
Montreux (Pablo). GS 2045 

PABLO CRUISE: Worlds Away 
(NautiluslA&M). PS 1044 

PROCOL HARUM: Broken 
Barricades (A&M). PS -1061 

HEART: Dreamboat Annie 
(Mushroom). PS -1001 

BLOOD, SWEAT AND TEARS: 
Blood, Sweat & Tears 
(Direct Disc Labs/MCA). P5-1013 

HERB ALPERT: Rise (A&M). PS -1022 

JOAN BAEZ: Diamonds And Rust 
(NautiluslA&M). PS1040 

DON MENZA BIG BAND: Burnin 
(Real Time). PS -1064 

COUNT BASIE ORCHESTRA: 
On The Road (Pablo). GS -2048 

CAT STEVENS: Tea For The 
Tillerman (MM). P5.1058 

dbx discs give you the full 
dynamic range of a live perform- 
ance with none of the surface 
noise of conventional records, 

The result is clarity, im- 
pact, and sonic realism like 
you've never heard 
before-even on digital 
"audiophile" records. 

dbx discs. Demand 
them by name. 

Music can't live without us. 
dbx, Incorporated, 71 Chapel Street, 

Box 100C, Newton, Mass. 02195 U.S.A. 
Tel. (617) 964-3210, Telex: 92-2522. 
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TAPE GUIDE 
HERMAN BURSTEIN 

Terrible (Type) Its 
Q. My cassette deck records suc- 

cessfully when I use ferric oxide tape. 
But when I use chromium -dioxide or 
cobalt -modified tapes, there is a 10 to 
12 dB loss in the treble range with the 
switch in the CrO2 position. - Steve 
Harris, Conway, Ark. 

A. It appears that the problem does 
líe ín your cassette deck inasmuch as 
there is no problem with ferric oxide 
tape. The problem could be due to 
excess bias and/or faulty equalization 
when the tape switch is in the chrome 
position. You will need the help of an 
authorized service shop and can get 
the names of such shops from your 
dealer or from the manufacturer. 

Source, Tape, and Listen 
Q. When monitoring a recording, 

are you listening to the sound already 
recorded, or are you listening to the 
sound a split second before it is re- 
corded? - Bob Hoffman, Worth, Ill. 

A. If you are using a tape deck with 
three heads, which permits simulta- 
neous recording and playback, in the 
monitor (or tape) position of the moni- 
toring switch you are listening to the 
tape which has just been recorded. In 

the source position, you are listening 
to the signal which is about to be re- 
corded. 

Manual Aid 
Q. I am having a problem obtaining 

the service manuals for my cassette 
deck and receiver, both made by the 
same company. 1 wrote to the firm a 

couple of months ago but received no 
response. Please help me. - Daniel 
Pinero, Juncos, Puerto Rico 

A. Unfortunately, there is no way in 

which I can be of direct help. I suggest 
that you write again, this time to the 
Service Manager, with a copy to Cus- 
tomer Relations and another copy to 
the president of the company, stating 
that you had no answer to your first 
request. Do not expect to get the man- 
uals free. They could possibly cost 
$5.00 or more each. 

Another possibility would be to try 
an authorized service shop. It is unlike- 
ly that it can sell you manuals, but the 
shop might be willing to inform you 
how to buy them, or it might be willing 
to order them for you, probably for a 

small fee. 

GIGO? 
Q. I have a chance to buy open -reel 

tape costing $1.00 for 1200 feet. It is 
cut down from '/2 -inch computer tape, 
and it has been erased. Is this a good 
buy? - Tony lacovelli, Framingham 
Ct., Mass. 

A. The frequency response charac- 
teristics and bias requirements of 
computer tape usually differ from 
those of audio tape. If you use com- 
puter tape, it is possible, although not 
certain, that you will find performance 
inadequate in terms of frequency re- 
sponse and distortion. 

Another problem concerns the ac- 
curacy of slitting. Accurate slitting re- 
quires very precise and expensive 
equipment.,Improperty slit tape tends 
to raise problems. If the tape is too 
wide, it tends to stick in the tape 
guides; if it is too narrow, it tends to 
weave in the tape guides, resulting in 
variations in frequency response or 
output. 

On the other hand, for a risk of only 
$1.00, you might try a reel. 

Combined Heads 
Q. My cassette deck has a com- 

bined record/playback head. Is my 
preamp's monitor switch of any use to 
me when recording?-Joseph Cuifo, 
Utica, N.Y. 

A. No. Such a switch is useful when 
using a tape deck with separate rec- 
ord and playback heads in order to 

compare the just -recorded signal with 
the source signal. 

Mix Master 
Q. My cassette deck has a line/ 

mike mixer. I would like to use this to 
mix the signals from two turntables 
when recording, one through the line 
inputs and the other through the mike 
inputs. - Jean LeTourneau, St. Jean, 
P.Q., Canada 

A. Unless you make fairly extensive 
modifications to the record electronics 
of your tape deck, you cannot use it to 
mix the signals taken directly from 
turntables that employ magnetic 
phono cartridges. What you require is 

an external mixer which can accept 
the cartridge signals and feed the 
combined signal to your line inputs. 

The'signal delivered by a magnetic 
phono cartridge requires bass boost 
and treble cut in order to achieve flat 
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response. It also requires a substantial 
amount of amplification overall. If such 
a signal is fed to the mike input of your 
deck, it will receive the necessary am- 
plification but not the necessary bass 
boost and treble cut. If it is fed to the 
line input, it will receive neither the re- 
quired amplification nor the required 
equalization. A suitable external mixer 
can meet these requirements. 

Bar Some 
Q. In taping a disc of Also Sprach 

Zarathustra, my cassette deck pro- 
duces distortion during the opening 
bars of the trumpets; the level setting 
causes only a few rare swings above 0 
VU. The distortion consists of a fluttery 
kind of warbling, and it occurs with two 
high -quality tapes but not with a 
cheaper tape of the same brand. I do 
not get this distortion when taping with 
my open -reel deck. What is the prob- 
lem? - Fred Schmidt, Livonia, Mich. 

A. It appears that the tape is being 
overloaded. The amount of signal that 
a tape can handle without noticeable 
distortion varies from one brand to an- 
other and from one type to another. Try 
a lower recording level, or stay with the 
particular tape which gives you best 
results. 

Head Demagnetization 
Q. How effective is a head demag- 

netizer, and how does the user know 
when the heads are demagnetized?- 
William Dickerson, McChord AFB, 
Wash. 

A. Head demagnetizers vary in 
strength, as may their effectiveness. A 
magnetometer, such as the one made 
by the R.B. Annis Co., Indianapolis, 
Ind., can measure residual magnetism 
in the heads (and in other metallic 
parts contacted by the tape, such as 
guides). From my experience with 
head demagnetizers and with the 
magnetometer, it appears difficult or 
impossible to reduce magnetization to 
absolute zero. Nevertheless, it may be 
important to periodically demagnetize 
the heads and other parts to the extent 
that is possible. A 

If you have a problem or question on tape 
recording, write to Mr. Herman Burstein at 
AUDIO, 1515 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10036. 
All letters are answered. Please enclose a 
stamped, self-addressed envelope. 

You can't stop 
the reels of progress. 

TDK breaks through to new frontiers 
in open reel tape technology so that record- 
ing and playback standards can be moved 
higher and higher. 

The first open reel 
tape to use TDK's fa- 
mous Super Avilyn 
magnetic particle tech- 
nology is the revolution- 
ary SA/EE. Designed , 

for new open reel decks 
with EE (Extra Efficiency) Bias/EQ set- 
tings, SA/EE has an MOL that's 2.5-3dB 
better than conventional (normal bias) 
ferric oxide tapes. And it has 2.5-3dB 
lower bias noise at 33/4 ips to give you 
twice the recording time with optimum 
reproduction quality. 

TDK's GX tape was designed for live 
music mastering, disc -to -tape and tape -to - 
tape uses. Its ultra -refined ferric oxide 
particle formulation has a higher MOL, 

SA 

. . 

oI~5. - 

low distortion and a wider dynamic 
range. its special backcoating reduces 
wow, flutter and static. 

The perfect tape 
for broadcasts and 
audiophile uses is 
TDK LX. It delivers 
high output, low noise 
and lower distortion 
over an extended --- frequency range. 

TDK open reel tapes have precision - 
engineered 10" metal or 7" plastic reels 
with perfectly circular hubs. And to 
keep our perfect tape perfect, use the 
TDK HD-ll Head Demagnetizer. 

That's everything you need to know 
to keep up with the sounds of progress. 

"3x 

35180» 501208. 
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01981 TDK Electronics Corp. Enter No. 30 on Reader Service Card 

IlltInto$h 
STEREO CATALOG 

and FM DIRECTORY 
Get all the newest and latest information on the new 
McIntosh stereo equipment in the McIntosh catalog. In 
addition you will receive an FM station directory that 
covers all of North America. 
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SEND 

TODAY! 
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McIntosh Laboratory, Inc. 
East Side Staion P.U. Box 96 
Binghamton, N.Y. 1 3904-0096 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

LCITY STATE ZIP J 
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If you are in a hurry for your catalog please send the coupon to McIntosh. 
For non rush service send the Reader Service Card to the magazine. 

Enter No. 19 on Reader Service Card 



WHAT'S NEW IN VIDEO ° 

Quasar 
Video Switcher 

The Model VE581U Video 
Controller offers five inputs 
from various elements of a 
home entertainment system 
and three outputs. A built-in 
amplifier will improve the 
picture quality of weak or 

snowy images, and use of 
the switcher will reduce the 
confusion of "cable clutter" 
and eliminate the need to 
make last-minute cable 
connections before taping 
a program. Price: $119.95. 
Enter No. 100 on Reader Service Card 
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Sony Video Recorder 
The SL -5000 offers 

increased ease -of -use in a 
Betamax design at a more 
affordable price. All 
operating controls and 
cassette loading are on the 
front panel, with recording 
controls to the left and 
playback to the right. The 
clock, 24 -hour timer and 
14 -pushbutton channel 
selector are also up front. 
Other features include a 
remote pause control jack 
for use with a video 
camera, video and audio 
line input and output 
terminals, and a 
microphone jack. 
Price: $895.00. 
Enter No. 101 on Reader Service Card 

Kloss Video 
Projection Monitor 

The Novabeam Model 
Two produces a clear, five- 
foot color TV image directly 
to any flat white wall without 
a special curved projection 
screen. The picture 
appears four feet from the 
projector and can be 
watched at full brightness 
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ly 
from any point in a 
darkened room. The 60 -lb. 
portable unit is smaller than 
most 19 -inch TV sets, and it 

has video and audio inputs 
for use with VCRs, 
component TV tuners, and 
videodisc players. Price: 
$2,000.00, including remote 
control. 
Enter No. 102 on Reader Service Card 

TEAC Videocassette 
Storage Cabinet 

The CS34VU is an 
upright -type cabinet with a 
rosewood veneer finish. 
Sliding glass doors help 
protect video tapes from 
dust, and storage capacity 
is up to 34 cassettes. The 
two -level design is suitable 
for both VHS and Beta 
formats. Price: $60.00. 
Enter No. 103 on Reader Service Card 
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Signet 
Phono Cartridge 

The TK100LC is a 
moving -magnet cartridge 
with response from 10 Hz 
to 15 kHz, ±0.5 dB. Ruby 
was chosen for the tapered 
hollow shaft of the 
cantilever to obtain rigidity, 
freedom from resonance, 
and low mass. A laser is 
used to drill lengthwise 
through a ruby uni-crystal 
to manufacture the 
cantilever; another laser cut 
is made through its end to 
fix a nude diamond stylus, 
and the stylus is later 
polished to a Straight Line 
Contact configuration to 
trace high frequencies 
accurately. Price: 
$1,200.00; user -replaceable 
stylus, $500.00. 
Enter No. 104 on Reader Service Card 

Mesa Electronics 
Turntable 

The Model 70 is a two - 
speed, semi -automatic 
turntable with critical parts 
made of metal for long life 
and precision performance. 
The single -play unit is 
designed for accuracy as 
well as simplicity of 
operation. Other features 
include an anti -skating 
mechanism and a 
detachable headshell. 

Ln1 
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H. H. Scott 
Cassette Deck 

Model 658DM is a two - 
head cassette deck with 
metal -tape capability. 
Features include 

n1 

WHAT'S NEW IN AUDIO 

Included with the unit is an 
Audio-Technica AT -70 
cartridge. Price: $79.95. 
Enter No. 105 on Reader Service Card 
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fluorescent peak -hold 
meters, Dolby B and C 
noise reduction, timer 
standby for recording and 
playback, tape memory 
rewind and replay, 

microprocessor -controlled 
logic transport, Sendust 
and ferrite heads, and 
feather -touch controls. 
Price: $299.95. 
Enter No. 106 on Reader Service Card 
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Polk Audio 
Loudspeaker 

The RTA 12B Reference 
Monitor System is a floor - 
standing unit designed with 
the use of a digital 
sampling FFT computer 
testing procedure. One 
tweeter, two midranges, 
and one woofer cover the 
range from 25 Hz to 21 
kHz, ±2 dB, and a "dual 
isophase" crossover 
network is optimized in the 
time domain for greater 
transparency and realism of 
sound. Price: $500.00 
each. 
Enter No. 107 on Reader Service Card 
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THAT'S THE WAY IT WAS 
WALTER I. SEIGAL 
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Sunday, October 30th, 1938, was 
the day tf-at The War of the 
Worlds broke out when Martians 

landed about five miles from Prince- 
ton, N.J.-accord rg to Orsor Weller 
famous Mercury Theatre adaptation d 
the H. G. Wells classic. Here, Orsor 
gives the press al interview on the 
morning after ti3 panic-inducinc 
broadcast which went over a coast -to - 
coast network, while the closeup photo 
shows him at the studio mikes during_ 

December of the same year. 
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Transform your listening room 
into a professional sound studio 

Now available for the first time to the 
home audiophile, SONEX was originally 
developed for use in professional sound 
studios to help engineers create the best 
possible recordings. SONEX has also 
been used by many major component 
manufacturers for the development and 
evaluation of their products. In fact, sev- 
eral loudspeaker manufacturers incor- 
porate SONEX in the design of their 
speaker systems. 

SONEX is an acoustical treatment mate- 
rial designed to help you achieve the fin- 
est sound quality possible from your 
audio system. SONEX is highly attractive, 
very durable, easy to install, and can be 
placed virtually anywhere. And, unlike 
many other audio components, you can 
begin with just a few sections of SONEX 
gradually building your listening room 
into a truly professional sound studio. 
SONEX improves your sound in these 
important ways. First SONEX corrects 
stubborn room problems such as 
"boomy"' bass, overly bright highs, and 
"slap echo." Secondly, SONEX smooths 
out frequency response problems 
caused by room interaction with your hi-fi 
system. SONEX also reduces ambient 
noise, allowing your system to achieve 
greater dynamic range and allowing you 
to listen at reduced levels (which helps to 

keep the neighbors happy). Finally, 
SONEX gives your room a true profes- 
sional look and feel, while helping you to 
achieve better sound reproduction. 
SONEX is manufactured into its unique 
wedge shape from a highly advanced 
open -cell urethane material. Both the 
"cells" and the shape of this material aid 
in the absorption of soundwaves. These 
"cells" are highly effective in converting 
sound energy into heat energy, while the 
wedge design "captures" the soundwave 
and keeps it from reflecting back into the 
room. This wedge pattern also creates 
more surface exposure of these "cells" 
allowing for up to 300% more absorptive 
surface area than on flat material. 
SONEX has been used by hundreds of 
people in businesses that depend on 
high quality sound. Here area few of their 
comments: 
"I highly recommend SONEX for home 
use. It has been instrumental in helping 
our salesmen properly demonstrate loud- 
speakers in our sound rooms." Geoff 
Court, Owner, Audio Auditions, Minnea- 
polis, MN. 

"I recommend SONEX to all of my cus- 
tomers that have room problems. 
SONEX can improve the sound of sys- 
tems ranging in cost from several hun- 

\ 

dred to several thousand dollars." 
Mike Shotts, Owner, The Soundtrack, 
Auburn, AL. 

"SONEX has been the missing link in 
home audio reproduction. It is the one 
product desperately needed by home 
audio enthusiasts. We recommend it 
highly." Doug Johnson, Executive Vice 
President, Sound Connections Intl., 
Tampa, FL. 

"SONEX Ls extensively used in our engi- 
neering soundroom. It is invaluable for 
the testing and listening evaluation of 
our state-of-the-art electronic compo- 
nents. " Rich Larson, Chief Engineer, 
Audio Research Corp., Minneapolis, MN. 

SONEX will soon be available at retail 
audio dealers across the country. flow - 
ever, you do not have to wait to enjoy the 
benefits of SONEX in your own listening 
room. SONEX can be purchased directly 
from our factory. Each carton of SONEX 
contains 16 square feet of material and 
includes an application manual to help 
you achieve the best possible sound 
reproduction from your system. SONEX 
is also perfect for use with holographic 
units and other image enhancers. 
7b order, just fill out the coupon below, or 
if you are in a hurry, call us at our toll - 
free number. There is of course, a 30 -day 
money back guarantee. 

Carton(s) of SONEX in grey at $39.95 each for a total of $ . (Include $1.50 for postage & handling per carton). 
Carton(s) of SONEX in brown at $39.95 each fora total of $ (Include $1.50 for postage & handling per carton). 

NAME 

STREET ADDRESS 

CITY STATE ZIP 

VISA or MASTERCARD s Exp. Date 
Checks and money orders also accepted. 

(MasterCard 
. 

Esotech Inc. 
P.O. Box 24068, Minneapolis, Mn 55424 
1-800-328-4081 
In Minnesota (612) 934-5790 

Enter No. 9 on Reader Service Card 
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AUDIOCLNIC 
JOSEPH GIOVANELLI 

Also Sprach Giovanelli 
Each and every letter sent to "Audio - 

clinic" is answered individually. The 

fact that both Herman Burstein ("Tape 
Guide") and I are willing (or crazy) 
enough to take on such a task is part 
of what makes Audio unique. 

Even though each letter is answered 
personally, space and other consider- 
ations limit the number of letters which 
appear in print each month. Therefore, 
some of you who write in may be dis- 
appointed if your letters are not pub- 
lished or if they appear after a consid- 
erable amount of time. Although it may 
be expedient in some instances to 
rush a reply, it is only fair that I answer 
all letters in the order in which they are 
received. 

It may be helpful for you to know that 
when I do plan to use a given question 
for this column, 1 state this in my an- 
swer. I also ask the reader if he wants 
his name published; if he does not, I 

request that he write me back immedi- 
ately, and the name will be withheld. 
While this imposes a somewhat great- 
er amount of correspondence, I think it 
makes it less confusing for everyone. 

When writing, please note that I can- 
not become involved with questions 
related to the merits of specific prod- 
ucts. Because this type of judgment is 
subjective, 1 prefer more general, ob- 
jective questions. A lot of basic prod- 
uct information is contained in our An- 
nual Equipment Directory issue in Oc- 
tober; many comparisons can be 
made from an examination of the indi- 
vidual product specifications submit- 
ted by the manufacturers. You will also 
gain added information about a num- 
ber of products from Audio's Equip- 
ment Profiles. 

Every once in a while I receive a 

letter telling me that I did hit the nail on 
the head in diagnosing a piece of 
equipment I have never seen. As you 
can imagine, such diagnosis by long 
distance has to be based somewhat 
on guesswork (scientific, but still a 

guess), and I always wonder how well 
things have worked out. It's nice, too, 
to hear from someone who finds that 
an item published here could have 
had an added touch to make it a better 
answer. I appreciate these letters, and 
from time to time, I incorporate them in 

"Audioclinic." We can all learn some- 
thing that way. - J.G. 

War on Warp 
Q. What is the best way to store 

phonograph records? I have found 
that some of the albums I have not 
played for awhile are warped. - Jo- 
seph Topp, Shorewood, Wisc. 

A. The best way to store records is 

to keep them in an upright position 
without allowing them to lean over at 
an angle. The shrink-wrap should be 
removed from the jackets as soon as 
you buy the discs. Sometimes this 
plastic material can be so tight that the 
jackets and discs warp. But, most par- 
ticularly, discs should never be stored 
near sources of heat, such as radia- 
tors, because heat can also cause 
discs to warp. 

The Facts of (Recording) Life 
Q. I have purchased a number of 

highly touted digital recordings from 
different manufacturers. Although 
each of these is impressive in many 
respects, I have yet to find even one 
with totally silent surfaces, as well as 
the 90 -dB dynamic range claimed by 
manufacturers of these recordings. Si- 
lence is total absence of any sound or 
noise according to my dictionary, but 
these recordings have background 
noise and even print -through. Why? - 
Brian E. Newman, Burgettstown, Pa. 

A. Digital tape recordings can have 
signal-to-noise ratios of 90 dB. Such 
recordings, however, are ultimately 
made with conventional disc master- 
ing and mass production techniques. 
Therefore, the dynamic range and cer- 
tainly the signal-to-noise ratio is limited 
by the discs themselves and the care 
taken in producing them. The maxi- 
mum S/N of a disc is 65 dB, but only if 

everything is done correctly. 
Recordings for the mass market of- 

ten are produced with mediocre play- 
back equipment in mind. This will often 
result in other problems in addition to 
the noise about which you have writ- 
ten. Equalization may be employed 
which will make the music sound stri- 
dent when heard on many of our better 
systems. Unfortunately, there are just 
too few really good systems around - 
even now - to justify the routine pro 
ductíon of the highest possible quality 
disc. While the quality of pressings 
can be improved in many instances, 
this would ultimately result in a much 
higher price per disc, very likely lower- 

ing sales at a time when the industry is 

already suffering from declining sales. 

Stacked Speakers and 
Volume Loss - II 

In response to Mr. Ervin's question, 
printed in "Audioclinic," March, 1981: 
One possible reason for the volume 
loss when both speakers are connect- 
ed "A plus B" is caused, at least in 
some cases, by the speakers' being 
connected in series instead of in paral- 
lel. Thus, the amplifier is delivering half 
the power to two speakers than it de- 
livers to just one speaker. When the 
equipment is connected in the "A plus 
B" mode, each speaker receives one 
quarter the power it would receive in 
the "A" or "B" mode. This accounts for 
the loss in volume that you hear. 

The parallel connection would cor- 
rect this volume loss. The series con- 
nection, however, affords the amplifier 
the protection from overheating which 
could arise because of high power op- 
eration into very low impedances. - 
Kevin A. Barrett, Plainfield, N.J. 

Buzz Words 
Q. If I try to use the AM section of 

my tuner with my external power am- 
plifier turned on, a buzzing noise oc- 
curs which disappears when the am- 
plifier is turned off. Could this problem 
be connected with patch cords, or is 
the power supply from the external 
amplifier causing it? The second, or 
external, amplifier sits on top of the 
receiver, and both the power trans- 
former and interconnecting patch 
cords are close to the AM antenna. 
Would moving the amplifier help or 
would an external AM antenna be 
more beneficial?-Gerald A. Larson, 
Bozeman, Mont. 

A. The buzzing produced in your 
AM tuner is probably not created by 
patch cords; I believe it is related to 
diode switching in the power supply of 
your external amplifier. This sound will 
likely disappear if the two units are 
separated from one another a bit fur- 
ther than they are now. 

You may need to bypass each diode 

If you have a problem or question about audio, 
write to Mr. Joseph Giovanelli at AUDIO Maga- 

zine, 1515 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10036. All 

letters are answered. Please enclose a 

stamped, self-addressed envelope. 
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1 LL IS PLEASED TO PRESENTAN 
EVEN HIGHER PERFORMANCE TAP . 

,, 

a 

max' 11 
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If you're familiar with Maxell UD-XL tapes you probably find it hard to believe that any 
tape could give you higher performance. 

But heanng is believing. And while we can't play our newest tape for you right here on 
this page, we can replay the comments of Audio Video Magazine. 

Those who thought it was impossible to improve on Maxell's UD-XL II were mistaken. 
The 1981 tape of the year award goes to Maxell XL II -S" 

How does high bias XL II -S and our normal bias equivalent XL I -S give you such high 
performance? By engineering smaller and more uniformly shaped epitaxial oxide parti- 
cles we were able to pack more into a given area of tape. Resulting in a higher maximum 
output level, improved signal-to-noise ratio and better frequency response. 

To keep the particles from rubbing off on your recording heads Maxell XL -S also has 
an improved binder system. And to eliminate tape deforma- 
tion, XL -S comes with our unique Quin-Lok Clamp/Hub maxell 
Assembly to hold the leader firmly in lace. j 

Of course, Maxell XL II -S and XL I -S carry a little higher 
price tag than lesser cassettes. 

We think you'll find it a small price to pay for higher Í ,`NORTH IT performance. 
Mo,ell Corporonon at M+erco. ó00xfod Nye, N J 07074 
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with 0.01-1,F capacitors. The capacitor 
should be connected right across the 
diode and not from either side of the 
diode to chassis ground. The voltage 
rating of the capacitor should be three 
times the power -supply voltage. 

If you are getting satisfactory AM 
reception using the receiver's internal 
antenna, I do not suggest that you 
connect an external antenna to the re- 
ceiver. The use of such an antenna 
could result in overloads and spurious 
responses which would degrade the 
AM reception. 

Oldies Still Goodies 
Q. Is it safe to play my 30 -year -old 

mono record collection (which is in 
very good condition) on my new stereo 
system?-Helen Stambor, Lima, Ohio 

A. You will be happy to learn that 
you can play your old mono records 
on your stereo system; your cartridge 
will not know or care. The only thing 
that is likely to happen is that you will 

hear better sound from those old discs 
than you heard when you first bought 
them, assuming that they are indeed in 
good condition. 

While there may be a tendency for 
the stylus to ride closer to the bottoms 
of the grooves than was true in the 
days of the 1 -mil stylus tip, this will not 
cause problems. In fact, it will actually 
be an advantage because this portion 
of the groove wall will probably not 
have been abused by the high track- 
ing forces so common to old mono- 
phonic cartridges. 

Keep It Simple 
Q. I recently added a second pow- 

er amplifier to my system. My present 
receiver has provisions for separating 
the preamplifier section from its power 
amplifier section. I'm using the power 
amplifier section of the receiver to 
drive one pair of speakers and the new 
amplifier to drive another pair of 
speakers. Sometimes, the right speak- 

er driven from one of the power ampli- 
fiers fails to operate after turn -on. If I 

wiggle the patch cords, it will finally 
work. Have I isolated the problem or 
do I need to look further?-Gerald A. 
Larson, Bozeman, Mont. 

A. It would appear that you have 
isolated the problem of your intermit- 
tent right channel to either the patch 
cords themselves or to the connectors 
associated with them. A defective, 
molded plug could cause the problem. 
The same problem could also be the 
result of oxidation in the female con- 
nector on your patch board or a poorly 
soldered connection. It is always pos- 
sible that the jiggling of the patch -cord 
shock excites some other component 
into operation. Try the cords first, how- 
ever, because they are the most likely 
source of this problem and also the 
simplest items to repair or change. I 

always recommend that, in any trou- 
ble -shooting situation, you try the sim- 
plest remedies first. A 

1. Tapered laser -hollowed Ruby cantilever 

2. Laser-drilléd rectangular stylus mounting hole 

3. Nude rectangular -shank Straight Line Contact stylus 

4. Toroidal -coils hand wound of pure Silver wire 

5: One-piece "Omega shaped" coil core/pole pieces 

6. Three year warranty 

7. $1,200 L 

And if that doesn't . 

convince you...listen! 

signe4701 HUDSON DRIVE, STOW, OH 44224 

"EwTK1QOLC 
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THE COLUMN 
MICHAEL TEARSON 
JON & SALLY TIVEN 
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Farewell Song: Janis Joplin 
Columbia FC 37359, stereo, $8.98. 
Sound: D+ Performance: B+ 

That an album of previously unre- 
leased Janis Joplin performances can 
surface, particularly after this much 
time, has to give me pause for con- 
cern. Will it be gussied up shreds and 
shards or will it be pearls? 

What it is is a very mixed bag that 
serves as a miniature morality tale 
about how too much success can de- 
stroy a great talent. 

Six of the nine tracks are with her 
original band, that fabled garage unit, 

Big Brother and the Holding Company. 
Five of these are leftovers from the 
session and in -concert recordings for 
the landmark Cheap Thrills album of 
1968. One is a live recording from the 
Matrix in San Francisco a year earlier, 
one was cut live with the Kozmic Blues 
Band in Germany, and one comes 
from the Full Tilt Boogie Band's partici- 
pation in the 1970 Canadian Festival 
Express Tour. The last is a one-off 
backed by the 1970 edition of the Paul 
Butterfield Blues Band. 

Recording quality is far from state of 
the art, even considering when it was 
cut, but Janis' performances are pure 
gut. The real strength of Big Brother, 

however limited they were, was their 
empathy for Joplin. And it shows, es- 
pecially on the Matrix track, an aston- 
ishing medley of "Amazing Grace/Hi 
Heel Sneakers." When Janis got se- 
duced away from her band she irretrie- 
vably lost her focus. "Tell Mamma" 
with the Full Titters is driven and ener- 
getic as hell, but forced; the Kozmic 
track 'Raise Your Hand" is simply un- 
convincing. However, the Butterfield 
track "One Night Stand" is special. 
Here was a song she could identify 
with and a band who understood her 
and her base in the blues. 

Farewell Song is by far not the best 
Janis Joplin on record, but it is a valu- 
able and valid addition. Especially with 
Country Joe McDonald's intimate and 
extensive liner notes which really illu- 
minate what Janis was like up close 
and at home. And what ít was like to 
watch her get ground down under the 
weight of stardom. Michael Tearson 

Everybody Needs It: Ellen Mcllwaine 
Blind Pig BP 1081, stereo, $8.98. 

Sound: B Performance: A 

That Ellen Mcllwaine's enormous tal- 
ents have never been properly show- 
cased on record is one of the more 
mysterious riddles of the last decade. 
She is a powerhouse vocalist and a 
more than superb guitarist who has 
stopped me dead in my tracks with her 
slide paying many times. 

The mystery has been solved. 
Everybody Needs It is one of those 
special albums, the "one the artist has 
always had in her" type of affair. Never 
before has Ellen made an album with 
the focus and assurance she displays 
here, both vocally and instrumentally. 
Excitement positively crackles from the 
grooves, and I can tell you one big 
reason why. His name is Jack Bruce, 
legendary bass player of Cream and 
perhaps Ellen's Number 1 musical 
hero. She has always wanted to record 
with him, and now she has. 

The material is evenly split between 
covers and Mcllwaine originals. Of the 
covers a standout is -Hang on to a 
Dream" by the late Tim Hardin to 
whom, along with the late Roy "Profes- 
sor Longhair" Byrd, the album is dedi- 
cated. It starts softly with piano and 
bass and builds, taking off after a love- 
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The powerful Speakerlab 
Super 7 returns, now dramatically 
improved with an open and clear 
sound that's so awesome you'll 
soon understand why they call it 
"legendary". The 10" and 12" 
polypropylene/Polylam" woofers, 
a 6-1/2" mid-bass/mid-range and 
the LT 2155 Samarium Cobalt Leaf 
Tweeter can handle up to 200 
watts of power if you can. Available 
in lacquered oak or rosewood 
Clearseal® finish. 

t 

ik 
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Never before has 
Ellen Mcllwaine made an 
album with the focus and 
assurance she displays on 
Everybody Needs It. 

Ellen Mcllwaine 

ly bass solo by Bruce. Among the oth- 
ers, Ellen totally claims Eric Kaz's 
"Temptation Took Control" and de- 
lights with Percy Mayfield's bluesy 
"Danger Zone." Her own songs stand 
up favorably to the covers. "I Want 
Whacha Got" and the title song glow 
with Ellen's newly found security. 

A big, bright sound powers the rec- 
ord, clearly a result of Ellen's self -pro- 
duction. She is and always has been a 
strong-willed artist who has had prob- 
lems getting the sound in her head 
down onto vinyl. That problem's solu- 
tion is the key to the excellence of 
Everybody Needs It. Michael Tearson 

Heart on a Wall: Jimmy Destri 
Chrysalis CHR 1368, stereo, $8.98. 

Sound: A Performance: A- 

Blondie's keyboard player James 
Destri hasn't written any of the most 
famed tunes by said group, so you 
wouldn't expect his solo album to be 
anything startling. In fact, not only is 
Heart on a Wall infinitely more interest- 
ing than Debby Harry's KooKoo, it's a 
powerful and moving collection of 
songs delivered much in the style 
(both vocally and instrumentally) asso- 
ciated with David Bowie. Not that it's a 
blatant rip, mind you, and considering 
that Destri (and half of the backing 
musicians on this album) at one time 
backed up Bowie it's not altogether 

astonishing. But of all the people in the 
world to emulate, it's somewhat odd at 
this stage of the game for Destri. After 
all, Bowie is semi -retired, barely com- 
mercial, and far more involved in the 
visual side of things. It's sort of like 
some young actor picking Kris Kristof- 
ferson to pattern his acting style after. 

But enough of that side of things, 
and on to Destri himself, who comes 
off as quite the impressive singer. No 
one would have known of his pipes if 

he forever stayed in Ms. Harry's shad- 
ow, and he really emotes well-his 
voice totally suits the kind of spacey 
songs he writes. The guitars of Carlos 
Alomar, Earl Slick, and Tommy Mor- 
rongiello contribute to the atmosphere 
of the music, and Clem Burke plays in 
an uncharacteristically restrained style 
which is far more impressive than his 
previous work. Destri's voice, however, 
is what carries the album-sort of an 
updated Jim Morrison/John Cale tone 
with the delivery of a-we hate to say 
it-Bowie. Oh well, he'll live down the 
comparisons someday, but for now 
he'll have to stand by them. As it is, 
this is a highly successful debut album 
by a rock musician from whom one 
wouldn't expect such greatness. 

Jon & Sally Tiven 

Wasn't Tomorrow Wonderful?: The 
Waitresses 
Ze/Polydor P0-1-6346, stereo, $8.98. 

Sound: B Performance: A 

Fast, sometimes funny, more often 
biting and, best of all, great fun-that's 
the long-awaited debut Waitresses al- 
bum. Anxiously anticipated ever since 
their 1980 single, "I Know What Boys 
Like" backed with "No Guilt" (both in- 
cluded here), the originally Akron - 
based group's songs aim right for the 
jugular with telling acid observations 
on girl/boy politics in the '80s. Things 
like getting -along -very -well -thank -you 
after the breakup ("No Guilt," "Go 
On") and actually applying the lessons 
and options learned in liberation 
("Wasn't Tomorrow Wonderful?" "Jim- 
my Tomorrow," "Heat Night"). Then 
there's the bawdy "Pussy Strut" about 
that awful power women know they 
can have over men. It is a detailed 
how-to course in the age-old tease 
which I suspect will shortly join "I 
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Lou Reed's The Blue Mask 
appears to be an accurate 
account of how placid life 
can be in the suburbs of 
hell. 
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Know What Boys Like" as a top favor- 
ite on the bump -and -grind circuits. 

The drums ride up high in the mix 
and bounce the album along. More 
punch in the reeds and leads might 
have brightened the album, but Wasn't 
Tomorrow Wonderful? is actually a 
pretty well -crafted album. By turns bit- 
ing, ironic and outrageous, The Wait- 
resses breathe some very welcome 
freshness into the stale state of '80s 
pop. Michael Tearson 

The Blue Mask: Lou Reed 
RCA AFL1-4221, stereo, $8.98. 

If the first Lou Reed album in two 
years wasn't something of a surprise 
I'd have been surprised. The shocker 
is just how subdued and simplistic the 
music is. His poetry is as gritty, per- 
plexing, and provocative as ever. 
Clearly, the relatively stable home life 
he has enjoyed since his marriage to 
Sylvia Reed has had a major effect. 
Songs like "Women" and "Our House" 
and "Average Guy" at once radiate in 
equal doses a pure serenity and such 
a bent irony that it is hard to distin- 
guish the two. Is he being straight or 
coy? Or is he being both at the same 

time? Such is the central charm of The 
Blue Mask. 

But then there is the turbulence of 
the title song and "Waves of Fear," the 
only two songs in which the band 
(Reed on guitar, Fernando Saunders 
on bass, Richard Quine on guitar and 
Doane Perry on drums) get to work up 
a real sweat. These are as scary and 
penetrating as anything Lou Reed has 
written going all the way back to "Her- 
oin." And there's the disquieting quiet 
horror of "-he Gun" ("Stay away from 
him/He's got a gun") and "The Day 
John Kennedy Died." Lou Reed is not 
a man to be limited by expectations. 

The ultimate riddle is the album's 
cover, a simple head shot toned in 
blue in virtually an identical pose to the 
cover shot on the classic Transformer 
album David Bowie produced. The 
man seems unchanged; only every- 
thing else is different. 

The production is uncommonly sim- 
ple: Virtually all played live with only 
voices dubbed. 

But that's Lou Reed's world. And 
The Blue Mask, with all its built-in con- 
tradictions, appears to be an accurate 
account of how placid life can be in 
the suburbs of hell. Michael Tearson 

fact: there's a Shure 
cartridge 
that's correct 
for your system 
-and your 
checkbook: 

tun' 

SI SHURE 

V15 Type IV-The perfectionist's pickup- 
overcomes such ever-present problems as 
warp, static electricity and dust. Ultra -flat 
response. Reduced distortion. Unprece- 
dented trackability.>/. to Pk grams tracking. 
Premium -priced. 

V15 Type Ill-HE-The Super -Track cartridge 
that earned the respect of the world. Now 
available with the distortion -reducing Hyperel- 
liptical stylus. Tracking force: 34 to 11/4 grams. 

a _L' 

M97HE-Features the Dynamic Stabilizer, the 
Hyperelliptical stylus for reduced distortion, 
and SIDE -GUARD stylus protection. Tracking 
force: 3/a to 11/2 grams. 

1 
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M95HE-New mid -priced cartridge with 
distortion -reducing Hyperelliptical stylus. 
Flat response. V to 11/2 grams tracking. 

Hg 

I 

M70 Series-Modestly priced cartridges 
with truly noteworthy performance. 11/2 to 3 
grams tracking. Biradial or Spherical styli. 

NUQrt' wNÉ`;K 

M3D-The low-cost cartridge that began it 
all nearly two decades ago. 3 to 6 grams 
trac<ing. Replacement styli still available, as 
they are for virtually all Shure stereo car- 
tridges ever made. 

Shure Brothers Inc. 
222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, IL 60204 

In Canada: A.C. 
Simmonds & Sons Limited 

Manufacturer of high fidelity components, 
microphones, loudspeakers, sound 

systems and related circuitry. 
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CLASSICAL REVIEWS 
EDWARD TATNALL CANBY 
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Mahler: Fourth Symphony. Judith 
Raskin; Cleveland Symphony, Szell. 
CBS MY 37225, stereo, $8.98. 

This is numer 24 of CBS' "Great 
Performance" series, the nth time that 
older recordings in the CBS "vaults" 
have been recut and/or updated for 
release. Nothing new in the idea, then, 
but there is plenty in terms of quality. I 

was amazed, frankly, that a recording 
that dates back to the early stereo 
years could come through, as re -cut 
from the original tapes, with such im- 
pact as this one. The new CBS sur- 
faces - for this "low price" line - are 
astonishingly good. The music seems 
to have a wide and absolutely contem- 
porary dynamic range, taking excel- 
lent advantage of these super -quiet 
surfaces to bring out a very consider- 
able part of the enormous dynamic 
range inherent in a big Mahler work 

like this. (Once, I could hear sudden 
compression at an extremely loud en- 
trance.) The more or less typical CBS 
recording technique, no doubt with, 
already, a fair number of mikes, is to 

my mind perfect for Mahler's marvel- 
ously detailed instrumental sounds. 

Only one element gave away the re- 
cording's age. The louder string seg- 
ments, always difficult, showed the old 
slightly metallic edge that used to be 
standard in virtually all recording. 
Strings betray every sort of strain and 
unease that recording equipment (and 
playback) can suffer! They aren't bad 
at all here, and nothing to complain 
about. 

This disc will stand for 23 others, for 
the moment, all re -issues. I hope to dig 
out some of the original pressings, just 
for kicks, and make a comparison, 
though I know pretty much what I will 
find. Updating gets better and better. 

Tchaikovsky: Piano Concerto No. 1. 

Franck: Variations Symphoniques. 
John Ogdon; Philharmonia Orch., Bar- 
birolli. 
Arabesque-dbx SS -3032, encoded 
stereo, $9.00. 
Offenbach -Rosenthal: Gaite Pari- 
sienne. Strauss-Dorati: Graduation 
Ball. Philharmonia Orch., Mackerras. 
Arabesque-dbx SS -3020, encoded 
stereo, $9.00. 

Super -rehabilitation continues un- 
abated out of the notable tapes of yes- 
teryear. Alongside the straightforward 
efforts of RCA (".5") and CBS ("Great 
Performances") stand those coura- 
geous and interesting coded releases 
of outstanding older recordings, from 
many labels, issued in the dbx formu- 
la. These two are late examples, both 
from British EMI. Both are excellent, 
top -rate if you wish, from the musical 
viewpoint, which has not always been 
true of the dbx choices. Nothing wrong 
here! Though Sir John Barbirolli was 
not one of the more forceful conduc- 
tors of recent times, his mildly flabby 
Tchaikovsky (always accurate and well 
phrased, however) is balanced by 
two -ton Ogdon, in his early career, the 
man with the trip-hammer hands. This 
too -familiar old piece needs just that - not surprising that it is the standard 
"piano contest" work. Big drama, or 
else. 

As for the pair of refashioned ballet 
scores, one made from Offenbach op- 
eras, the other from assorted Johann 
Strauss tidbits, they go together beau- 
tifully, one so French, the other so Aus- 
trian. The effervescent performances 
are by England's Arthur Fiedler, with a 

similar ability to enhance the best light 
music, Sir Charles Mackerras. He de- 
served the "sir." 

In dbx decoding, of course, these 
sport the original dynamic range, and 
they are superbly quiet (some reman- 
ent tape hiss in the very high end?). 
Even after several years, every dbx 
disc I play is a startling experience. If 

only all the performances were as 
good as these... . 

Interesting to note, from the techni- 
cal viewpoint, that though these re- 
cordings were copyrighted in 1961 

and 1964 respectively, there is now - 
in the dbx version - not a trace of the 
metallic edginess in loud string pas - 
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ADS L1230. 
A S IO M I 0 

OR THE HOME. 
It is no surprise to us that our 

ADS L1230 Professional Moni- 
tor Loudspeaker has become 
one of our largest selling speak- 
ers to home music enthusiasts. 

Born of ADS' developmental 
technology for professional 
monitor speakers for the new 
digital recording industry, the 
L1230 is a phenomenal per- 
former. First, it is sold and 
shipped in mirror -symmetrical 
matched pairs only. The two 
long -excursion 8" diameter 
woofers, acoustic suspension 
soft -dome midrange driver and 
Barium Ferrite tweeter in each 
speaker are produced entirely 
within ADS under stringent con- 
trols. Each driver is hand cali- 
brated and hand tested. The 

result is exceptionally uniform 
extended frequency response, 
unusually wide dynamic range, 
outstanding transient accuracy, 
low distortion, perfect "point 
source" stereo imaging and 
superior driver linearity. And 
one further advantage instantly 
converts the price from an 
expenditure into an investment. 
The extremely advanced design 
and new technology embodied 
in the L123O ensures that it will 
not become obsolete with 
today's fast -developing 
improvements in program 
source material quality. 

1 

It is a worthwhile experience 
to listen to a pair of L1230's. 
We suggest that you call toll - 
free 1-800-824-7888 (in Califor- 
nia 1-800-852-7777) and ask 
for operator 483, Dept. AU4. 
We'll send you technical lit- 
erature and a list of ADS 
Dealers where you can enjoy 
a demonstration. 

ADS 
Analog & 
Digital Systems, Inc., 

Where Technology Serves Music 
One Progress Way, Wilmington, MA 01887 
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A Brilliant,New Cartridge 
Designed For Today's 

High Technology Records. 
At last, a low impedance cartridge which exceeds 

moving coil performance with moving magnet reliability. 
The Stanton 981LZS provides the highest level of perfor- 

mance with very low tip mass, the widest frequency 
response and unsurpassed trackability. The moving 

magnet (Samarium Cobalt design) offers a truly new, 
exciting and different sound experience. 

Stanton Magnetics, 200 Terminal Drive, Plainview, NY 11803 

The 981 LZS From STaNTOI1 
THE CHOICE OF THE PROFESSIONALS'" 
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STS 
electrOstctic 
cucio 
oroc ucts 
Introduces: 

. 

For a full STAX brochure send $3.00 le: 
STAX KOGYO. INC. 

9411 E. Dominguez SI., Carson, CA 90746 

In Canada conlacl: Morishita LId. 
7171 Torhram Rd. #21. Missisauga. On1. 

For the past twenty years STAX 
has been manufacturing superior 
headphones in design and construc- 
tion technique. Now STAX is proud 
to introduce the SR -Lambda Junior 
earspeaker system. It employs an 
electrostaticly driven diaphragm 
that is less than one percent the 
thickness of the human eardrum. 

The SR -Lambda Junior is capable 
of reproducing instantaneous tran- 
sient response with the highest 
degree of inter -resolution yet its 
timbre is completely uncolored. A 
unique open back enclosure virtually 
eliminates cavity resonances, result- 
ing in a strikingly realistic sounding 
headphone that is always a pleasure 
to use. 

The SR -Lambda Junior earspeak- 
er system comes packaged with an 
SRD-4 energising adaptor and sells 
for $150.00. The sonic clarity of the 
SR -Lambda Junior earspeaker not 
only rivals other headphones but 
actually compares to loudspeakers 
costing ten times more. Audition 
STAX electrostatic earspeakers 
soon. They will amaze you. 

sages that was common in many re- 
cordings of that period. These are re- 
markably clean. The recording tech- 
nique is rather typical EMI, somewhat 
distant and bathed in enormous re - 
verb, clearly without "accent mikes," 
stereo or otherwise. (You can always 
add reverb but you can't take it away.) 

These re -issue recordings, dbx and 
others, bring out interesting aspects 
concerning the "weak points," the 
weakest links in the chain, which in 
earlier issuings were disguised, and, 
conversely, the strong points as well. 
We did some remarkable things in 
those days, and earlier, too. 

Philip Jones Brass Ensemble-in 
Switzerland. 
Claves DPf 600, stereo, $12.38. 
(Available from Brilly, 155 N. San Vi- 
cente Blvd., Beverly Hills, Cal. 90211.) 

Sound: A Recording: A Surfaces: A 

Not very Swiss, but VERY continen- 
tal, this oddball English brass record 
from one of the most insidiously expert 
ensembles in Europe (and a worthy 
contrast to the Canadian Brass!). Their 
big blats and powerhouse projection 
are saved for unexpected moments- 
most of the music is a suave, polished 
Noel Coward -sort of sound, often remi- 
niscent of "Facade," a real smoothie. 
Quite . unlike any brass group I've 
heard so far. 

The recording is nothing less than 
sensational, or as the French say, 
"sensass," with absolutely marvelous 
surfaces. A dynamic range which will 
fool you, blow you out of the room if 

you start with too much volume. And 
such cleanliness! Even more than that, 
a superb recording technique, sharp 
definition but in a gorgeous big space 
and with various tricks of distance and 
nearness to add to the impact. Though 
the group is English, a good part of the 
processing of the disc is Swiss; guess 
they had to put in a few Swiss ditties 
here and there. Don't miss the vari- 
ations on "The Carnival of Venice" 
(that's Venice, Switzerland, of course). 

Fandango-Music of Padre Antonio 
Soler. Igor Kipnis, harpsichord. 
Nonesuch D-79010, digital, stereo, 
$11.98. 

Sound: A Recording: B Surfaces: A - 

If you know a few of the hundreds of 
sprightly little one -movement harpsi- 
chord sonatas by Domencio Scarlatti, 
you will find the same style in the 
Spanish padre's music. And if you 
have heard Igor Kipnis, the prolific re- 
corder, the fleet -of -finger, you will 
know all about the sound of this re - 
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cord-rewarding. The title piece, 
Soler's "Fandango," is an exception; it 
is a long set of quite remarkable vari- 
ations in the manner of the guitar fan- 
dango of the 18th century. Kipnis has 
also grouped some of the short Soler 
works into a number of "triptyches," 
his own idea, to provide better continu- 
ity. Good system. 

Digital? Merely state-of-the-art re- 
cording worth lavishing on the harpsi- 
chord even though this instrument 
does not need 90 dB dynamic range. 
What counts for more is the rather 
close-up microphoning, which accen- 
tuates the mechanical sounds of the 
harpsichord and brings out more bass 
than is really normal for harpsichord 
"live" listening. On the tubby side, 
down at the bottom. 

Mendelssohn: Piano Trios No. 1, Op. 
49, No. 2, Op. 66. Istomin Stern Rose 
Trio. 
CBS 35835, stereo. 

This is one of many recent CBS re- 
issues of older celebrity discs and it is 
scratchy. The problem is not entirely in 
the recording, though present-day 
CBS has not been able to clear up the 
original problems, such as the engi- 
neering of the time -essentially unalter- 
able except by too much filtering. The 
main trouble is with the performers. 

This is a typical big-time performers' 
trio, three very well-known soloists, 
playing together instead of as sepa- 
rate stars. It takes a special kind of 
playing to project as one of the great 
solo performers. Such artists are 
geared to the biggest concert halls 
and the largest audiences, and they 
do not play with electronic sound rein- 
forcement. They must throw out not 
only a forceful sound but an almost 
exaggerated kind of personal pres- 
ence if they are to reach so many peo- 
ple at once in such large places. Multi- 
ply any of these big shots by three- 
any three you choose-and you do not 
have chamber music, which is what 
Mendelssohn composed here; music 
for relatively small and intimate places. 

No wonder that, in particular, Isaac 
Stern's fiddle fairly screeches at you 
from the close proximity (relatively 
speaking) of the microphone. His in- 
strument has the bad luck to play in 
the maximum -distortion range, both as 
to musical pitch and coloration. Too 
much! 

The history of the recording art is 
one long attempt to cope with situa- 
tions like this. We do move on, bravely; 
we have conquered again and again. 
But the casualties lie by the wayside. 
Or are resurrected for their musical 
power. 
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FREOUENCY IN Hz 

Presenting Series II/Model 6, a 

loudspeaker with the kind of wave 
you'll appreciate-frequency response 
that sounds as consistently flat as it 
looks, to 20,000 Hz and beyond. 
And Altec's new Series II/Model 6 
produces its exceptional response 
with technology previously - 
available only in our 
larger commercial and 
professional loudspeaker 
systems. Technology 
built into features that 
make Series II the most 

© Altec Corp. 1982 

accurate, efficient mid -size speakers 
Altec Lansing has ever offered for 
home high fidelity. 
Let us tell you how we did it. For 
details on the complete Series Il 
family, Models 4, 6 and 8, contact 

Altec Lansing, Dept. 6A, 1515 
South Manchester, 
Anaheim, CA, 92803; 
(714) 774-2900. 

(ALTEC 
LANSING' 
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Blow you doo rs off. 

Add a dbx Model 22 Auto De;oder 
toa gLal2y auto sound s,stem_Yot'II 
get the utimate in auto sound w,hem 

ycu play dbx encoded cassettes 
The excitement of full dynamic range. 
Betterthan twice the tape noise 
reducticn of a Dolby C' -tope s stew. 

A MDd3l 22 Auto Ceooder. And 
seat belts. 

All you need to stay live on the 
highway. 

dbx 22 
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'Dolby Ca is a registered trademark of 
Doty Laooratories Licensing Corporalic% 
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Finesse: John Klemmer 
Nautilus NR -22, direct -to -disc, 
$18.00. 

This record, produced under license 
from Elektra Records, presents the 
mellifluous and sometimes hypnotic 
tenor saxophone of John Klemmer 
against a background of rhythm, bass, 
keyboard, and percussion. It is a di- 
rect -to -disc production done with all 
the simplicity this technique asks for, 
and the sound is gorgeous in all re- 
spects. 

Musically, there is, for my taste, too 
much sameness from one cut to the 
next, and one side of the disc suffices 
at one sitting. Within these constraints, 
the playing of Klemmer's back-up men 
is absolutely first-rate. Russell Ferrante 
demonstrates the wide variety and es- 
sential musicality of today's keyboard - 
based synthesizers, and his harmonic 
vocabulary is rich but subtle. Bob 
Magnusson's acoustic bass provides 
a varied rhythmic underpinning which 
keeps the music flowing. These two 
players can be credited with providing 
the elements of variety without which 
this music would quickly pall. 

There is only one very minor annoy- 
ance in this otherwise well -engineered 
and produced album: Klemmer over- 

uses a repetitive echo device which 
repeats at intervals of 600 millisec- 
onds. When his saxophone is ex- 
posed, it is clearly evident; it is a little 
crude in the company of such lovely 
sounds as are generally to be found 
on this record. 

The levels on the disc are well within 
reasonable bounds, allowing percus- 
sive detail to come through beautifully. 
The pressings, by KM of Los Angeles, 
are first-rate. John M. Eargle 

Blondes Have More Fun: Rod Stew- 
art 
Mobile Fidelity MFSL 1-054, stereo, 
$14.98. 

Sound: A Performance: B 

This album has got to be a classic in 
the simulated rock vein - the best 
players money can buy, a singer with 
distinctive and ostensibly great pipes, 
and enough musical variety to keep 
everybody happy. The only thing miss- 
ing is a soulful performance. There's a 

disco cut for those who judge their 
records by the beats -per -minute ("Do 
Ya Think I'm Sexy?"), a couple of bal- 
lads ("Ain't Love a Bitch" the most 
well-known), and even a rocker or two 
(the best being the title track). But they 

all sound like rewrites of either 
Stewart's own earlier compositions or 
Rolling Stones tunes, which is fine as 
long as you want one Rod Stewart al- 
bum in your collection and no more. 

Mobile Fidelity has done a fine job 
with this one. Andy Johns' superb en- 
gineering leads itself toward the wide 
dynamic range provided; the original 
mastering job made the guitars sound 
too thin and lacked the depth to Car- 
mine Appice's kick and toms that's ex- 
tremely noticeable here. However, Rod 
Stewart's finest work was done with 
Ron Wood and Martin Quittendon by 
his side, and a remastering job on 
Gasoline Alley or Every Picture Tells a 
Story would be infinitely more listena- 
ble than this. Jon & Sally Tiven 

Days of Future Passed: The Moody 
Blues 
Mobile Fidelity MFSL 1-042, stereo, 
$16.98. 

Sound: A Performance: B+ 

It's fortunate for the listening public 
that Mobile Fidelity allows a "second 
opinion" on record mastering, as a 
cursory listen of the original version of 
this album would lead one to believe 
that it was recorded primitively. Actual- 
ly, it seems to have been a fairly high - 
quality recording, but the tinniness that 
characterized this record's previous 
incarnation was primarily the fault of 
the mastering process of London Re- 
cords. The labs of 1967 obviously 
couldn't strike a proper balance be- 
tween the London Festival Orchestra's 
lush arrangements and the attIck of 
the Moodies but, fortunately for those 
fans who wish to go that extra mile, 
Days of Future Passed can now be 
played on most stereo systems and 
not sound years out of date. 

The quiet transitions between tunes 
at last have the true dynamic that was 
intended to fall there, rather than the 
crackle that was found between 
tracks. Even the silences are clean, a 

true test of the precision Mobile Fidel 
ity offers. And in case you were won- 
dering, "Nights in White Satin" sounds 
virtually transformed - the cymbals 
have real definition rather than just be- 
ing a tone in the high end. 

Of course, if you're no big fan of this 
group or this piece of music, you'd be 
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best off letting this one slide right by - 
no amount of sonic reproduction 
makes suffering through a piece of 
drivel worthwhile. But if you like The 
Moody Blues of 1981 (and we know 
there are a few of you out there) or 
you're primarily a listener of symphon- 
ic stuff who wants one or two records 
of the rock variety to enhance your 
collection, then Days of Future Passed 
should not be overlooked. 

Jon & Sally Tiven 

aE 
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The Moody Blues 

interested in this type of music. This 
record, incidentally, seems to have 
been cut at a higher level than Great- 
est Hits. The surfaces are impeccable. 

Greatest Hits unfortunately was cut 
from a tape not quite as satisfactory as 
The Gambler. Since "The Gambler" is 
one of the featured songs in the Great- 

est Hits collection, a direct comparison 
is possible, and there's no question 
that different processing and equaliza- 
tion were employed in the two origi- 
nals. The sibilants are just too pro- 
nounced on the master tape, and 
some taming of the treble is necessary 
for a completely satisfactory playback. 

The Gambler: Kenny Rogers 
Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab MFSL 
1-044, $17.00. 

Performance: A Recording: B 

Processing: A 

Greatest Hits: Kenny Rogers 
Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab MFSL 
1-049, $17.00; cassette C-049, $18.00. 

Performance: A Recording: B - 
Processing: A 

What can one say about Kenny Rog- 
ers: If you like him, you love him, and if 

you don't. ... No one, however, can 
deny his success which in part is due 
to his very carefully picked and thor- 
oughly tested repertoire. He is also 
one of the few performers whose "live" 
charisma projects all the way through 
the phonographic chain. 

On comparison with the original Lib- 
erty issue of The Gambler, there is no 
question about the superiority of the 
Mobile Fidelity version. The high -fre- 
quency information is superbly clean. 
The balances between instruments ap- 
pear much better due to the lower dis- 
tortion, and instrumental clarity is out- 
standing. This is a highly recommend- 
ed purchase for anyone even remotely 
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"...closest thing 
to a seat ín the hall:' 

- BILLBOARD 

TCHAIKOVSKY 
Romeo Nutcracker 

and Juliet Suite 
THE CLEVELAND ORCHESTRA 

LORIN MAAZEL 

I TELARC DIGITAL DG 10066 I i TELARC DICITAL DG 10067 

BARBER 
GRAIhGER fAURt SATIE 

SAINT LOUIS 
SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA 

LEONARD SLATKIN 

[TELARC DIGITAL DG 10059 
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Y P10 1JLI au 
LORIS MAAZEL 

THE CLEVELAND ORCHESTRA I 

TELARC 

Maltlaa 
Spmp,honq No.1 

Leonard 91atk n 
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ITELARC DIGITAL 

These five latest Telarc releases are 
further proof that, by using no more 
than three carefully -spaced micro- 
phones and taking full advantage of 
excellent acoustics, Telarc preserves 
the musical dynamics and balance of 
the orchestra without distortion or 
obtrusive engineering. 

Combine this "naturalistic" ap- 
proach with the sophisticated 
Soundstream digital recording 
process and the most meticulous 
record production standards, and the 

-ti 

DG -100E 

l 

uéria 
RIMSKY-KORSAKOV i 

Capricdo Eapagnol EDUARDO 
DEBUSSY,Ibéria MATA 
TURINA,Orgia DALLAS 

SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA 

TELARC DIGITAL DG 10055 

results speak for themselves. 
Now there are 26 albums in the 

unique Telarc catalog. They include 
many considered "landmark" record- 
ings for both performance and 
technology. And the Telarc difference 
can be appreciated no matter what 
record -playing system you own. 
Listen to Telarc today at better record 
stores and audio showrooms, or write 
for catalog. AUDIO TECHNICA U.S., 
INC., 1221 Commerce Drive, Stow, 
Ohio 44224. 

audiotechnicaQ 
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The rhythm section, however, is pre- 
sented here with an absolutely solid 
bottom, and the cymbals are very 
clean with no "splattering." The fact 
that the selections on the album were 
sourced from different dates with dif- 
ferent producers and engineers is also 
evident in the differing low ends in the 
cuts - some have deeper bass than 
others. Again, instrumental clarity is 

outstanding, there is no recorded rum- 
ble on the record, and, as with The 
Gambler, it is perfectly flat - not even 
the slightest hint of warp. Oddly, there 
is very little stereo information in this 
record, and The Gambler seems to 
have been mixed more with a stereo 
perspective than Greatest Hits. Just 

about all the above comments apply to 
the cassette version of Greatest Hits, 
but there is clear high -frequency roll - 
off on the cassette copy which is sub- 
stantial when compared to the disc 
version. Playback on several machines 
with verified performance confirmed 
the fact. C. Victor Campos 

City to City: Gerry Rafferty 
Mobile Fidelity MFSL 1-058, stereo, 
$14.98. 

Sound: A Performance: A 

It's a rarity when a record made by a 
relative unknown artist with a minimal 
budget attains the kind of critical rec- 
ognition and commercial success that 
City to City enjoyed, and it's a wise 
move for a company like Mobile Fidel- 
ity to reissue it in their enhanced ver- 
sion. The spaciousness of the reverb, 
sweeps of the organ, and separation 
of the instruments were somewhat lost 
in the original version, and this one 

reproduces the studio tapes with the 
kind of accuracy the record deserves. 
Just about every track has been heard 
repeatedly by many FM radio listeners, 
but even so you'll be surprised by' 
what leaps out of the speakers on this 
audiophile pressing. 

Rafferty is sort of a more -soulful 
McCartney, with a Dylan touch to the 
vocals thrown in for good measure. 
City to City was produced with a 
strong dose of honesty despite the 
lush string/keyboard textures the al- 
bum relies so heavily upon. Chipping 
Norton Studios (where the majority of 
the album was done) is a very humble 
and unpretentious recording facility, 
yet this album is evidence that it 
doesn't take a $200.00 -an -hour studio 
to make a great sounding record. His 
fans may anxiously await his next, and 
with good reason - Rafferty is a major 
talent just hitting his stride - but in the 
meantime, there's plenty of meat to 
gnaw on with this issuance of sonic 
beauty. Jon & Sally Tiven 

NOW A STARVING 
IST DOESN'T HAVE 

TO RECORD LIKE ONE. 
Sony has developed a mid -side recording mic that will bring the 

quality of your recordings one step closer to the studio. 
The ECM -939T Available, remarkably. for about what it would 

cost you for one hour of studio time. 
This mic utilizes the latest Sony innovation: the first bi-direction- 

al back electret capsule. Which. in tandem with its cardioid capsule, 
,#4,.. _ provides incredible definition and stereo imaging. 

In simple English, you'll reproduce your sound more 
faithfully and more affordably SONY 

than ever before. Professional Audio 

" 
In I«, son, or America .v W 57 St.NV.NV HON Sxry ,.r rcNi.Icrc. 

Irnkm.1,,(h Smy ('wp,'r.n.m 
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The most 
successful 

compromise 
in loudspeaker 
engineering. 
The "no -compromise" loudspeaker 

exists only in advertising copy. In the 
real world, the laws of physics dic- 
tate inevitable trade-offs between bass 
response, size, efficiency and other 
design parameters. The Fourier 1 speak- 
er system therefore claims to be 
only a finely tuned and superbly ef- 
fective compromise. 

In a stunningly handsome cabinet 
of only 3.0 cubic feet internal vol- 
ume, the Fourier 1 goes down to 32 
Hz loud and clear (you'll never need 
a subwoofer!), approaches disco 
speakers with its efficiency rating of 
90 dB and its tremendous dynamic 
headroom,yet sounds as uncolored 
and delicately transparent as a good 
electrostatic. All for $1325 the pair. 

Can any other full -range box speak- 
er make that statement? 

FOURIER SYSTEMS, INC., 540 NEPPERHAN 
AVENUE, YONKERS, NY 10701. (914) 965-5800 
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1939...FIRST DIRECT -DRIVE TURNTABLE SYSTEM. 
1951...FIRST MOVING -COIL CARTRIDGE. 

1972...FIRST DIGITAL (PCM) RECORDING. 
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1982...DENON DRA-6OO.THE FIRST RECEIVER 

FROM ATRUE AUDIOPHILE COMPANY. 
The Denon DRA-600, a synthesis of Denon's greatest technological 

strengths. From our thirty years of experience with moving -coil cartridges, we 
gave it a moving -coil preamplifier stage sonically as transparent as our re- 
nowned separate head -amps. 

From our fifty -plus years of electronics design experience, we powered 
the DRA-600 with a proprietary Denon Class -A power amp, a design that de- 
livers unparalleled definition and openness, yet avoids the excessive heat, size 
and cost of traditional Class A amplifiers. 

And, from our decade of experience since our invention of commercial 
digital recording (PCM), we equipped the DRA-600 with a digitally synthesized 
tuner stage for the most precise station tuning with the lowest distortion. Plus 
we added the convenience of eight AM and eight FM presets with automatic 
station scanning. The DRA-600 from Denon, where innovation is a tradition. 

juuui11::::,itLue 

Direct drive. 
Moving coil. Pulse 
Code Modulation. 
All synonyms for 
technological inno- 
vation in the high- 
fidelity field, these 
phrases fill the 
pages of the audio 
magazines and the 
conversations of 
serious music en- 
thusiasts. But aside 
from being major 
breakthroughs in 
audio engineering, 
they have one other 
element in common. 
They are all innova- 
tions developed by 
one company. Devon. 

While other 
companies have 
just begun to offer 
products incorporat- 
ing these new 
technologies, 
Denon originated 
them. And only 
Denon has had 41 
years to refine 
direct -drive turn- 
tables, 29 years to 
perfect moving -coil 
technology, and al- 
most a decade to 
further develop their 
invention of PCM 
digital recording. 

DENON 
Imagine 
what we'll 
do next. 

Denon America. Inc 
27 Law Drive. Fairfield. N.J. 07006 
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TAPE O ER 
MAI 
Howard A. Robérson 

Just as with the purchase of 
a home, a car,. or a major 
appliance, your responsibility 
as an owner of audio 
equipment does not end with 

your selection of components. To get the 
maximum pleasure from your system for the 
maximum number of years, you must 
periodically check its condition and perform 
routine maintenance tasks. The techniques and 
tools for proper care of open -reel recorder heads 
will be coverec here, and much of this can be 
directly applied to cassette decks. 
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Photographer. Rojert Lewis 
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Fig. 3-Dirt removed 
by rotating a 
cotton swab. 
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Fig. 1-Worn and 
dirty quarter -track 
record head. 
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Fig. 2-Partial removal 
c,` Aud Vid Coro "A" 
coating. 

Keeping Heads Clean 
Maintaining clean heads on a 
recorder demands that the en- 

tire tape path be kept clean. If you lake 
a good look at the route the tape fol- 
lows from the supply reel all the war to 
the take-up reel, you'll find tape-trn- 
sion/tape-break arms, guides and 
posts, the capstan, the pinch rcler, 
perhaps a pressure pad, and a lamp - 
detector assembly to sense tape run - 
out. Any of these points is a potential 
source of scraping the tape surfaces or 
edges and a potential site for build-up 
of debris. Figure 1 is a close-up piure 
of a quarter -track head that is both dirty 
and worn. 

Cleaning Products: Many different 
types of cleaners have appeared on 
the market, but most of the present 
formulations are based upon isopropyl 
alcohol or TCF (trichiorotrifluoroeth- 
ane). The advantage of the alcohcl is 
that it is inexpensive and readily avail- 
able at a drug store. You must be cer- 
tain, however, that you do not buy nab- 
bing alcohol, which may have sjch 
harmful ingredients as lanolin added to 
the alcohol base. The desired product 

should be clearly labeled "91% isopro- 
pyl alcohol," as is Stericol from Berke- 
ley Drug Co. Alcoiol will p-obatly not 
leave any residue on the heads,. but it 
can be damaging to rubber pinch roll- 
ers over the course of time. There is no 
such disadvantage with TCF, which 
also will nat attack plastics. 

I evaluated tape -heat cleaners 
made by Aud V d Corn, Ciemtronics, 
Miller -Stephenson and Nolronics, as 
well as Stericol. Each product was rat- 
ed for the ease with which it ci3aned 
the deposits on the head and the ex- 
tent to which it left :he head completely 
clean. A few uinamed isopropyl cased 
cleaners did a gcod job cf removing 
the tape residue, but they left behind a 
thin laye- of something white and 
streaky. There was no sirrilar deposit 
f-om Stericol, avatable at a frac ion of 
fie cost. TCF prolucts, in spray cars 
1-om Chemtroiics and Miller -Stephen- 
son and in bottle/cans frorr Miller -Ste- 
phenson and No-tronics, all d d the 
task in excellent fashion witi no detect- 
able residue. 

Aud Vid Ccm is a two -f uid ripe of 
cleaner which the manufac-urer claims 
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will polish as well es clean heads. The 
"A" fluid is applied, allowed to dry, and 
then (Fig. 2) wiped off. The "B" fluid is 
used for the final ccnditioning. The two- 
step process made for good cleaning, 
but no better than any of the TCF 
cleaners, which involve only one step 
and cost less. Examination of both old 
and new heads under a microscope 
showed that Aud Vid Com did fill in 
some minor scratches in one or two 
cases, but in most cases there was no 
observable improvement. 

There was little difference among the 
top cleaners, but my favorite was the 
Miller -Stephenson, followed very close- 
ly by Nortronics, and then by Chem- 
tronics. 

Tools and Techniques: I have a 
number of head -cleaning kits, and they 
do perform well. Those with angled - 
handle fells are particularly good for 
recorders with recessed heads, such 
as the Revox A77. For most recorders, 
however, I use cotton swabs, the 
Chesebrough-Ponds Q -tips, which are 
well made and won't keep dropping fi- 
bers while you clean. Although I occa- 
sionally use a spray can, I really prefer 
to use the liquid TCF in a small, pump - 
spray (empty Sound Guard) bottle so 
that I can spray -he exact amount I 

want direc-ly on the 0 -tip. 
Most manufactu-ers of cleaners tell 

the user tc "scrub' the head, but don't 
do that: You might scratch the head if 
hard particles are present. Let the 
cleaner do its worl-loosening the de- 
bris for easy remcval. Move the 0 -tip 
across all parts of 'he head while rotat- 
ing the swab (Fig. 3), as this will lift the 
dirt off the head and remove it. Many 
times it is best to vse the first swab for 
rough cleaning of all the surfaces, in- 
cluding the guides and pinch roller. 
Use as many Q-tps as necessary to 
make certain that you are not re -de- 
positing dirt already removed. 

Demagnedzation 
Despite improved circuitry in re- 
corders the past few years, it is 

still possible that there might be some 
residual nagnetism which could be 
detrimental to an important recording. 
Demagnetize after every 20 hours of 
use, before attempting any important 
recording, and before ever playing an 
alignment tape, if you wish to be abso- 
lutely safe. Specif c recommendations 

by the recorder manufacttrer should 
be followed faithfully. 

Demagnetizers: Figure 4 shows two 
Nortronics demagnetizers with bent -tip 
rods, an old and inexpensive flat -pole - 
piece unit from Lafayette, and the rug- 
ged Annis Handi-Mag. All bu: the La- 
fayette have the ends cowered with 
plastic, which is essential to ensure Fig. 4-Head demag- 
that the heads are not scratched during netizers. 
demagnetization. The Handi-Mag put 
out the highest flux level, making it my 
first choice, particularly when 'here are 
guides that would benefit from such 
attention. The large size of its pole 
pieces, however, prevent i -s use with 
recorders with limited head access. In 
such cases, the Nortronics units can 
induce more flux into the heads since 
direct contact can be made 

Demagnetizing Techniques: It is 
important to realize that denagnetizers 
will also work on VU meter pole pieces 
and alignment tapes, so don't be care- 
less. The meters will not be damaged 
by the demagnetizer if used in normal 
fashion. Make it a practice tc turn the 
unit on and off at least four feet from 
the recorder. After turn -or, bring the 
demagnetizer to the head (or guide) 
slowly, make gentle contact, and then 
move it slowly away. Do each element 
in turn, including separate track pole 
pieces if need be, always moving the 
demagnetizer smoothly. If rou need to 
turn it off before finishing, trove it away 
first. If you accidentally tun it off at a 
short distance, do all the demagnetiz- 
ing over-again referring to the manu- 
facturer's instructions. 

Head Alignment 
For the serious at_diophile or 
semiprofessional, head align- 

ment can be a prime concern, particu- 
larly if the heads need to be replaced. 
When all of the heads are in perfect 
alignment, their gaps are perpendicular 
to the reference mounting plane and 
the line of tape travel (az mjth), and 
the head faces are also perpendicular 
to the plane (zenith). Immediately, a 
reader may well wonder where that ref- 
erence plane is on his recorder. Some- 
times it is very obvious fo- Mere is a 
flat, metal plate providing support for 
everything involved in the tape path. 
With other recorders, there may be just 
a small plate supporting We head as- 
semblies. 
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Fig. 3 --An assortment 
of tools for head 
aligr rent. 
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Fig. 6-Using the machinist's 
square to make the play 
head face perpendicular 
to the mounting plate. 
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What we do know is that the play- 
back head should be in alignment with 
a standard test tape, the record head 
should be in alignment with the play- 
back head, and the erase read should 
match as well. We can all agree on the 
basic approach, but let's take a look at 
the tools and techniques. 

Tools and Instruments: Figure 5 
shows a collection of tools and other 
aids for head alignment. Going clock- 
wise from the lower left, we see an 'vie 
IE-20B pink -noise generator, nail pol- 
ish, a small machinist's square, Nor- 
tronics Magview, a flash ight, head 
cleaner, a Magnetic Reference Labora- 
tory test tape, an 'vie IE-30A 1/3 -octave 
RTA, a pull scale, eraser pencils, and, 
finally, a steel scale with graduations 
for each 1/100 inch. 

NORTRONICS 
r 

L 

Fig. 7-Using the I'lortronics 
PF -720 height gouge. 
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There are other things hat will be 
used, of course, including an oscillo- 
scope and audio monitor jeweler's 
loupes, to say nothing of a sine -wave 
source. If the entire head assembly is 
removable, some work migit be most 
easily accomplished on a Pana -Vise 
surface plate. Various heigits can be 
checked and transferred with a Nor- 
tronics PF -720 height gauge. Addition- 
al tools may be helpful at times, but it's 
time to discuss the procedure for doing 
the alignment, including what must be 
done if heads need replacirg. 

Checking Head Alignment: The 
first steps are to clean and demagnet- 
ize the tape path and to make any 
adjustments needed on tape tensions. 
Look for any rough or sharp edges 
which might call for repair work before 

putting an al gnment tape in your re- 
corder. Clean any pressure pads with 
light brushing; do not use ;leaner. Re- 
place any pads that are rardened and/ 
or packed with oxide. The MRL swept - 
sinusoid :est :apes are my favorites for 
Iwo reasons: The swept -esponse that 
is shown or the scope can be used for 
both playbacc equalizatbi and head 
azimuth adjustments, and their length 
of several minutes gives plenty of time 
for both of these tasks. Use the azi- 
muth adjustirg screw to get the maxi- 
mum output at the highest frequency. 
Alternatively, make the Ecjustment for 
exact (as possib e) phase correspon- 
dence between :racks, using a two - 
channel scope. (I am assuming the 
reader is most interestec n two -chan- 
nel stereo, with gparter-ts k recording 
lormat preferred.) 

After playback head alignment, the 
record head needs to to checked. I 

prefer to use a pink -nosy source at 
-10 to - 20 VU, with the playback fed 
to the -oc ave RTA. The azimuth 
peaking Is done lo get -he maximum 
response from the 20-kHzfilter, gently 
centering the adjJstmenl 3etween the 
initial fall -off points. The ETA display 
also allows making bias and record EQ 
adjustments at tre same time for the 
best overall response. Eiscrete tones 
can be usec, of course, with a low 
frequency for a rough azinuth setting, 
shifting to a higher frequercy for better 
resolution. At the same t rae that all of 
the alignment checks are tieing made, 
observe 'he stablity of the outputs as 
well as the anount of the ligh-frequen- 
cy roll -off. What you see will indicate 
how soon ycu might haie to replace 
one or more of the heads. 

Replacement of Heads: When 
there is unacceptable high -frequency 
roll -off after align-nent, and it can't be 
corrected with bias or EC adjustments, 
and/or the levels are bouncing up and 
down, it is tire lo think about changing 
the heads. Take a good look at each 
head face, aided by plen- . of light and 
perhaps some sort of maiifier. See if 
there is a definite area hat has worn 
away, perhaps on the order of Ys inch 
wide or more. If so, there will be little 
shoulders where the top and bottom 
edges of the tape would formally be. 
These are ooints where tie tape can 
be lifted away from the head gap(s) by 
the unworn shoulder when the tape 
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shifts slightly up or down. Look at the 
wear areas of all heads very carefully. 
The edge of the wear pattern should 
match the upper (or outer) end of the 
track 1 (left channel) pole pieces and 
their gaps. 

Many times it makes sense lo re- 
place all of the heads, even though one 
may show little wear: The advantage of 
replacing them all is that the tape path 
will then be determined by a smooth 
flow across the new head faces and 
not by the shoulders in a somewhat 
worn head. Before removing old 
heads, make notes on all wiring and its 
color coding. Carefully clean all termi- 
nals of the new heads using the pencil 
erasers. If possible, do not loosen any 
screws that affect the head height. Do 
note the location and purpose of each 
screw associated with the head as- 
semblies and write down the number of 
turns given to any of the screws and 
determine their pitches (threads per 
inch). 

When a new head is placed in its 
support carrier (or holder), make cer- 
tain that it has the same in -out, left - 
right position as before to ensure get- 
ting the correct wrap of the tape on the 
face. Return all screws to their original 
positions, adjusting the azimuth screws 
to make the gaps perpendicular, per- 
haps aided by a small square. Then, as 
shown in Fig. 6, use the square to 
make certain that the face surface is 
perpendicular to the plate-placing a 
white card behind the head will help 
you see exact verticality when the 
square is right up to the face. The Nor- 
tronics height gauge, preset to match 
the older heads, can verify that the 
height is still correct after any head 
tilting in zenith to match the square 
(Fig. 7). 

The next step is to find out how the 
tape actually lies on the heads as far 
as height is concerned. First, record a 
high-level (+3 VU), low -frequency 
(400 -Hz) tone on a bulk -erased (or 
new) tape on all four tracks at one end 
of the reel. Pull out a section that is 
recorded and spay it with Magview, 
oxide side, of course. When the fluid 
evaporates, there will be a pattern on 
the tape showing the location of the 
recorded tracks. If you have been care- 
ful, and maybe a Effie lucky, the pattern 
will look like Fig. 3, which shows three 
equal spaces among the four recorded 

:racks. If the spaces are quite different, 
you will need to move the record head: 
Jp, if the space in the center is larger, 
and down, if the space in the center is 
smaller. It is possible to measure the 
actual spaces directly with magnifica- 
tion and an excellent scale. but it is 
tricky. 

Fortunately, there is a much easier 
method. Look to see what the ratio is 
between the outer spaces and the mid- 
dle space, and then refer to Fig. 9 to 
determine how much the head should 
De shifted. For example, if the top (and 
bottom) space appears to be twice as 
wide as the middle space (TS/MS = 
2), the head should be moved down 
0.005 inch to put it at the correct 
height. If the height -positioning screws 
-lave 4-40 threads, a full turn would 
nean a shift of 0.025 inch. We want, 
Therefore, to turn the height -adjusting 
screws just one -fifth of a revolution. 
Turn them exactly the same amount to 
<eep the head face zenith setting cor- 
rect: Recheck with Magview, and do 
any trimming required tc adjust the 
Height exactly. 

Record high-level tones on each of 
the four tracks on bulk -erased tape. 
With both scope and aucio monitors, 
check for proper erasing, one, track at a 
time. Check the separation between 
channels, but pay special attention to 
any crosstalk between tracks 2 and 3 
;right channel with opposite play direc- 
tions). Disconnect the source while 
these tests in playback are being made 
to prevent any source -to -tape leak - 
through from appearing .3s a head - 
height problem. If erasure is poor or if 
there is crosstalk, examine the erase 
and/or playback head heights with the 
:ape running. Shift the head(s) involved 
to make the tape-edge;end-of-gap 
alignment more exact, and rerun tests. 
When completed, perform playback 
and record alignments as discussed 
earlier, after demagnetizing the heads. 
=inally, apply a spot of nail polish to 
lock all azimuth adjusting screws in 
glace. 

The instructions and guidelines de- 
scribed here should not involve an inor- 
dinate amount of your time. But by fol- 
lowing these basic steps, yoJ will pro- 
iong the useful life and fidell y of your 
open -reel recorders and cassette 
decks, and I hope that the information 
;'ve provided will serve you well. G¡ 
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Fig. 8-Results with 
Magview after record -head 
height adjustments. 
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ThEÁiJbIO INTERVIEW 
PAUL LAURENCE 

Producer of the classic 
Rolling Stones albums 

I worked hard and told 
myself I would make it, 
that this is what I 

wanted to do and this 
was my chance. 

rt'sN,1 
1 ® 
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The sound of a record 
comes about through 
the relationship that's 
built between the 
producer and the 
engineer. 

I am aware that I have 
a taste in sound, and it 
does appear when 
listening to albums that 
I've done. 

first met Mick Jagger in 
the hall at Olympic, 
where I was producing 
The Spencer Davis 
Group. The Stones were 

hassling with Satanic at the 
time. 
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Jimmy Miller is a name unknown to 
most rock fans-save those who habit- 
ually read album credits-but his rise 
to the top was faster than Horatio 
Alger's. And he got to the very top- 
the only true producer for The Rolling 
Stones, arguably the best rock 'n' roll 
band of all, during the height of their 
career. 

Miller's first four years as a producer 
were spent in New York-in varying 
degrees of obscurity and poverty- 
and he terms most of his productions 
from the period "Secret Service re- 
leases" because they were so unsuc- 
cessful that you'd have to hire the Se- 
cret Service to determine whether 
they'd been released. 

Miller arrived in England on Septem- 
ber 1, 1966, and promptly had a flurry 
of hits, working with artists such as The 
Spencer Davis Group, Spooky Tooth, 
Jimmy Cliff, and Traffic. Within months 

FÉ- 

he had become England's top produc- 
er, and that he was an American and 
just 25 years old made it all the more 
exotic. Shortly after Christmas of 1967 
he was asked to produce The Rolling 
Stones. 

In five years, through 1973, Miller 
produced five albums, nine U.S. sin- 
gles, and five U.K. singles. With Beg- 
gar's Banquet in 1968, Let It Bleed the 
following year, and Sticky Fingers in 
1971, he produced, consecutively, 
three of the finest rock albums ever 
made. While many critics feel that Exile 
on Main Street, though uneven, has 
high points as good as anything on the 
previous three albums, the next LP, 
Goat's Head Soup, was not as well 
received. 

Perhaps Miller's biggest record was 
the Blind Faith LP of 1969, which he 
was called in to salvage at the last 
minute. The only album the group ever 

í \ 

remember Mick asking, 
"What do you do when 
you've done everything 
so many times, and you 
want to progress? Where 

do you go when you're tired 
of just being redundant and 
want to take it somewhere?" 
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followed The Beatles 
very closely. A friend 
previewed "A Day in the 
Life" before its release, 
and all I could say was 

"Wow!" 

r 

made, it turned out to be a bestseller 
for Atlantic. He then followed Eric 
Clapton into Delaney & Bonnie and 
Friends, and his most recent work has 
been with The Plasmatics. 

Performing in nearly every possible 
artistic capacity in the record making 
chain, Miller was artist -vocalist on 
"Woman or Child," which Columbia re- 
leased during the winter of 1962-3. He 
has co -written more than a dozen 
songs, the most successful of which 
was "I'm a Man" with Stevie Winwood 
and covered later by Chicago. He has 
often played drums and other percus- 
sion instruments, particularly with The 
Stones, and he has even done some 
engineering. But it will be as a produc- 
er for The Rolling Stones that Miller will 
be best known. 

This present interview is culled from 
about 12 hours of tape-some 65 
pages in transcription-done between 
1974 and 1977 by Paul Laurence, who 
has also had interviews with Les Paul 
and George Martin in Audio. Our 
thanks to Paul for a monumental ef- 
fort.-E.P. 

Did you always intend to be a record 
producer? 
No. I didn't know what I wanted to be. 

It was some way connected to show 
business-that general field or 
area. Either acting or singing, 
cabaret. My dad had been a 1, 
nightclub owner and I had grown 

up in that environment. All through 
college, where I was taking pre -law, 

I knew I wasn't really going to go on to 
be a lawyer. So I went to acting school 
after that, told my father he should 
save his bread and my time. The act- 
ing school was in New York, and from 
there I started singing, and working 
some gigs in the Catskill Mountains. 
So you'd been drumming all along, 
right? 
Yeah, I had played gigs on week- 
ends-mostly Bar Mitzvahs and pri- 
vate parties in Miami Beach, playing 
drums and singing. We ran the gamut 
from rock music, when we were work- 
ing "sweet 16" parties, to very middle- 
of-the-road standards. 
Did you aspire to be a singer mostly? 
Yeah. I would have loved to have been 
a rock & roll idol. I envied them, 
thought "Oh, yes, that's the life," you 
know? 

And when did your brief career with 
Columbia happen? 
Bob Mersey was the A&R man. He 
was responsible for Andy Williams dur- 
ing those years, and Andy was very 
hot. He had his TV show at that time- 
so consequently Bob Mersey was very 
powerful at Columbia then. I recorded 
four sides as a singer. 
How competent, in retrospect, do you 
think you were back then? In choosing 
songs, let's say. 
Terrible. 
How about as a singer? 
Oh, I wasn't really approaching it as an 
art at all at that point, I was just bas- 
tardizing it. I met this arranger, Larry 
Fallon. He was primarily a jazz enthusi- 
ast and performer, and he played ex- 
cellent jazz piano. And he was hungry 
and starving, too. Larry and I, as co - 
producers, formed the first production 
company that I ever had. We got into 
R&B. 
This is 1962 you're talking about? 
Yeah, it started about '62, and lasted 
till '66, when I went to England. Yeah, it 

was those years-'62 to '66. 
These were the years when you made 
masters for $500 and sold them for 
$550, right? 
Yeah. We tried to get a thousand if we 
could, but we were happy just to get 
$500 and be able to pay Larry's uncle 
back, or whoever had put up the mon- 
ey for the session. 
Do you remember your first release as 
a producer? 
It was a record called "Incense," by a 
group from Norfolk, Virginia-a black 
group. That was released, first on a 
little label in New Jersey, then later 
Hewitt Abner at Constellation Records 
purchased it and released it; so it was 
released nationally. It got a lot of air- 
play in a lot of markets and it sold a 
few. It wasn't a big hit, but it was inter- 
esting-it made a lot of noise. That 
was fun to live through. And more im- 
portantly, Chris Blackwell released it in 
England. It was one of the tracks that 
he heard when I first met him, and I 

was playing him work that I had done 
and he loved it. 
How did you two meet? 
Through a mutual friend. A man in New 
York who was a mentor to me-sort of 
a second father. He gave Larry and 
me office space free in his suite. He 
kept telling me, "Oh, I must introduce 
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you kids to Chris Blackwell," who was 
just starting Island Records, in Eng- 
land. He asked Stanley Borden where 
a new label should be opened, in the 
United States or England. Stanley told 
him he thought he should do it in Eng- 
land, but everyone in England said 
"You're crazy. You know there're only 
major labels here." That was very true, 
EMI, Decca-that's how it was over 
there. He was sort of the first maverick 
in a way, in England. But Chris loved 
"Incense." He really loved the re- 
cord-he asked if he could release it 

in England, and he was going to pay 
us $1,000 in advance and we were just 
knocked out. He asked me to come 
there for a short time, to produce some 
sides for him. Chris, at that point, was 
certainly nowhere near the operation 
that he had later. I mean, he wasn't 
hungry, but I must say, although he 
was from a wealthy family, he really 
did build the business up from virtually 
nothing. From riding a bicycle to West 
Indian shops and giving them records 
on consignment, to what the Island 
thing was. And so Chris asked me to 
come over for about six weeks. He had 
told me about Stevie Winwood-this 
great 15 -year -old genius that he had. 
Had you done anything like The Spen- 
cer Davis Group before? 
No, I had only produced with Larry, 
who was in charge of the musicians on 
the floor, having written the charts. I 

would work with the engineer in the 
control room and get into that side of 
it. Spencer Davis already had "Keep 
on Running" and then "Somebody 
Help Me," but neither record had hap- 
pened in America. I think Chris thought 
he should get an American producer 
so they might happen in the States. 
After we had done the overdubs for 
the U.S. version ... 
Those are the backing vocals? The 
cowbell? 
Yeah, I remember Chris saying to me 
"You know what I think? The American 
version is perfect for America and the 
British version perfect for here." That 
they were each the best version for 
that particular market. It was a much 
simpler version for England, and he 
reckoned it was more commercial for 
England, and the other one was just a 

little bit funkier, for America. 
So you became the staff producer for 
all the Island acts? 

I was the only producer up there, and I 

was there every day-I sort of worked 
a 9 -to -5 day up at Island Records and 
then if I was recording, I'd record at 
night. So I worked hard-I said "I'm 
going to make it. This is what I want to 
do and now here's my chance." And 
England was at its best; it was really 
"Swinging London" then. That next 
summer was the "Sgt. Pepper" sum- 
mer, an incredible time and incredible 
place to be. 
Did you follow The Beatles closely, or 
did you figure they were another 
league? 
No, I followed them very closely. Espe- 
cially Sgt. Pepper because I had been 
previewed to it. I was at a photogra- 
pher's and he asked me if I wanted to 
hear a cut off the next Beatles album. 
Then he played "A Day in The Life." 
And I just went "Wow!" 
But you had never met George Martin 
or Geoff Emerick, correct? 
No, never. EMI was up in the northern 
part of town-up the Edgeware Road 
to Abbey Road. The things we were 
doing were on the southern extreme 
end of town. There were things being 
done simultaneously but we never at- 
tended each other's sessions. 
How did you first meet Jagger? 
I just would run into Mick occasionally 
at Olympic. Nobody ever really official- 
ly introduced us, but I guess he would 
ask the engineer there who I was or / 
something. And he would be in the 
other studio-like he'd be in A and 
I'd be in B. Or he would see that I 

was in with The Spencer Davis 
Group, and he would know I was 
the producer, so he would say 
"Hello" when we met in the hall. 
And I would say "Hello, how's it 

going?" and he'd answer "Awww, 
gets kinda hard sometimes." He 
was complaining all the time. They 
were hassling with Satanic then, and I 

remember Mick saying "Well, I mean, 
we're going through that thing, like 
what do you do when you've done 
everything so many times, and you 
want to progress? Where do you go 
when you're tired of just being redun- 
dant and want to take it somewhere?" 
He was kind of hung up on that, and I 

would just give kind of comforting 
words, or cheer. 
So you never actively tried to .. . 

Not at all. No, I mean, I was trying to 
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Island Records by 
riding a bicycle to 

record shops and 
giving them records to sell 
which were on consignment. 
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keep my composure speaking to him. I 

was in such awe of him, of meeting 
Mick Jagger. My God. I had lived 
through "Satisfaction" and all that in 
the States as a struggling producer. 
They were already giants in the busi- 
ness, and here I am standing in Lon- 
don talking to him-it was very exciting 
for me, just to meet him in the hall like 
that. And then suddenly, one night he 
rang my flat and said "Would you be 
able to come by my place tonight? I'd 
like to talk to you about something." 
And I said "Sure, where?" He gave me 
the address and I hung up the phone, 
turned to my wife and said ... "Wow, I 

know Jagger's going to ask me to pro- 
duce them." I just had that feeling. I 

went over there and he didn't take 
long. We sat down and he said "Here's 
the thing, man. We don't have a pro- 
ducer since we split with Andrew Old- 
ham, and I like what you've been do- 
ing with Stevie. I've listened to them 
and I've liked the things you've been 
doing and would you like to produce 
us?" "You want to try an album?" And 
it always was like that, through the 
years, it was always on an album -to - 
album kind of basis. 
/ was somehow under the impression 
that "Flash" was kind of a tryout for 
you. 
Maybe it was, but not to my knowl- 
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edge. I mean, Mick definitely said, 
"Would you like to work on an album 
with us?" I remember not saying yes 
right away, trying to be cool and sort of 
asking questions first-as if it would 
influence my decision! Saying things 
like, "Well, where's Brian (Jones) at in 
relation to the group right now? What's 
his scene going to be?" 
Where was Brian at? 
Well, Mick said, "There's no problem 
with Brian-we've sorted it all out.'' 
Mick acted as if Brian would be play- 
ing a lot, and everything would be fine. 
Brian just never showed up-hardly 
ever. He would come to about every 
third or fourth session. And want to 
play. He had no idea what the song 
was or anything, and he'd sometimes 
be very stoned, and lots of times we'd 
just give him a mike to let him play and 
get it out. It was kind of hopeless, Bri- 
an just was no longer a member of The 
Stones, and it just had not been offi- 
cially announced. Brian was happy 
after it had been finally announced. He 
said to me, "Oh, I feel so free now, to 
go and just do my own music now." 
So he was almost not a Stone when 
you were doing Beggar's Banquet? 
Right. And then when he would show 
up for a session, it would be totally 
unexpected-"Wow, here's Brian after 
two weeks." 

Let's talk about the "cassette" tracks. 
Okay, I remember those nights. We 
would get together at Mick's enormous 
house on Chester Square. We would 
just sit in one of the empty rooms-on 
the carpet-and run a cassette. Keith 
would play acoustic guitar, and Mick 
and Keith would sing the song that 
they had just written to me-they'd sort 
of be showing me the material. And I 

would inevitably start pounding on 
some table or make some percussion 
contribution, and we would record it on 
cassette. Keith would often remark on 
the playback, "Oooh, doesn't that 
sound good? That's really a good 
sound." You know how a cassette dis- 
torts so easily. It's got a small mike 
and small speakers, and you can so 
easily distort it, and yet it's such a 
good, ripping, tearing sound. Keith 
would say, "That's such a good sound, 
that's a shame the master can't sound 
like that." And I remember one night 
just saying, "What if we recorded that 
and just transferred the cassette-of 
the acoustic-transferred it onto the 4 - 
track?" 
What kind of mike did you use? 
One of these little mikes that come 
when you buy a cassette recorder. Be- 
fore they all had built-in mikes, they 
used to give you these little mikes. 
So you did that on "Street Fighting 
Man." 
Yeah, the basic track was done on a 
cassette-that's why it has that sound. 
The original track was done with a toy 
kit of drums-a little thing, like a toy. 
We sat around in a circle, and Charlie 
was playing the toy drums, Keith was 
playing acoustic guitar and I played 
scraper. We sat around on a carpet 
just like we did at home and we ran the 
cassette. The only difference was we 
found out you couldn't do it with batter- 
ies. Too much fluctuation, flutter and 
wow. We had to use the a.c. adaptor 
and make sure the cassette was 
plugged in and running off the mains. 
Keith said that you "Really got Beg- 
gar's Banquet together." What sorts of 
things do you think he was talking 
about? Certainly the drum sounds took 
a nice healthy jump right 'there. 
Yeah, they were happy with that, and 
they would look to me for the rhythms. 
Like to get back to Mick's initial prob- 
lem during the Satanic Majesties days 
of "What do you do after you've played 
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blues for so many albums?" They were 
getting into different rhythms. Lots of 
times Mick would come up and say 
"This track isn't happening, man. What 
kind of rhythm do you feel, what kind 
of beat do you feel to it?" 
So Andy was right when he said that 
you had a particular strength with the 
drums? 
Yeah-from being a drummer, really. 
Mick told me once, "You know, I think 
when you are in the booth, you really 
only hear the bass and drums." 
Any things you could say about their 
performances in the studio? Did you 
invariably have to direct them in a cer- 
tain way? 
I always felt like they needed help 
down there, keeping the time and 
keeping it cooking and keeping the 
groove. I always felt that a lot of tracks 
were on the verge-on the verge-of 
not quite making it. To the point of 
frustration, where I'd say "Well, if I go 
down there with a scraper or with a 
tambourine or something, I know I can 
get this thing happening." And once 
down there, everybody would start 
hearing that extra thing in the cans- 
that tambourine or that cowbell or 
whatever-and it would really help 
generate it. Lots of times the early 
takes would not have that on it, and I 

would jump down and ask whoever 
was engineering to set me up quickly 
with a mike, and it would help. 
About how many takes did you have to 
spend to get a basic track? You shot 
for one tune a night? 
I was very happy if we got one basic 
track a night because of the way we 
usually worked. They'd play it and play 
it and play it the first night we worked 
on it. We were letting the tapes run, 
doing takes, and so consequently we 
did a lot of takes, you know. But psy- 
chologically it gets you down when 
you hear somebody say "Take 31," so 
we usually just started saying "Retake 
1." When we got up to about 12 or 
something like that, we just said, 
"Okay, we got a new reel on, this'll be 
Retake 1." But then the next night, 
when we were trying to really catch it 

fresh, if we were going to, we did it in 

about four or five serious takes. And if 
we had to kind of slug away at it again 
that night, but then did get it after a lot 
of takes, then it was usually about 15 
to 20 takes. 

Do you find that beyond a certain point 
your takes start to degrade, and 
there's a point after which you're not 
going to get a good take? 
Sometimes you get to a point where 
you don't know if it's getting better or 
worse. You know that the mistakes 
aren't being made anymore, but some- 
times you have to say, "Why don't we 
stop and listen to that early take that 
we liked?" Often you're surprised at 
how good that earlier one really was; 
it's hard to tell whether it's getting bet- 
ter or worse. 
What's a song where the magic really 
happened? 
Oh, "Honky Tonk Women," "Sympathy 
for the Devil," and "Monkey Man." 
There's been a few where you know 
you've really got an outstanding basic 
track. 
Is "Brown Sugar" one? 
I missed the basic track of "Brown 
Sugar." I wasn't there that night. Mick 
brought me a cassette of it, that was 
the first time I heard it. But then I got 
back involved again on all the over- 
dubs and everything. "Gimme Shelter" 
was another one of those basic tracks 
where it was really happening. 
How about writing? Did Mick and Keith 
collaborate to a great extent on each 
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he songs where I feel 
the magic really 
happened were 
"Honky Tonk 
Women," "Sympathy 

for the Devil." and "Monkey 
Man," where you know 
there's an outstanding basic 
track. 

other's compositions? Were any tunes 
originating with both of them? 
Well, not really. They independently 
each had their cassette of songs, and 
then they played it to each other. At 
some point, it was maybe 50% finished 
or 75% or 90%, the other one heard it 

and helped finish it. Quite often, the 
contribution was very small. I mean, it 

may just have been Mick writing the a A 
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verses, you know, because Keith had 
a whole song and even had the cho- 
rus, which contained the title, and the 
story, and what was needed were 
some of Mick's really nice visual lyrics 
for the verses. 
What percentage of all the Stones' 
songs, when you were working with 
them, were written in the studio? That's 
one of the things you hear all the 
time-"Oh, they just go in the studio, 
get bombed, and write songs and do 
'em that night." 

I can't think offhand of any that were. 
Exile was kind of like that, though. But 
usually they always existed in some 
form. Sometimes very, very basic 
form-you know, maybe just a riff, but 
a riff that was strong enough and im- 
portant enough to be a basis for a 

whole track. And quite often fully corn - 

r 
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pleted, perhaps just a couple of verses 
lyrically needed. 
Certainly naming all these American 
towns all the time is part of Mick's visu- 
al lyrics, grabbing the American audi- 
ence. 
Sure. And even to the point of using 
the American form of the word where 
there was a different form in the U.K. A 
lot of English acts would say "Ken- 
tucky Darby Day," 'cause they call it 

"darby" there, not derby. No, Mick 
would never ever say "darby"-he'd 
use the American form. And yet in 

speaking he'd say "Do you want to 
come see the darby at Ascot?" 
Do you do a lot of limiting? 
English engineers do use a lot of limit- 
ers-they'll automatically limit guitars, 
bass, piano. One main difference be- 
tween an English studio and an Ameri- 
can studio has to do with acoustical 
design and engineering. In most 
American studios, the group goes out 
and they set up and start playing, and 
you lift the fader, and you've got quite 
a decent sound. In England, when 
people build or buy studios, they buy 
an old church or a pub or something 
that in the beginning really had nothing 
to do with acoustical work, and then 
they spend a lot of money on the elec- 
tronics. And usually, you lift the fader 
and that's just horrible, and then you 
have to start cooking the sound to- 
gether. So they've come to rely a lot 
more on EQ and compressors and lim- 
iters to create the sound, more so than 
in America. 
Have you any pet limiters, have you 
any preference as far as limiters? 
There used to be a Pye limiter in the 
desk at Olympic that was broken, and 
it was just sucking like crazy. Anything 
put through it would sound back- 
wards-you could really wind it up and 
really make the thing suck so much 
that you'd swear it was backward tape 
running. 
What tune did you use ít on? 
The bass drum in "Hole in My Shoe." 
Then one day we went into the studio 
and there was a big hole in the desk- 
no Pye limiter. And I asked the mainte- 
nance guy, "Where's the Pye limiter?" 
"Oh, we're fixing it-finally. Wait till you 
hear it. You can't hear it working at 
all!" And it was like that, you couldn't 
hear it working at all. It was totally use- 
less after that. 'Cause as a limiter, it's 
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nowhere near as good as a Universal, 
for example. But just when it was 
broken, it was great, as a "device." 
What was it like working with Clapton? 
He's one of the more speculated about 
people. 
It was great for me. I had never 
worked with him before that. I always 
loved his playing. And even when ev- 
erybody was raving about Hendrix, I 

always thought that all things consid- 
ered.... 
Luckily, they didn't try to do too similar 
a thing. Hendrix dealt more with pure 
sounds and Clapton dealt with a more 
refined kind of technique, I always felt. 
I think it's good to see him re-emerge. 
He's still one of those people there 
seem to be so many of and who seem 
to be doing about a tenth of what you 
wish they were doing, or what you al- 
ways feel they have the ability to do. 
But the 461 Ocean Boulevard album 
disappointed all the people who want- 
ed to hear the "King of the Blues Gui- 
tar," that's for sure. 
Yeah, but at least he got an album 
together, after all that time. 
How do you see yourself as a record 
producer? 
I'm not your most technical sort of ex- 
pert, because I've always had the 
good fortune of working with such 
good engineers. Glyn Johns had been 
working with The Stones long before I 

ever got involved, so much so I left it 
up to him because he had it sweated 
out already. You know, just in certain 
cases where we were after something 
special. And that's when you get the 
best, 'cause they have egos too. If I'm 
praised on sound, I suppose they get 
a little offended, thinking "Well, / did 
it." So you've got to have a good work- 
ing relationship with them and the best 
way is to give them their head and 
compliment them and then when you 
want something special, they'll break 
their ass to make you happy. 
I think you've struck upon one of the 
central aspects of the relationship be- 
tween the engineer and the producer. 
Definitely. I mean, I am aware that I 

have a taste in sound, and it can be 
reflected in listening to albums that I've 
done, where the same engineer might 
have done other things and yet they'll 
sound different. But it comes about 
through that relationship that's built 
between the producer and the engi- 

neer, where I do kind of get my mark in 

there as well as he does. And yet, if 

he's not the right cat, I'm stuck- 
there's nothing I can do really. You 
know, I've had sessions, in some stu- 
dios, where I couldn't really get in 
there and touch the desk, or even if I 

could, I'm not that familiar with it to 
know really what I can get out of it, so 
I'm dependent on the engineer. And 
he may not be getting a good sound to 
begin with, or he may not be getting 
my kind of sound, and there's nothing 
you can do, which is frustrating. 
What is "your sound?" What, to you, 
characterizes a good sound versus a 

not -so -good sound? Because The 
Rolling Stones have had so many dif- 
ferent sounds just in the period of time 
you were associated with them. 
It's hard to say, 'cause a lot of techni- 
cal specialists would say The Stones 
get a really bad sound, you know. But 
yet, The Stones would not sound good 
if they had a good sound, by the 
standards of some people. Certainly, 
the people who don't want to let the 
needle even touch the red could never 
really record The Stones properly. It's 
a hard question to answer. Andy would 
always say, "Generally speaking, I try 
to get with a rock & roll band as much 
level onto the tape as is possible," be- 
cause, of course, you go so far and 
then you reach distortion level, and the 
sound starts going the other way, it 

starts getting thin again. It's trying to 
get it as fat as you can. Like drums, 
sometimes, when you just can't get a 
drum sound, if you take the main mike 
gain knob-which at Olympic on the 
desk was in steps of 10 dB-and just 
hit it, flick it one more switch over so 
that you're just touching distortion, the 
drums will be just on that marginal 
point, just about breaking up. Lots of 
times if you do that, everything else 
being the same-the EQ and every- 
thing-it'll make all the difference. 
Why, in light of all the clamoring, didn't 
you release "Gimme Shelter" as a sin- 
gle? Or "Sympathy" for that matter? 
Once they're out on the album, you 
just don't have that single enthusiasm 
anymore. 
How would you rank the five albums 
that you did with them? 
Almost like a mountain. Banquet, and 
then higher up on the graph for Let It 
Bleed, and then maybe, as high as 

Banquet was on the left, on the other 
side would be Sticky Fingers-maybe 
a little bit higher, maybe equal. I don't 
know. I remember listening to Beg- 
gar's Banquet a couple years ago and 
thinking, "Hey, that was really a nice 
album." I had forgotten it was that 
good But generally speaking, that 
whole period seems to have peaked 
on Let It Bleed, and then Sticky Fin- 
gers was still good but the start of the 
descent. Exile was like an exile for me, 
which was really like pulling teeth, to 
get that album finished. I respect some 
tracks on Exile. I believe if Exile had 
been a single album, and the best half 
used. I would have thought better of it. 

What's you favorite Stones track? 
I guess "Honky Tonk Women" is my 
favorite, all things considered, 'cause I 

thought it was so perfect a single. 
"Jumpin' Jack Flash" too, because it 

was ttie first track I ever did with them, 
and because it kind of put them back 
into where they should have been at. 
They had it ready-they would have 
done it whether I had been producing 
it or not-but people can't help but 
say, you know, "Well, as soon as Jim- 
my started working with them, they 
went back into where they should be." 
So that was just sort of fortunate for 
me. And yet, so much of life is that, 
really. ál 

t was great for me 
working with Clapton. I 
always loved his playing. 
And even when 
everybody was raving 

about Hendrix, I always 
thought that all things 
considered ... . 
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EQUIPME\T PROFILE 

TECHNICS 
SV-P100 
DIGITAL 
AUDIO 
CASSETTE 
RECORDER 
Manufacturer's Specifications 
Frequency Response: 2 Hz to 20 

kHz, +0, -2.5 dB. 
Total Harmonic Distortion: 0.01% or 

less. 
PCM Standard: EIAJ. 
Quantization: Linear, 14 -bit. 
Tape Type: VHS format videocassette. 
Maximum Recording Time: Two 

hours. 
Audio Channels: Two. 
Input Levels: Line, 80 mV; mike, 1.5 

mV. 
Digital Input/Output Level: 1.0 V p -p. 
Line Output Level: 400 mV. 
Power Consumption: 80 watts. 
Dimensions: 16.9 in. (42.92 cm) W x 

10.94 in. (27.78 cm) H x 13.62 in. 
(34.59 cm) D. 

Weight: 46.2 lbs. (20.79 kg). 
Price: $3,000.00. 
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It appears there will be two distinct approaches to PCM 
(digital) tape recording for home use. For the March 1982 
issue of Audio, I tested the Sony PCM-F1-a PCM audio 
processor which is intended to work in conjunction with a 
videocassette recorder. Ihile Technics has experimented 
with this approach in producing the Model SH-P1 PCM 
processor, they presently seem to favor an all -in -one or 
"dedicated" digital audio recorder which would contain the 
required digital record/play electronics as well as a com- 
plete videocassette tape -transport mechanism. Since Mat- 
sushita Electric Company, the parent of Technics and Pan- 
asonic, subscribes to the VHS format of videocassette tap- 
ing developed by its sister company, JVC (there is no end 
to the intercorporate relationships of Japanese industrial 
giants), it comes as no surprise that the SV-P100 utilizes 
VHS -style videocassettes as its digital program storage 
medium. 

One of the chief differences between Beta and VHS video 
tape formats is the fact that VHS tapes are disengaged 
("unthreaded") from the fast -rotating record/play head 
drum whenever the tape transport's stop button is de- 
pressed, whereas Beta tapes remain "threaded up" and 
ready to go. To compensate for this difference in tape - 
transport mechanisms, Technics has developed a wide 
variety of locating and editing features for the SV-P100 
digital audio cassette recorder. The deck will, for example, 
shift into play mode automatically from fast -forward, rewind, 
or search if the play key is pressed while holding down the 
fast -forward, rewind, or search key. Holding down the play 
key while pressing the fast -forward key, on the other hand, 
causes the tape to progress at approximately eight times 
normal speed while maintaining head contact to allow 
headphone monitoring and cueing. Holding down the play 
key while pressing the rewind key makes the tape rewind at 
eight times normal speed while also allowing headphone 
monitoring and cueing. 

Special circuits combined with use of the SV-P100's digi- 
tal tape counter offer additional editing facilities and con- 
venience features. For example, pressing the Jump Mark 
lever on the front panel during recording or playback 
causes a "jump mark" to be recorded on one of the auxil- 
iary tape tracks that have been provided for in the EIAJ 
Digital Tape Standard. When such a jump mark code is 
encountered during playback, this section of the tape is 
skipped over at eight times normal speed. Normal speed 
playback is resumed when the end of the jump mark is 
reached. This proves to be a very convenient way of editing 
out unwanted material. Search marks may also be recorded 
onto a tape during recording or playback. Later, during 
playback, if the front -panel search key is pressed, the tape 
advances to the beginning of the nearest search mark and 
stops. If the play key is pressed at the same time as the 
search key, play begins automatically after the beginning of 
the search mark has been reached. 

The tape counter reading can be placed into the "memo- 
ry" of the recorder by pressing the memory button during 
recording or playback. The tape will then stop at the memo- 
rized setting or location during fast forward or rewind. After 
locating the desired setting, the tape will stop, but if the 
play key is also depressed while the fast -forward or rewind 
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The Technics SV-P1OO 
contains digital record/play 
electronics as well as a 
complete videocassette 
tape -transport mechanism. 
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Fig. 1-Record/play 
response of Technics 
SV-P100 PCM recorder at 
0 and -20 dB levels (A) 
and at -3 dB level (B). 
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key is held down, the tape will automatically shift to play- 
back. 

Physically, the SV-P100 is about the size of a very large 
stereo cassette deck or one of the late, lamented Elcaset 
recorders of yesteryear. When you consider the amount of 
circuitry (not to mention the precision VHS tape -transport 
mechanism) that had to be incorporated into this unit, its 
dimensions and weight have been kept within remarkably 
reasonable bounds. According to Technics, the recording 
digital -signal processor chip, an LSI known as MN -6601, 
has the equivalent of about 10,000 conventional compo- 
nents, yet the chip size is a mere 6.08 x 5.58 millimeters. 
The reproducer LSI, MN -6602, measures only 6.46 x 6.18 
millimeters but has the equivalent of around 15,000 compo- 
nents! The MN -6601 LSI serves to add error detection 
code, correction code and data interleave processing to 
the A/D converted data, and it supplies a composite video - 
format video output signal. The MN -6602 decodes the digi- 
tal signal, carries out error correction and data interleave 
processing, and provides a resulting signal to the D/A 
converter as serial data. The D/A converter developed for 
this unit is known as an MD -6192 and is a 14 -bit linear 
converter. 

Control Layout 
Aside from the various specialized editing functions de- 

scribed, controls associated with timer -activated recording, 
and a few indicator lights specifically associated with the 
VHS type of video tape -transport mechanism, the other 
controls of the SV-P100 will be fairly familiar to most users of 
home cassette recorders. Major logic -type transport touch 
buttons include keys for search, pause, rewind, stop, play, 
fast forward, and record. The cassette compartment is 

opened and closed by a separate button, but the compart- 
ment will also close smoothly and automatically when a 

cassette is properly inserted into the holder. The forward 

edge of the recorder has headphone and microphone 
jacks, the main power switch, and a remote control jack for 
connection of a soon -to -be -available wired remote control 
unit which will duplicate the recorder's transport operating 
functions. The front sloping horizontal surface of the deck, 
in addition to housing the transport touch buttons, features 
a novel fader or master level control whose rotation span is 
only 150°-enabling you to accomplish a complete, smooth 
fade in one motion. Individual channel level controls are 
found on the main vertical surface of the deck, as are the 
meter level indicators which double as a metering system 
for checking tape playback quality and data and as a peak - 
hold indicator. Other indicators in this area include those for 
dew, digital input, rewind -reset, tape counting, and level 
selection. Controls associated with the editing and memory 
functions are also located in the vicinity of the display 
panel. 

The rear panel, in addition to housing the line input and 
output jacks, contains digital input and output terminals (for 
direct digital -to -digital copying or dubbing), a tracking ad- 
justment screw, a timer recording switch (which actually 
turns on an hour before you want recording to begin, so as 
to evaporate any moisture which may be present on the 
head assembly), and an edit switch which can be turned off 
if the editing features are not going to be used. 

Measurements 
Once again, my Sound Technology Model 1500 tape 

tester was taxed to, and beyond, its limits in attempting to 
measure all of the performance parameters of this digital 
tape recorder. While the test instrument's own residual 
noise and distortion are normally far lower than what one 
would expect to measure for any analog tape recorder, 
when the 1500 is called upon to measure a digital recording 
system such as the Technics SV-P100, it is not always good 
enough. Frequency response measurement was, of course, 
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Technics developed a 
variety of locating and 
editing features to adapt 
the VHS tape -transport 
mechanism to audio 
requirements. 
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calibration allowed 
recording up to +6 dB 
before rapid rise in 
distortion took place (B).. 
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no problem. Unlike the case with analog tape decks, the 
concept of signal saturation does not exist for a digital PCM 
recorder, and the usual problem of high -frequency dynamic 
range limitation is also nonexistent. Still, I did note some 
small amount of high -frequency attenuation in the upper 
response curve of Fig. 1, measured at 0 -dB record level. I 

suspect that the built-in pre -emphasis time constant may 
have had something to do with this slight roll -off at 20 kHz 
(-3.3 dB), in that the pre -emphasis may well have boosted 
actual recording amplitudes up to well beyond the 0 -dB 
limits for recording on a PCM unit. Under music program 
conditions (where the amplitudes of highs never approach 
those of mid -frequencies), even this slight amount of high - 
frequency roll -off would not be likely to occur. Nevertheless, 
when I backed off to a -20 dB record level (lower plot of 
Fig. 1), response was now absolutely flat (well, within 0.1 
dB, if you care to quibble) all the way out to 20 kHz. To 
further study this effect, I next made a response plot at a 
record level of -3.0 dB and, sure enough, attenuation at 20 
kHz was now only 1.3 dB (Fig. 1B). 

If you read the Sony PCM-F1 digital audio processor 
"Equipment Profile," you may recall that exceeding 0 -dB 
record level even by a dB or two caused havoc as far as 
distortion was concerned. The designers of the Technics 
SV-P100 have wisely chosen to calibrate the level meters so 
that there is still some headroom at 0 dB before major 
"breakup" and distortion occurs. I suspect that this calibra- 
tion was decided upon in deference to those recordists who 
are accustomed to letting the "needles" go above 0 dB on 
analog recorders for short peaks of program material with- 
out expecting to get ruined recording. In a digital recorder, 
the designer can, of course, arrange to have "0 dB" on the 
device's metering system wherever he thinks best. In Fig. 2, 
therefore, we see that for a recorded mid -frequency tone at 
the 0 -dB level, third -order distortion measured 0.01%. It 

may, in fact, have been even a bit lower, since 0.01% third - 

order distortion is the lowest figure my test instrument can 
register (Fig. 2A). Note, however, that even at +6 dB (Fig. 
2B), third -order distortion was still less than 3%, measuring 
1.6%. When I attempted to increase level by just one more 
dB, however, third -order distortion ran off the scale of the 
display, which means that it was in excess of 10%! Such 
are the ways of digital recording-and we'd better all get 
used to them if our lot in life includes the setting of music 
recording levels. 

More for my own amusement than for any practical pur- 
pose, I plotted channel separation between the two chan- 
nels of the SV-P100 versus frequency. The 70.1 dB ob- 
served at 1 kHz is probably the result of a minute amount of 
capacitive leakage between channels at the input to the 
measuring instrument, rather than actual crosstalk between 
digitally encoded information channels. Results, however 
meaningful they may or may not be, are displayed in Fig. 3. 

Signal-to-noise ratio was measured with respect to the 
previously determined maximum record level (+6 dB), us- 
ing the CCIR/ARM weighting curve. The reading obtained 
was an astounding 90.9 dB (see Fig. 4). According to 
simplified digital information theory, a 14 -bit digital system 
should provide a dynamic range of some 84 dB (14 x 6). 
That, however, does not take into account the pre -emphasis 
and de -emphasis which have been incorporated at the 
audio stages of this machine. 

The brief message at tie top of the display of Fig. 5 tells 
us all we need to know about the wow and flutter signal 
produced by the Techn'cs SV-P100: "Signal too low." In 

other words, wow and flutter was unmeasurable! 
For some reason I have not been able to determine, the 

line input sensitivity and line out levels did not correspond 
with published specifications. Perhaps the owner's manual, 
which was supplied in preliminary form, needs to be 
rechecked. In any event, I measured 140 mV as the re- 

quired line input figure to reach a 0 -dB record level, and 
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Considering the amount of 
circuitry incorporated in 
the SV-P100, its size and 
weight have been kept 
within remarkably 
reasonable bounds. 
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Fig. 3-Channel 
separation exceeded 
70 dB at all frequencies 
up to around 10 kHz. 
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Fig. 5-The message at 
the top of this display 
tells all we need to know 
about wow and flutter on 
a PCM tape recorder such 
as the Technics SV-P100! 
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Fig. 4-CCIR/ARM 
weighted S/N exceeded 
90 dB, referred to maximum 
(3% harmonic distortion) 
record level. 

line output voltage corresponding to 0 dB on the metering 
system measured a full 2.0 volts! Output from the head- 
phone monitoring jacks, with 8 -ohm loads connected, 
measured 388 mV for 0 dB on the meters. The sample SV- 
P100 consumed a maximum power input of 83 watts. Fast 
winding modes (rewind or fast forward) each took 2 minutes 
and 40 seconds to completely wind or rewind a T-120 (two- 
hour) VHS video tape. 

Use and Listening Tests 
To date, sound quality of the PCM/digital processors or 

complete PCM recorders I have experimented with have all 
been superb, and the SV-P100 is no exception in this 
regard. In fact, it has been difficult to find program material 
good enough to truly challenge these systems. This being 
the case, all that remains is to access the SV-P100's ease of 
use as compared with other recording systems. Quite frank- 
ly, I found the unit a bit complicated to operate and under- 
stand at first. The deck requires the user to spend a reason- 
able amount of time in becoming familiar with its many 
features and controls. The memory and search functions 
involve a fair amount of "hunting" or overshoot as the micro- 
processor -controlled transport mechanism tries to zero in 

precisely to the required starting point or specified counter 
digit. In this respect, Technics has done a remarkable job 
getting the machine to cue exactly, despite the inherent 
cueing limitations of the VHS threading and tape -transport 
system. In doing so, however, they have had to incorporate 
tape -transport actions which slow down the cueing and 
editing process. To the home recordist this may be unim- 
portant; to a semi -pro or professional recordist trying to 
enter the world of digital recording at what has to be a 

bargain price (compared with professional multitrack sta- 
tionary -head digital recording systems), the "slow" trans- 
port action may be a bit disconcerting. But none of this 
detracts in the slightest from the fact that Technics has 
managed to come up with a compact all -in -one PCM cas- 
sette deck that costs considerably less than the best PCM 
audio processors of a year or two ago. It should be 
stressed that the $3,000 price tag is for a recording system 
complete in one unit. I would guess there are enough 
serious recordists to gobble up every SV-P100 that Tech- 
nics will be able to bring into this country in the coming 
months. Leonard Feldman 
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EQUIPMENT PROFILE 

CROWN FM 
TWO TUNER 

art 

l 

Manufacturer's Specifications 

Usable Sensitivity: Mono, 9.31 dBf. 
Fifty -dB Cuieting Sensitivity: Mono, 

11.2 dBf; stereo, 36.0 dBf. 
S/N: Mono, 80 dB; stereo, 75 dB. 
Hum and Noise: 75 dB. 
THD at 1 kHz: Mono, 0.05%; stereo, 

0.05%. 
Capture Ratio: 1.5 dB. 
Selectivity: 75 dB. 
Frequency Response: 30 Hz to 15 

kHz, ±0.5 dB. 
Image, I.f. and Spurious Response 

Rejection: Greater than 114 dB. 
AM Suppression: 80 dB. 
R.f. Intermodulation: 65 dB. 

Crown International audio equipment has always im- 
pressed me as having a professional air while retaining a 
highly practical and intelligent layout which will not intimi- 
date the less technically oriented music lover who simply 
wants to assemble a superb home sound system. Crown's 
new FM Two tuner maintains this tradition. Having learned a 

n 977 

SCA and Subcarrier Product Rejec- 
tion: 70 dB. 

Stereo Separation: 60 dB at 1 kHz, 45 
dB at 10 kHz. 

Power Requirements: 120 V, 50/60 
Hz, 10 watts. 

Dimensions: 19 in. (48.26 cm) W x 
13/4 in. (4.44 cm) H x 113/4 in. (29.84 
cm) D. 

Weight: 91/2 lbs. (4.27 kg). 
Price: $699.00. 

bit about its design and circuit innovations, I am impressed 
with the reasonableness of its suggested price and its 
outstanding performance. The performance, by the way, 
stands out not so much in typical use under optimum r.f. 
signal input conditions, but in situations where incoming 
signals are less than ideal. 
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It's almost as though this 
tuner is able to eliminate 
some of the undesired and 
undefined forms of 
distortion which elude 
measurement. 

The slim -looking tuner is rack -mountable but is less than 
two inches high. Control layout, beginning at the left, in- 
cludes a power switch and associated LED indicator, push- 
buttons for 75/25 microsecond de -emphasis selection, ster- 
eo noise filter activation, fixed level interstation muting, and 
selection of stereo/mono and dim/bright display. The dis- 
play area at the center of the panel not only incorporates a 

digital frequency readout but also includes a five -segment 
signal -strength display and a stereo indicator light. When 
turning on the unit, the last station tuned prior to shutting off 
power will appear on the display. While U.S. versions of the 
FM Two tune in increments of 200 kHz, it is able, with minor 
modifications, to tune and display increments of 50 kHz to 
accommodate European FM radio practice. 

To the right of the display are additional buttons, includ- 
ing a Scan Lock button which provides either push -by -push 
and rapid up/down frequency selection or automatic scan- 
ning action. In the latter case (with this button depressed), 
touching the nearby up or down buttons causes the unit to 

scan and sample each station strong enough to defeat the 
internal muting threshold point. When a desired program is 

encountered, the button is released by the user and the 
scanning ceases. To the right of the up/down buttons are a 

memory program switch which functions in conjunction with 
the six preset buttons nearby that store favorite station 
frequencies for instant recall. When the memory switch is 

depressed, the user has approximately five seconds to 
"enter" a desired station frequency into one of the six 
available memory slots. When a frequency is recalled using 
the preset buttons, a green indicator light above the button 
illuminates. Memories are retained indefinitely so long as 
the power cord is plugged into a source of power; in the 
event of a power failure or inadvertent disconnection of the 
tuner from an active a.c. outlet, memories will be retained 
for five days. 

The rear panel of the FM Two is equipped with separate 
left- and -right -channel output level controls, associated out- 
put jacks, and a 75 -ohm coaxial antenna terminal. If the 
user insists upon using 300 -ohm (twin -lead) transmission 
line from antenna to tuner, a separate balun transformer 
(supplied as an accessory with the tuner) would have to be 
employed. 

Circuit Highlights 
The FM Two is a crystal controlled dual conversion tuner 

featuring a pulse -count digital detector circuit which elimi- 
nates detector alignment problems. Overmodulation, often 
a problem with ratio detectors or discriminators (and fre- 
quently encountered in FM broadcasting these days), is 

easily accommodated by this type of detection circuitry. 
The new cascode J-FET front-end design contains no fewer 
than seven tuned circuits and is highly immune to r.f. inter - 
modulation without sacrificing basic r.f. sensitivity. Constant 
group -delay (linear phase) ceramic filters are used in the i.f. 
section, and the first i.f. stage has been designed to im- 
prove selectivity by avoiding premature limiting. 

Measurements 
The graphs of Fig. 1 show the mono and stereo quieting 

and 1 -kHz harmonic distortion characteristics of this tuner. 
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Usable sensitivity in mono measured just under 10 dBf (0.9 
µV, referred to 75 -ohm input impedance), while 50 -dB 
quieting for mono was a very low 11.2 dBf, exactly as 

claimed by Crown. In stereo, usable sensitivity was limited 
not. by the r.f. circuitry but by the factory -set mono/stereo 
switching arrangement, which does not swing over to ster- 

eo until signal strength is around 30 dBf. By the time that 
switching does occur, signal-to-noise is almost 50 dB, so I 

would have preferred the tuner to have "allowed" stereo- 
phonic listening even if the signal were a bit weaker- 
especially since there is the option of activating the stereo 
noise filter. 

S/N ratio for mono at 65 dBf was 77 dB, while for stereo, 
at the same strong signal level, it measured 70 dB. Mono 
THD, for a 1 -kHz signal, measured only 0.04%; even more 
amazingly, in stereo the THD reading was only a slightly 
higher 0.06%. Harmonic distortion 'at other test frequencies 
are shown for both mono and stereo operation in Fig. 2. 

I couldn't quite equal the 60 dB of stereo FM separation 
claimed for the FM Two, but that may well have been due to 

Continued on page 91 
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Yamaha's K-960 cassette deck 
with dbx® gives you what you listen 
for-music. All the music. With none 
of the tape noise. The highs without 
the h_ss. The midrange and bass with 

nothing missing 
except the noise. 

But the K-960 
doesn't just elimi- 
nate noise. It has 
the capability of 
reproducing a full 
110db of dynamic 
range-more than 
enough to handle 

the latest advanced -technology soft- 
ware-that other decks, with 50 or 
60db dynamic range, squeeze out. 

And the K-960 packs a lot more. 
A pu,e Sendust head gives you 
increased musical clarity and excep- 
tional wear -resistance. Even with 
metal tape. A superior -design 
two- motor transport system insures 
fast, smooth tape handling and 
reduced wow and flutter. 
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*dbx isa registered Lradetnark of dbx Incorporated. 
-Dolby is a registered trademark of Dolby Laboratories, In 
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There are also full -logic transport 
controls, fluorescent meters, optional 
remote 
control ''''' ""` 
unit, 
cour 
hoice I I'1' 

of silver i 

or black - 

.a .. o . so 
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finish and, of course, Dolby® noise 
reduct:on. 

It all adds up to a lot of convenient 
listening pleasure in one beautiful 
package. 

But enough noise about the 
Yamaha K-960 cassette deck with 
dbx. Just get into your music with it. 
At selected Audio Specialty Dealers 
now 

For mote information, write to 
Yamaha Electronics Corporation, 
USA, P.O. Box 6660, Buena Park, 
CA 90622. 

Yamaha. For the music in you. 
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EQUIPMENT PROFILE 

MITSUBISHI 
DA -R35 
AM/FM 
RECEIVER 
Manufacturer's Specifications 
FM Tuner Section 
Usable Sensitivity: 10.3 dBf. 
50 -dB Quieting: Mono, 15.0 dBf; ster- 

eo, 36.8 dBf (auto -blend off). 
S/N Ratio: Mono, 82 dB; stereo, 74 

dB. 
THD at 1 kHz: Mono, 0.08% wide, 

0.15% narrow; stereo, 0.1% wide, 
0.2% narrow. 

,o. ,.w 
nnn. ....wa RUM n u WWI 

Selectivity: Wide, 55 dB; narrow, 75 
dB. 

Capture Ratio: 1.5 dB. 
AM Suppression: 60 dB. 
I.f. and Spurious Response Rejec- 

tion: 100 dB. 
Image Rejection: 85 dB. 
Subcarrier Rejection: 60 dB. 
Stereo Separation: Wide, 46 dB at 1 

kHz, 42 dB at 100 Hz, and 43 dB at 
10 kHz; narrow, 40 dB at 1 kHz, 36 
dB at 100 Hz, and 40 dB at 10 kHz; 
with high blend, 20 dB at 1 kHz, 37 
dB at 100 Hz. 

Frequency Response: 50 Hz to 15 

kHz, ±0.5 dB. 

AM Tuner Section 
Usable Sensitivity: Internal loop, 300 

µV/M. 
Selectivity: 40 dB. 
Image Rejection: 40 dB. 
I.f. Rejection: 50 dB. 
S/N Ratio: 52 dB. 
THD: 0.5%. 

Amplifier Section 
Power Output: 85 watts, 8 ohms, 20 

Hz to 20 kHz; 110 watts, 4 ohms, 20 
Hz to 20 kHz. 

THD: 0.D1%, 8 ohms; .0.05%, 4 ohms. 
SMPTE IM: 0.005% at half power. 
Damping Factor: 130. 
Dynamic Headroom: 2.0 dB. 

Slew Rate: 100 V/µS. 
Input Sensitivity: MM phono, 2.5 mV; 

MC phono, 0.1 mV; high level, 150 
mV; main amp in, 1.0 V. 

Maximum Phono Input Level: MM, 
250 mV; MC, 20 mV. 

Frequency Response: MM phono, 
RIAA ±0.2 dB; MC phono, RIAA 
±0.3 dB; high level, 1 Hz to 100 
kHz, -2 dB. 

S/N Ratio: MM phono, 78 dB; MC 
phono, 75 dB; high level, 87 dB; 
main in, 95 dB. 

Tone Control Range: ±10 dB at 100 
Hz and 10 kHz. 

Filter Cut -Off Points: 18 Hz and 8 
kHz at 12 dB/octave. 

General Specifications 
Power Consumption: 230 watts. 
Dimensions: 18V2 in. (47 cm) W x 53/8 

in. (13.65 cm) H x 171/8 in. (43.21 
cm) D. 

Weight: 311/4 lbs. (14.1 kg). 
Price: $650.00. 
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Mitsubishi's top -of -the -line DA -R35 receiver incorporates 
just about every feature and convenience found in that 
company's separate component tuners and amplifiers. As 
you might expect, the tuner section employs quartz -con- 
trolled frequency synthesis and, as is true of recent synthe- 
sized tuners from companies such as Sony and Pioneer, 
Mitsubishi has managed to overcome one of the objections 
to this accurate form of tuning; there is no sacrifice of 
signal-to-noise ratio in obtaining the benefits of true fre- 
quency synthesis. The DA -R35 incorporates a number of 
computerized, automatic features, such as automatic deter- 
mination of when to switch from wide to narrow i.f. band- 
width and when to engage the stereo FM auto -blend. While 
it is possible to override both of these automated functions, 
the override works only in one direction. That is, you can 
select wide -band (as opposed to automatic) and you can 
choose to defeat auto -blend even when the internal com- 
puter circuits say that it should be "on." I rather wish that 
Mitsubishi had given us both options in each of the auto - 
defeat modes, but I am undoubtedly influenced by the 
needs of the lab test bench rather than the needs of the 
stereo FM listener in the real world of signal interferences 
and weak signal reception. 

A main power switch, two individual speaker switches, 
high and low filter switches, and a mode switch (mono/ 

stereo) are arranged at the upper left of the front panel of 
this receiver. To their right are a separate record -selector 
switch and a program selector which permits the user to 
listen to one program source while taping another. A phono 
MM/MC pushbutton is located between these two rotary 
selector knobs, while below are a balance control, separate 
loudness control, treble and bass controls, and the usual 
stereo headphone jack. A tone control defeat pushbutton is 

located between the two tone controls. 
The right half of the panel is dominated by the digital 

frequency readout display, above which are a pair of peak - 
level indicators (one per channel) which illuminate when 
power output approaches or exceeds rated value, the high - 
blend indicator, and wide and narrow i.f. indicator lights. 

Below the display are seven station preset buttons and a 
"memory" set button. These combine to memorize seven 
AM plus seven FM station frequencies for instant recall. 
Further to the right are five LEDs which normally show 
relative incoming signal strength .but which, at the touch of 
a button, will also display levels of multipath interference. 
"Up" and "down" manual tuning buttons are just to the right 
of the digital display, while further to the right is the master 
volume control. 

The lower right corner of the panel contains six pushbut- 
tons. These select signal strength or multipath indication, 
"auto" or wide i.f., AM or FM reception, muting on/off (with 
muting off, only mono will be received), high -blend "auto" 
or "off" and manual or "auto" tuning. In the "auto" tuning 
mode, touching the "up" or "down" tuning buttons will 
cause tuning to move in the designated frequency direction 
until an acceptable signal is encountered. In the "manual" 
mode, touching the buttons advances tuning in 200 -kHz 
increments on FM and in 10 -kHz increments on AM. 

The rear panel is equipped with a mini -loop AM antenna 
which must be connected by the user. FM antenna termi- 
nals are provided for 75 -ohm coaxial or 300 -ohm twin -lead 
transmission lines. A ground terminal is located near the 
phono jacks, adjacent to which are high-level inputs and 
tape jacks for two complete tape monitor circuits. The 
preamp-out/main amp -in jacks are of a type which will 
automatically "break" the signal path when an external 
component is connected to the "main amp in" jacks, so that 
no switch or wire jumper pair is needed in connection with 
this feature. The center of the panel has a recessed area 
which accepts three "AA" batteries (supplied) that must be 
installed if station preset information is to be retained in the 
receiver's "memory" even when a.c. power is off. While 
there is, of course, nothing wrong with seeing the batteries 
mounted in this exposed opening, I would have preferred 
some sort of rudimentary cover over the batteries. (Mitsubi- 
shi will no doubt tell me that no one looks at the back of a 

receiver, to which I will reply that I do. ...) Two sets of 
spring -key speaker terminals and three convenience a.c. 
outlets (two switched, one unswitched) complete the rear 
panel layout. 

Circuit Highlights 
A system Mitsubishi calls a "pulse swallow" counter cir- 

cuit raises the reference frequency used in their special 
prescaler circuits that are involved in the frequency synthe- 
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In the DA -R35, Mitsubishi 
has not sacrificed S/N ratio 
in obtaining the benefits of 
true frequency synthesis. 
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Fig. 3 - FM IM dis- 
tortion measure- 
ments in wide (A) 
and narrow (B) 
i.f. modes. 

Fig. 4 - Stereo FM 
response and sep- 
aration in wide (A) 
and narrow (B) i.f. 
modes. Center 
curve in (B) shows 
effect of automatic 
blend control. 

sis process so that it does not fall within the audio band, 
thereby achieving S/N ratios in FM comparable to those 
achieved with the very best analog tuning schemes. The 
equalizer amplifier (phono) section of this receiver utilizes a 

dual-FET first stage, with differential amplification for low 
distortion and high signal-to-noise ratio, and the extra am- 
plification needed for direct connection of an MC cartridge 
is provided. The power amplifier circuitry uses a minimal 
amount of loop négative feedback, with direct (d.c.) cou- 
pling between stages as well as between the output and the 
speaker terminals. In addition, the tone and power amplifier 
sections employ d.c. servo circuitry for added low -frequen- 
cy stability. Like so many other recent receiver and amplifier 
designs, the DA -R35 also employs what Mitsubishi calls 
"linear switching" - a form of Class B operation which 
offers some of the benefits of Class A without a loss of 
efficiency. 

Tuner Measurements 
Usable mono sensitivity of the FM tuner section meas- 

ured 11.2 dBf, exactly as claimed. Fifty -dB quieting in mono 
required an input signal of 15 dBf; in stereo the required 
signal strength was 37 dBf. The S/N in mono, for 65-dBf 
input signals, was a high 82 dB, while in stereo I measured 
74 dB for the same input signal level. Selectivity in the 
narrow mode measured 75 dB, as claimed, decreasing to 
58 dB in the wide i.f. mode. Capture ratio fell a bit short of 
claims, with a reading of 1.6 dB. Distortion for a 1 -kHz 
signal measured 0.067% in mono and 0.10% in stereo (in 
the wide i.f. mode). Quieting and mid -frequency (1 -kHz) 
distortion characteristics versus input signal strength are 
plotted in Fig. 1 for mono and stereo modes, in the wide i.f. 
bandwidth position. Distortion at other audio frequencies is 
shown for both mono and stereo reception in Fig. 2. Even 
with a 100% 10 -kHz stereo modulation signal, harmonic 
distortion of this excellent FM tuner section did not exceed 
0.4%. IM distor:ion in stereo, using the twin -tone test meth- 
od (14 and 15 kHz), measured 0.12% in the wide mode. 
Figure 3 shows spectrum analysis displays of this form of 
IM distortion measurement. In Fig. 3A the tuner was operat- 
ed in the wide mode. The center, tall spike is a reference 
100% modulation level of 1 kHz. The shorter spike within it 

is the 1 -kHz "beat" signal resulting from the IM generated 
between the 14 kHz and 15 kHz signals seen at the right of 
the sweep. Vertical sensitivity in this and all other spectrum 
analyzer scope photos is 10 dB per division. 

Figures 4A and 4B show stereo FM frequency response 
(upper traces) and separation in both i.f. bandwidth modes. 
Separation measured 47 dB, 42 dB and 37 dB at 1 kHz, 100 
Hz and 10 kHz respectively in the wide mode; in the narrow 
mode (Fig. 4B), separation decreased to 36 dB at 1 kHz, 37 
dB at 100 Hz and 31 dB at 10 kHz. The middle trace in Fig. 
4B shows the further decrease in separation at high fre- 
quencies when the auto -blend circuit functions under 
weaker signal conditions. 

Figures 5A and 5B show the crosstalk components ob- 
served at the output of the unmodulated channel when a 5 - 
kHz signal (tall spike at left of each display shown for 
reference level) is used to modulate the opposite channel. 
Note the additional crosstalk components generated when 
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The DA -R35 incorporates 
computerized features such 
as automatic determination 
of when to switch from 
wide to narrow if. 
bandwidth. 

the tuner is forced to operate in the "narrow" i.f. bandwidth 
mode (Fig. 5B). 

AM suppression measured 62 dB for our sample, while 
i.f. and spurious response rejection were both in excess of 
100 dB. Image rejection measured 85 dB, as claimed. 
Stereo and muting threshold were both set at approximately 
21 dBf on our sample (just over 6µV referred to a 300 -ohm 
input impedance). Subcarrier product rejection measured 
65 dB (as against 60 dB claimed), while SCA subcarrier 
rejection was a very satisfactory 72 dB. 

AM frequency response was no better than that normally 
observed on most "high fidelity" receivers. Results of these 
response measurements are plotted in Fig. 6, and even if 

one wanted to apply very generous tolerances of ±6 dB, 
response could not be legitimately claimed beyond 4 kHz 
or thereabouts. 

Amplifier Measurements 
Using 8 -ohm loads, the amplifier section delivered well 

over its rated power level: 102 watts per channel for 0.01% 
THD for a 1 -kHz input test signal applied via the AUX jacks. 
At rated power (85 watts per channel), THD measured 
0.0035% at mid -frequencies, and 0.005% at 20 Hz and 20 
kHz. SMPTE-IM distortion measured 0.008% at rated out- 
put. Figure 7 is a plot of THD versus power output for these 
three key test frequencies using 8 -ohm loads. 

I checked the amplifier's power output capabilities using 
4 -ohm loads as well, and it delivered 142 watts at mid -band 
for 0.05% THD. At .110 watts per channel, for a 1 -kHz test 
signal, THD measured only 0.021%. Damping factor, meas- 
ured for a 50 -Hz test signal, was a bit more than the 130 
claimed, while dynamic headroom fell a bit short of the 
claimed 2.0 dB, measuring 1.6 dB. Since dynamic head- 
room is not a qualitative test, I would not criticize Mitsubi- 
shi too strongly for not quite coming up to their published 
figure for this specification. 

I also measured CCIF IM distortion using the twin -tone, 
equal amplitude test signals at frequencies ranging from 9 
and 10 kHz to 19 and 20 kHz. The worst -case results were a 

CCIF IM reading of 0.016%. Using the same twin -tone 
technique, I also calculated the IHF IM distortion using 
spectrum analysis display of IM components in the audio 
range. These calculations yielded an IHF IM of 0.10%. 

Input sensitivities for the phono equalizer sections, re- 
ferred to 1 -watt output, were 0.26 millivolt for the MM inputs 
and 0.011 mV for the MC inputs. High-level inputs (AUX, 
tape) required 17 millivolts to deliver the reference 1 -watt 
output with volume control at maximum. Signal-to-noise ra- 
tio for the MM phono, using a 5 -mV input with the master 
gain control adjusted to produce 1 -watt output, was 82 dB, 
"A" weighted, while for the MC phono input, using 0.5 -mV 
input, the S/N was 78 dB. Both of these results were signifi- 
cantly better than the published specifications. The S/N for 
the high-level inputs was 88 dB, while residual hum and 
noise with the master volume control set to minimum was 89 
dB below 1 watt (109 dB below full rated output). RIAA was 
off by +0.2 dB at the bass extreme and by -0.2 dB at 15 
kHz. The subsonic filter had a -3 dB cut-off point of 19 Hz. 
Action of the bass and treble tone controls is shown in Fig. 
8, together with the response of the high -cut filter which had 

Fig. 5 - Stereo FM 
5 -kHz crosstalk 
characteristics 
in wide (A) and 
narrow (B) modes. 

Fig. 6 - AM fre- 
quency response. 
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There's more to this 
receiver than just good 
looks; all of its controls do 
exactly as they were 
intended in an effortless 
manner. 

. Fig. 8 - Tone 
control and high -cut 
filter response. 
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Fig. 9 - Action of 
'ti separate loudness 

control. 

its -3 dB point at 7 kHz. The separate, continuously vari- 
able loudness control (which, as far as I am concerned, is 
the only truly useful form of loudness compensation control) 
covers a range of 20 dB, and its action at various settings is 
depicted in the multiple traces shown in Fig. 9. 

Use and Listening Tests 
Ever since Mitsubishi entered the U.S. market with receiv- 

ers and components a few years ago, I have felt that this 

company had a great sense of style in control layouts - in 
short, good human engineering. That tradition is clearly in 
evidence in the DA -R35, but there's much more to this 
receiver than just good looks. All of its controls do exactly 
what they were intended to do in an effortless manner 
suggestive of the conservatism that's inherent in this design 
and the reserve power that's available at the output of the 
receiver. I do wonder why the "peak indicator" lights illumi- 
nate well before actual clipping levels are reached. True, 
the owner's manual does reassure the user that occasional 
flashing of these lights need be of no concern, but caring 
users are apt to "back off" on power. 

As for sound quality, most of the receivers that I've tested 
lately sound as good, if not better, than some of the sepa- 
rate high-priced amplifiers I used to test three and four 
years ago, and it's really hard to rate sound quality when 
audible differences between well-built receivers are so 
minimal. Suffice it to say that I could detect no strident 
sounds in any of the reproduced program sources. I know 
of few speaker systems that would require more power than 
is delivered by the combined continuous power rating plus 
the dynamic headroom of this receiver. FM performance 
was excellent, not just in terms of low distortion, but in terms 
of the number of listenable signals received in my area, 
which was higher than usual. Although I personally resent 
the "loss of control" which arises from automation of the 
wide/narrow bandwidth and the auto -blend selection, I have 
to admit that the auto -blend came on only for those situa- 
tions when I would have turned it on myself, and for those 
instances when the set switched over to "narrow," I would 
have selected that mode had there been a choice too. So, 
while the high level of automation is perhaps an ego -defla- 
tion feature for such as this reviewer, it does work - and 
well, too! Leonard Feldman 
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Compact 
Monitor Loudspeakers 

Two new models of exceptional 
performance using the "in -line" 
configuration with wide frequency 
response and superb imagery. 

CM2 is an efficient two -driver system 
using our soft domed tweeter and 8" 
bass/midrange unit. Minimum power 

requirements only 10 
watts per channel RMS. 

CM2 

FROM 
IMF ELECTRONICS IMF ELECTRONICS 

CM3 is a sophisticated three-driverCM3 
design using our soft domed tweeter, 
Bextrene 4" midrange and 8" bass unit. 
The rearward radiation of both bass and 
midrange drivers is absorbed in separate 
and tapered cabinet sections. Minimum 
power requirements 20 watts per channel 
RMS. 

Both models are finished in the finest 
American Walnut Veneer and have self - 
colored brown acoustic foam fronts. Light 
beech wood trim (as shown) is optional. 

Please send me details of your loudspeakers and 
recordings. 

Name 

Address 

IMF ELECTRONICS, INC. 
5226 State Street 

Saginaw, Michigan 48603 
Tel (517) 790-2121 Telex 227461 
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for people interested in 
hearing all the details 

contained in their 
record's grooves." 
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EQUIP\E\T PROFILE 

S 

TANDBERG 
TCA 3002 
PREAMP 

Manufacturer's Specifications 
Frequency Response: MM and MC 

phono, 20 Hz to 20 kHz, ±0.2 dB; 
high level, 20 Hz to 20 kHz, +0, 
-0.1 dB. 

Maximum Output Voltage, Preamp 
Out: 10 V at clipping level. 

THD: Less than 0.004% with all pro- 
gram source inputs. 

Input Sensitivity: MM phono, 1 mV; 
MC phono, 80 µV; high level, 70 mV, 
all referenced to 0.5-V out. 

S/N Ratio: MM phono, 5 mV in, 80 dB; 
MC phono, 0.5 mV in, 74 dB; high 
level, 0.5 V in, 97 dB, all A weighted 
for 0.5-V out. 

Maximum Input Voltage at 1 kHz: 
MM phono, 290 mV; MC phono, 22 
mV; high level, 11 V. 

Input Impedance: MM phono, selec- 
table, 33/47/100 kilohms; MC phono, 
1 kilohm; high level, 47 kilohms. 

Output Impedance: Preamp, 560 
ohms; headphones, 470 ohms, 4 - 

ohm minimum loads. 
Bass and Treble Control Range: 

± 10 dB at 50 Hz and 10 kHz. . 

Subsonic Filter: -3 dB at 15 Hz, 12 
dB/octave slope. 

Crosstalk: Better than 70 dB, any 
source to any other source. 

Stereo Separation: Phono, better than 
53 dB; high level, better than 58 dB. 

TIM: Unmeasurable. 
Power Requirements: 120 V, 60 Hz, 

30 watts. 
Dimensions: 171/8 in. (43.49 cm) W x 

31/4 in. (8.25 cm) H x 133/4 in. (34.92 
cm) D. 

Weight: 121/2 lbs. (5.62 kg). 
Price: $795.00. 
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I had the good fortune to visit the Tandberg plant in Oslo, 
Norway nearly three years ago, when their new 3000 series 
components (including the TCA 3000 preamplifier) were in 
their first prototype stages. I was extremely impressed with 
the tentative design of the preamp; I am even more im- 
pressed with the finished product as it finally evolved. There 
may be those who will argue that Tandberg has not fol- 
lowed the "straight wire with gain" approach espoused by 
many purists, while others will maintain that they would have 
preferred more control features and facilities. Be that as it 

may, I can tell you that after living with the Tandberg TCA 
3002 for several months, I believe it is one of the best 
designed and most intelligently constructed preamp/control 
chassis I have ever had in my laboratory or listening room. 
A quick look at the control layout first reveals the high level 
of human engineering employed in this design. At the ex- 
treme left we find a pushbutton power switch with an indica- 
tor light above it. A headphone jack with its independent 
output level control comes next, followed by a pair of tape 
monitor switches and a pair of tape copy (dubbing) switch - 
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Fig. 1-Using the inverse 
of an RIAA playback 
curve, maximum deviation 
from perfect RIAA 
equalization with the 
Tandberg TCA 3002 was 
+0.3 dB at 40 Hz. 
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Fig. 2-RIAA playback 
curve shown with and 
without subsonic filter 
activated. Bass boost at 
21 Hz was +19.2 dB 
without filter and 
+17.6 dB with filter. 
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es, all with tiny indicator lights above them. A subsonic filter 
switch is followed by a tone defeat switch, rotary bass and 
treble control knobs, mono/stereo and loudness switches, a 
rotary program selector switch (with settings for tuner, MC 
and MM phono, and AUX), a rotary balance control, and a 

large rotary main volume control. 
The rear panel of the TCA 3002 has three switched and 

one unswitched convenience a.c. receptacles, a fuse -hold- 
er, a recessed switch by means of which the unit's operat- 
ing voltage can be changed from 115 to 230 volts or vice 
versa, the requisite number of input and output jacks, and a 

chassis ground terminal. Near the MM and MC phono input 
jacks are a pair of three -position toggle switches. The first 
of these selects resistance loading of moving -magnet car- 
tridges of 33, 47, or 100 kilohms, while the second switch 
adds 20, 120, or 350 pF to the capacitance already offered 
by the audio connecting cables from the turntable system. 

Circuit Description 
The TCA 3002 has 16 push-pull stages with 14 constant - 

current sources. Phono preamps for moving -magnet and 
moving -coil cartridges are completely independent of each 
other. Each phono preamp has 11 transistors and a linear 
buffer stage before RIAA equalization in a full, discrete, 
symmetrical design. The linear buffer stages, according to 
Tandberg, have a slew rate of more than 300 V/µS so that 
transients are not altered at the phono input section. In- 
stead of incorporating the entire RIAA equalization charac- 
teristic in a negative feedback loop (as is done with many 
phono preamplifier circuits), Tandberg used a passive 75- 
µS treble cut for the high -end portion of the RIAA curve and 
an active bass -boost circuit for the low end. Components of 
1% tolerance are used to achieve a high level of RIAA 
accuracy over the entire audio range. 

High-level signals (tape, tuner, AUX) are each Sed into 

their own input amplifiers. The amps used are two -stage, 
constant -current types with excellent linearity and low dis- 
tortion. The subsonic filter circuit is an active two -pole high- 
pass filter designed as a push-pull stage with symmetrical 
input. In its high-level amplification circuits, the TCA 3002 
uses specially designed 9 -dB -per -octave compensation 
circuits which extend open -loop frequency response for 
increased stability and high-speed waveform response. 
Tone controls are of the low -impedance type and are fed 
from a constant -current source. A five -transistor amplifier 
stage with push-pull output and constant current is used to 
drive the feedback circuit in the tone controls. 

Aside from the elegance of the circuitry itself (no ICs are 
used and there are a total of 24 amplifier stages with no 
fewer than 116 transistors), I have always admired Tand- 
berg's chassis layouts. With its clean layout and minimal 
wiring, the inside of the TCA 3002 is no exception. For 
example, all input jacks are wired directly to the main p.c. 
board, and the MC amplifier circuitry is as far away from the 
main power transformer as it could physically be in a chas- 
sis of these dimensions. 

Measurements 
Tandberg is one of the few companies that has complete- 

ly converted its published specifications to fully conform to 
the latest IHF (now an EIA subdivision) standards for ampli- 
fier and preamplifier measurements. Since I have been 
measuring equipment in accordance with those standards 
for a couple of years now, it was nice to test a unit and get 
direct correlation between what I measure and what the 
manufacturer claims. For example, input sensitivity (which, 
in the new standard, is referred to a 0.5 -volt output) for MM 
phono was almost precisely 1.0 mV as claimed; using the 
MC input, a signal of 75 µV (at 1 kHz) was required to 
produce reference output as against Tandberg's published 
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The Tandberg TCA 3002 is 
one of the best designed 
and most intelligently 
constructed preamps I have 
ever auditioned. 

Fig. 3- 
Tone control 
range. 

Fig. 4- 
Loudness control 
action at various 
volume settings. 

value of 80 V. High-level inputs needed 72 mV to produce 
the reference 0.5 -volt output level as against 70 mV 
claimed. These differences are, of course, negligible. 

I was fully prepared to find a poorer S/N figure in phono 
than the 80 dB claimed by Tandberg (for the MM phono 
input), keeping in mind that this measurement is once again 
referred to an output voltage of 0.5 volt and that the refer- 
ence input is 5 mV (not the 10 mV so many manufacturers 
continue to use in order to make their S/N numbers look 
better). Imagine my surprise, therefore, when I obtained an 
A -weighted measurement of 88 dB for the moving -magnet 
input and 81 dB for the moving -coil input (as against Tand- 
berg's claimed 74 dB for the MC phono input). As for the 
high-level inputs, my S/N readings (again, referred to 0.5 - 
volt output with a referenced input of 0.5 volt) was more like 
100 dB rather than the 97 dB claimed by Tandberg. Phono 
overload measured 300 mV for MM and 24 mV for MC. The 
moving -coil inputs, incidentally, provided an additional gain 
(compared with the MM inputs) of approximately 21'.5 dB. 

Figure 1 is a plot of the frequency response of the phono 
equalizer/preamp section of this unit. An inverse RIAA input 
signal was fed to the MM phono inputs, and, using a Sound 
Technology 1500A tester, a video printout was produced. 
Deviations from flat response are seen at the extreme bass 
end (the plot is logarithmic, from 20 Hz to 20 kHz, and 
vertical amplitude is 2 dB per division). The dotted line 
cursor has been set to read the greatest deviation from 
perfect RIAA response, which measured +0.3 dB at 40 Hz. 
Note that since there are virtually no negative (-) devi- 
ations, the Tandberg claim of "±0.2 dB" is easily met. 

Even that minute deviation from perfect RIAA response is 
offset if you activate the subsonic filter. Under these circum- 
stances, there is enough in -band attenuation at the bass 
end to pull the bass boost at 21 Hz down from + 19.2 to 
+ 17.6 dB, as shown in the two RIAA curves reproduced in 
Fig. 2 (this time using a constant input signal instead of an 
inverse RIAA signal). In Fig. 2, vertical sensitivity was 10 dB 
per division so that the entire playback equalization curve 
could be displayed in the graph. 

The range of bass and treble controls of the Tandberg 
TCA 3002 is shown in the multiple spectrum analyzer plots 
of Fig. 3. Here, too, the plot is logarithmic from 20 Hz to 20 
kHz, and vertical sensitivity of the display is 10 dB per 
division. The moderate action of the loudness control circuit 

is shown in the multiple curves of Fig. 4. Notice that even 
when the main volume control is rotated for a full 40 dB of 
attenuation relative to maximum volume, bass boost is limit- 
ed to around +7 dB while treble emphasis is no more than 
+3 dB. If one can't have a truly continuous variable loud- 
ness control (as is found in some Yamaha amps and receiv- 
ers), I suppose this is the next best thing. 

Frequency response for the high-level inputs of this con- 
trol unit extended from around 3.5 Hz to 85 kHz for a -1.0 
dB roll -off and out to 155 kHz for the -3 dB point. The main 
volume control, incidentally, tracked remarkably well-so 
well in fact that at the -80 dB level (referenced to maxi- 
mum volume control setting) there was less than a 0.5 dB 
discrepancy in gain between channels! That's what I call 
accurate dual control tracking. 

Use and Listening Tests 
The Tandberg TCA 3002 proved to be an incredibly quiet 

and distortion -free preamp control unit. I conducted listen- 
ing tests with both moving -coil and moving -magnet car- 
tridges. With a moving -coil cartridge, I was particularly im- 
pressed by the total absence of background hiss and hum 
which so often has accompanied other preamplifier circuits 
I have auditioned. If you favor a moving -coil cartridge, you 
won't need to accept any signal-to-noise compromises 
when it's hooked up to the TCA 3002. 

Regardless of which type of cartridge I used, the preamp 
itself had plenty of dynamic range and delivered an open 
and clean output signal to the reference power amplifier 
and speakers. With the tone controls set to their flat posi- 
tions, I could detect no change in gain or coloration when 
the tone defeat switch was pushed in or out. The small built- 
in headphone amplifier was able to deliver plenty of drive 
voltage to low -impedance phones (it produces 0.465 V into 
8 ohms when the main output jacks are set to reference 
voltage of 0.5 V and its own level control is at maximum). 

While Tandberg's TCA 3002 is not the least expensive 
preamplifier/control amplifier available, it should be noted 
that designing and producing a unit with the level of sophis- 
tication embodied here cannot be done cheaply. In any 
case, the price is at a level where most knowledgeable 
audio enthusiasts can enjoy its sonic and engineering ex- 
cellence. Leonard Feldman 
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EQUIPMENT PROFILE 

Satellite -1A 
Manufacturer's Specifications 
Input Impedance: 4 ohms. 
Frequency Response: 55 to 22 kHz, 

±3 dB. 
Drivers: Two 1 -inch domes and two 5 - 

inch cones. 

M&K 
SATELLITE -1 A and 
VOLKSWOOFER-A 
LOUDSPEAKERS 
Volkswoofer-A 
Manufacturer's Specifications 
Internal Amplifier Power: 60 watts. 
Input Impedance: 200 ohms. 
Frequency Response: 18 to 100 Hz, 

±3 dB, in calibrated position. 
Driver: 12 -inch dual voice -coil. 
Cabinet Finish: Walnut with black 

grille. 
Power Requirements: 120 V a.c., 50/ 

60 Hz; idle current consumption, 15 
watts; full power consumption, 80 
watts. 

Dimensions: 173/4 in. (45.08 cm) x 
183/4 in. (47.62 cm) x 153/4 in. (40 
cm). 

Price: $555.00 each. 

Minimum Power: 7.5 watts per chan- 
nel. 

Maximum Power: 200 watts with un- 
clipped peaks up to 400 watts. 

Dimensions: 21 in. (53.34 cm) x 73/4 

in. (19.68 cm) x 75/8 in. (19.36 cm). 
Price: $270.00 each. 
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Strong points of M & K's 
Satellite and Volkswoofer 
combination are good 
power -handling ability 
together with moderate 
distortion. 

Fig. 1-Terminal 
impedance for 
(1) "English" position and 
(2) two -ohm "German" 
position. 

The Satellite-Volkswoofer System, introduced by Miller & 
Kreisel Corporation, consists of a subwoofer physically sep- 
arated from a pair of smaller satellite stereo speaker sys- 
tems. Each Satellite uses four driver elements, two tweeters 
and two midrange units, to cover frequencies above 100 
Hz. The subwoofers, called Volkswoofers, carry the range 
from 100 Hz down to 18 Hz. The Satellites thus carry the 
directional aspects of stereo imaging, while the Volkswoofer 
handles the deep bass. 

The Volkswoofer tested has an internal power amplifier 
which contains a feedback circuit to correct for subwoofer 
nonlinearity and to control response down to subsonic fre- 
quencies. A two -meter line cord powers the self-contained 
amplifier from an a.c. outlet. Main -system power -amplifier 
signals are routed to the Volkswoofer, which distributes the 
Satellites' higher frequency components through a built-in 
crossover network. 

A number of modes are available for listening to the Miller 
& Kreisel Satellite system. The back plate of each Satellite 
contains four speaker terminals, two positive and two nega- 
tive, rather than the usual pair. The extra set of terminals, 
together with a supplied kit of resistors, allows the user to 
select 14 possible response equalizations. Changing from 
one equalized position to another involves a minor rewiring 
to the speaker terminals. 

The Volkswoofer is supplied in a separate enclosure 
which has four input terminals, four output terminals, a 

three -position bass equalization switch, a level control, and 
a line cord to supply power to the self-contained amplifier. 
There are separate operation manuals for the Satellite 
speakers and the subwoofer. Even in the case of the Volks- 
woofer, M & K recommends several possible combinations 
of external patching capacitors for hookup to main speak- 
ers other than the Satellites. In short, the Satellite -1A and 
Volkswoofer-A involve some fairly complicated setting up, 
rather than a quick conventional hookup. 

It is mandatory that the operation manual(s) be thorough- 

ly read and understood before connecting a single wire 
from the power amplifier. In addition, although the operation 
manuals specifically detail which of the multiple connec- 
tions are to be used for each speaker, the possibility exists 
for improper connections-either miswiring or frayed 
ends-which may damage either or both the speaker and 
the owner's power amplifier. I hope that future versions of 
this excellent system provide greater ease of hookup along 
with a higher margin of safety against misconnection. 

Measurements 
The four drivers in each Satellite -1A may be interconnect- 

ed to provide 14 distinct timbral balances through the use 
of external resistors and jumpers. There are four terminals 
on the back of each Satellite, and the particular combina- 
tion of terminals to which the amplifier is connected (and 
across which the resistors are placed) determines the de- 
gree of midbass or treble emphasis which the user may 
prefer. It sounds complicated, and is complicated. Al- 
though the 14 combinations are briefly described on a 

metallic plate placed on the rear of each Satellite speaker, 
the user would be hopelessly lost without recourse to the 
more complete hookup explanation provided in the opera- 
tion manual. This is not a loudspeaker system which should 
be hooked up without reading the owner's manual. 

Figure 1 shows the measured speaker impedance for the 
"English" and the "German" setups; these are M & K's 
terminology for the particular sonic balances which result 
from use of the highest (English) and lowest (German) value 
of resistors. These represent the extremes of impedance 
which a power amplifier must drive; other resistor combina- 
tions generally fall somewhere between the extremes of 
these curves. 

The full complex impedance plot for the 2 -ohm configura- 
tion is shown in Fig. 2. While the net impedance above 150 
Hz lies between 4.5 and 6.5 ohms, the phase angle is quite 
small over the entire frequency range. Any good power 
amplifier should be able to drive the Satellite -1A to the full 
output rating of the amplifier without difficulty. As with any 
low -impedance speaker system, care should be taken to 
minimize wire loss between the amplifier and speaker. This 
is particularly true in the English position, where the dip in 
impedance in the octave below Middle C could cause 
discernible timbre changes with high cable loss. 

The one -meter anechoic frequency response is shown in 
Fig. 3, while the corresponding phase response can be 
seen in Fig. 4. The 2 -ohm configuration was used for these 
measurements. As a direct quote from Miller & Kreisel's 
description, this position "gives a sound very similar to the 
German position with slightly less midrange brightness and 
efficiency." The German position, to quote further from M & 
K, "gives a bright forward sound with great efficiency and a 

very wide dynamic range. Particularly useful for low - 
powered amplifiers required to produce high sound -power 
levels. Similar to the sound of the best wide -range German - 
manufactured speakers." 

The microphone was positioned one meter in front of the 
face of the enclosure for these measurements. The meas- 
ured air -path delay from the physical location of the micro- 
phone diaphragm to the motor of each driver was as fol- 
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M & K's Volkswoofer offers 
accurate sound, delivering 
a solid low bass from 
almost any reasonable 
room location. 

lows: Upper tweeter, 3.1286 mS; lower tweeter, 3.1010 mS: 
upper bass, 3.055 mS, and lower bass, 3.092 mS. The 
phase measurement of Fig. 4 was made in two parts: One 
corrected for an observed bass time delay of 3.5053 mS, 
and the other for an observed tweeter time delay of 3.1742 
mS. The actual acoustic crossover of 2200 Hz accounts for 
0.455-mS time delay, which, when combined with the mean 
average physical delay of the bass units, gives the neces- 
sary 3.51 mS for proper bass loudspeaker phase measure- 
ment. A similar situation prevails for the proper tweeter 
phase measurement. 

The dip in response at 17 kHz is an interference notch 
caused by a difference in time delay from the two tweeters 
for this particular microphone location. This notch moves 
downward in frequency with increasing vertical listening 
misalignment, and a lower frequency notch comes into play 
due to the vertical bass drivers. The Satellites should defi- 
nitely have their vertical plane aligned to point to the pre- 
ferred listening area in order to provide the most uniform 
timbral balance for direct sound. 

The Satellite -1A is moderately efficient, delivering an SPL 
in the high 80 -dB range for one average watt of drive power 
(into an assumed resistive load). And, except for the inter- 
ference notch, the frequency response does lie within the 
±3 dB limits cited by M & K. 

Since it is possible to purchase the Volkswoofer and use 
it with other systems, I measured its response separately 
from that of the Satellite, and this is plotted in Fig. 5. Three 
separate low -frequency cutoffs can be selected by switch 
positions on the rear of the subwoofer. The "Flat" position is 
indeed flat, right down to 18 Hz. "Variation A" cuts off 
frequencies below 30 Hz but introduces a bump at 60 Hz. 
"Variation B" has a steeper low -frequency roll -off and a 
couple of dB higher 60 -Hz bump. All equalizer positions roll 
off uniformly at around 6 dB per octave above approximate- 
ly 120 Hz. 

The subwoofer is internally powered by a high -input - 
impedance amplifier, and a gain potentiometer is mounted 
on the rear of the enclosure. The response in Fig. 5 was 
made on a relative SPL basis, rather than absolute SPL, 
because the gain may be selected by the user. Suffice it to 
say that the variation in gain provided by M & K is great 
enough that an 8 -volt peak -to -peak drive signal (corre- 
sponding to an average power of one watt into 8 ohms) is 
sufficient to provide acoustic sub -bass match for any 
speaker system to which this unit might be matched. If the 
Volkswoofer is used with speaker systems other than the 
Miller & Kreisel Satellites, care should be taken to filter or 
equalize those systems so they do not reproduce the same 
bass frequencies as the subwoofer. Failure to do this could 
cause severe bass imbalance, which would be particularly 
noticeable with the Volkswoofer due to the large amount of 
gain control made available to the user. The bass response 
of almost any passive speaker system can by overpowered 
by this subwoofer to give a false sense of uniform low bass, 
but phase interferences might cause bad notches and 
peaks in the mid and upper bass regions where the Volks- 
woofer begins to fall off. And, as with spices added to a fine 
dinner, add just enough subwoofer power to give true son- 
ic, deep bass balance. Too much bass may shake the 
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20kHz 

/5kHz 

200Hz Ikz 

Fig. 2-Complex 
impedance for two -ohm 
"German" position. 

Fig. 3-One-meter 
anechoic response for 
constant voltage level 
corresponding to one 

Fig. 4-One-meter 
anechoic phase response 
corrected for air -path 

I00Hz 

average watt into 4 ohms 
for 2 -ohm "English" 
position. 

delay of (A) 3.5053 mS 
and (B) 3.1742 mS. 
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Overall, the combination 
delivered excellent stereo 
imaging, and it could 
handle enormous peaks 
without breakup of sound. 

F AjlB 

Fig. 5-Volkswoofer 
frequency response for 
"Flat" (F), "Variation A" 
(A), and "Variation B" (B) 
positions. 

r\I"W\ ' ON -AXIS 

30' STEREO POSITION 

Fig. 6-Three-meter room 
response. 

Fig. 7-Horizontal polar 
energy response. 

house and impress the neighbors but contribute nothing to 
the accurate reproduction of a performance. The proper 
balance is often low enough that you may think the sub - 
woofer is not functioning-until you cut it out and realize the 
deep bass foundation it truly provides. 

The measured three -meter room response is shown in 
Fig. 6. The speaker was elevated one meter above the floor 
so that the intersection of the two cabinet sections was at 
nominal listening height. Measurement was made at a lis- 
tening distance of three meters, and the response in Fig. 6 
corresponds to the frequency spectrum of the first 13 mS of 
sound which reached the listening position. An on -axis and 
a 30° left -channel stereo position were measured, and the 
two curves are displaced 10 dB apart for clarity of presen- 
tation. 

The stereo position provides a moderately good spectral 
balance for room listening, although some upper midrange 
brightness can be expected, according to this measure- 
ment. The Satellites should not be toed in toward the nomi- 
nal listening position; an off -axis stereo location provides 
more uniform direct sound in a room. The room response 
shows the same small emphasis in the 800 Hz to 4 kHz 
range as the anechoic response. Conventional tone con- 
trols will be unable to smooth this bump, though either 
parametric or narrow bandwidth equalizers could be used 
to tame this small defect. 

Horizontal and vertical dispersion of sound is shown in 
the polar energy plots of Figs. 7 and 8 respectively. Hori- 
zontal (left -right) uniformity of sound was quite good within 
30° of the frontal axis of the Satellites, indicating that laterali- 
zation should be quite good in stereo imaging. Because of 
the wide angular dispersion of sound, the Satellites should 
not be placed next to walls or other substantial objects 
which could reflect sound back toward the listening area. 
Vertical (up -down) dispersion showed lobing due to the 
physical geometry of drivers used in the Satellite system. 
Some change of timbre will be noted as one moves up and 
down relative to the vertical plane of the Satellites, so they 
should not be placed with their front axes pointed signifi- 
cantly above or below the nominal listening position, and 
under no circumstance should the two Satellites be mount- 
ed at different heights relative to each other. Because there 
is a significant amount of sound launched upward, the 
Satellite speakers should not be placed directly beneath 
shelves or overhanging objects which can reflect sound 
back down to the listening location. 

The Satellite systems handle frequencies above 100 Hz, 
while the subwoofer reproduces the lower bass tones. Har- 
monic distortion for fundamental tones of E, (41.2 Hz), A2 

(110 Hz) and A4 (440 Hz) is plotted in Fig. 9. The A2 and A4 

measurements were made on the Satellites, while E, was 
made on the Volkswoofer. 

The harmonic distortion properties of the Satellite are 
unusual. Second and third harmonic components are es- 
sentially the same for A2, rising uniformly with increasing 
drive power, while the distortion components of A4, al- 
though alike, remain constant up to the maximum test level. 
This suggests apparent changes of timbre and loudness for 
A2 relative to A4 for a change in drive power. For example, a 
10 -dB increase in power level will approximately double the 
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Additional terminals on 
the back of the Satellite -1A 
and a supplied kit of 
resistors allow the user to 
select 14 possible response 
equalizations. 

Fig. 8-Vertical polar 
energy response. 

Fig. 9-Harmonic 
distortion for the musical 
tones of E1 or 41.2 Hz, A2 
or 110 Hz, and A4 or 
440 Hz. 
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percentage of second and third harmonic of A2, but will 
produce no change in partials for A4. This sonic effect has 
no name, but it may constitute a minor veiling distortion on 
an otherwise clean performance. 

Volkswoofer harmonic distortion was plotted on the same 
average power scale as Satellite distortion, which is a bit 
misleading since the Volkswoofer is driven from a self- 
contained power amplifier. In order to make the measure- 
ment, I connected the entire system as a working unit and 
adjusted the one -meter, free -field 41.2 -Hz sound pressure 
level by the control on the rear of the Volkswoofer to match 
that of the Satellite at 440 Hz. The resultant measurement 
represents a complete system with amplifier drive voltage 
corresponding to the equivalent average watts into a 4 -ohm 
resistor. Sonic stress began to occur at around 95 dB for 
the Volkswoofer due to the high excursion of the cone 
required to produce this pressure level. 

Intermodulation distortion measurements for the Satellite 
system are plotted in Fig. 10. Since tones below approxi- 
mately 90 Hz are handled by the subwoofer, the low tone 
used for this test was E2 or 82.6 Hz. This low tone was then 
added to A4 (440 Hz), and the modulation of A4 produced 
by E2 was measured as a function of drive power. The 
Satellite has an IM composed of both phase and amplitude 
modulation of A4 by E2. At 10 average watts, there was 
approximately 2% peak -to -peak amplitude modulation and 
3° peak -to -peak phase modulation. This increased uniform- 
ly to about 5% and 5°, respectively, at 100 average watts. 

The IM is modest at high power levels, but at lower listening 
levels it is a little higher than I would prefer to see in such an 
otherwise high -quality system. 

The Satellite acoustic transfer gain, which is the ratio of 
the change in sound pressure produced by a change in 

drive voltage, remained steady at all levels for the test tones 
of Middle C (262 Hz) and A4 (440 Hz). The tone of A2, 

however, produced slightly less than a 1 -dB increase in 

sound level for a 1 -dB increase in drive voltage; starting, 
from a relative base of 10 mW, the 10 -watt sound pressure 
level was down by 0.5 dB. This implies a slight compression 
of lower bass tones relative to upper partials for loud pas- 
sages, but the amount of compression is so small as to 
remain essentially inaudible. 

The Satellite performed extremely well in the crescendo 
test. A sudden bu-st of wide -bandwidth incoherent noise 
did not reduce the level of a single tone, even when the 
tone had an average level 20 dB below that of the noise 
burst. Test tones of A2 (110 Hz), Middle C (262 Hz), and A4 

(440 Hz) evidenced no change even up to combined sig- 
nal -plus -noise peaks of 600 watts. Therefore, sudden trum- 
pet bursts or cymbal crashes will not produce timbral 
changes or stereo shifting of unrelated solo instruments in 

the stereo field. 
The energy -time response of the Satellite system is 

shown in Fig. 11. This 1s a measure of the total energy 
density of the sound pressure at a one -meter axial location 
caused by a perfect electrical impulse fed to the loud- 
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I can genuinely recommend 
using the Volkswoofers for 
low bass augmentation on 
even the very finest 
loudspeaker systems. 
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Fig. 10-IM distortion for 
the tones of E2 (82.6 Hz) 
and A4 (440 Hz) mixed in 
a one-to-one ratio. 
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Fig. 11-Energy-time 
response. 
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speaker terminals. The first sound peak at 3.15 mS is due to 
the tweeters; subsequent peaks are due to internal reflec- 
tions within the grille assembly. The main peak of the lower 
frequency driver's response occurred at around 3.5 mS. 
The impulse response quickly damped to a low value by the 
end of 4 mS and remained at this level with only a few 
internal acoustic reverberations in evidence thereafter. This 
is a moderately good impulse response, even taking into 
account a time spread of 0.5 mS due to arrival time differ- 
ences between tweeter and midrange units. The percussive 
properties of impulsive sounds may suffer a small coloration 
in the 2 to 10 kHz range because of the discrete energy 
peaks separated in the 0.5 to 0.1 mS intervals shown in this 
test. 

Use and Listening Tests 
Some experimentation was necessary to provide proper 

room placement for auditioning the Satellite and Volks- 
woofer combination. I used two Volkswoofers for the listen- 
ing test and also attempted each of the combinations of 
Satellite equalization. The equalization I finally used is that 
which M & K refers to as "high -efficiency low -tweeter level 

subdued 'German Dome' sound." Esoteric description to 
the contrary, this gave the most accurate sound to my ears. 
The Volkswoofers were placed directly beneath the Satel- 
lite-1As, which were mounted one meter off the floor. 

My overall impression of the complete system, Satellite 
and Volkswoofer, is that the Volkswoofer is really the star 
performer of the two in terms of uniformity and accuracy of 
sound. To my ears at least, I could not get completely 
accurate timbral balance for the upper midrange and treble 
portions of the spectrum. The sound was clear, overall 
stereo imaging was excellent, and the system handled 
enormous peaks without breakup, but piano and human 
vocal didn't present a strong illusion of sonic presence, in 
my opinion. However, these last two tests are among the 
most difficult for a speaker. 

Part of this relates to a change of instrumental timbre with 
listening position relative to the Satellite speakers. There is 
a preferred listening position, as M & K points out in their 
brochure, and when one is in this specific position, the 
sound can be equalized to be reasonably accurate. Moving 
away from this position, particularly up or down, alters the 
tonal balance. 

The Volkswoofers, on the other hand, do not need to be 
so carefully positioned. They deliver accurate sound, within 
their tonal range, from almost any reasonable room loca- 
tion, and go right downstairs to deliver solid low bass. This 
deep response together with, say, a low organ pedal note 
on a warped record or someone walking past a poorly 
mounted turntable, can drive the cone to its excursion limits 
and perhaps beyond, so that a user should be aware of this 
possibility. 

An electric fan is the only transducer capable of repro- 
ducing d.c., but the Volkswoofer made a valiant effort a 
couple of times when I was playing old records and turned 
the volume up to high levels. Noticing a strange burbling 
sound coming from the subwoofers, I pulled the grille off, 
which revealed a cone just about ready to jump into the 
room. The poor Volkswoofer was vainly trying to be an 
electric fan. This was stopped by switching the rear -mount- 
ed equalizer out of the "Flat" position, though this was the 
position which seemed to me to produce the most accurate 
sound. 

I was able to improve the sonic accuracy of another fine 
loudspeaker system by using the Volkswoofers as add-on 
subwoofers. In this role the Volkswoofers stand on their own 
very well, and I can genuinely recommend using the Volks- 
woofers for low bass augmentation on even the very finest 
loudspeaker systems. Richard C. Heyser 

(Editor's Note: M & K informs us that they will shortly be 
offering a new Satellite -1B incorporating two six -position 
rotary switches which will allow quick selection of 42 sonic 
characteristics. These switches will replace the external 
resistor kit and add additional flexibility. The system also will 
use new proprietary polypropylene drivers and have new 
push -type input terminals, which will accept the heaviest 
gauge wires as well as standard banana plugs. In addition, 
a newly designed Volkswoofer-B will incorporate a 400 -watt 
amplifier as well as additional line -level inputs, which will 
allow the subwoofer to be driven from a preamp.-E.P.) 
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING 

CLASSIFIED 
ADVERTISING 

RATES 
BUSINESS ADS -75c per word, minimum charge 
56.00 per line for spaced ads specifying five or less 
words per line. First Ilne set in bold face type at no 
extra charge. Extra words set in bold lace type $1.00 
per word. One point ruled box, extra charge $8.75. 
ORDERS WILL NOT BE PROCESSED WITHOUT 
ACCOMPANYING CHECK OR MONEY ORDER 
FOR FULL AMOUNT. 

NON BUSINESS ADS 50c per word, minimum 
charge $4.00 per line for spaced ads specifying five or 
less words per line. First line set in bold face type at 
no extra charge. Extra words set in bold face type 
$1.00 per word. One point ruled box, extra charge 
$8.75. ORDERS WILL NOT BE PROCESSED WITH- 
OUT ACCOMPANYING CHECK OR MONEY OR- 
DER FOR FULL AMOUNT. 

FREQUENCY DISCOUNT -3 times, less 10%. 6 
times, less 15%. 12 times less 20%. (line copy ads 
only). AGENCY DISCOUNTS DO NOT APPLY TO 
UNE ADS. 

DEADLINE -1st of month two months preceding the 
cover date. If the first of the month falls on a weekend 
or holiday, the closing date is then the last business 
day before the holiday or weekend ADS RECIEVED 
AFTER THE CLOSING DATE WILL BE HELD FOR 
NEXT ISSUE UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 

BLIND ADS -Box numbers may be used at $5.00 
extra for handling and postage. 

GENERAL INFORMATION -Ad copy must be type- 
written or printed legibly and received on or before the 
1st of the month, two months preceding the cover 
date. Display advertisers must make a space reserva- 
tion on or before the closing date, material (Camera 
Ready Only) may follow by the 10th. The Publisher, in 
his sole discretion, reserves the right to reject any ad 
copy the deems inappropriate. All advertisers must 
supply: Complete name, Company name, Street ad- 
dress (P.O. Box is insufficient), and telephone number 
before ads can be published. Classified ads are not 
acknowledged and do not carry Reader Service Card 
Numbers. Frequency contracts not fulfilled will be 
short -rated accordingly. Ads submitted for a 3 time 
frequency or less are unchargeable. Classified ads 
payable in advance BY CHECK OR MONEY ORDER 
ONLY. (Sorry, we can not accept credit cards.). Addi- 
tional information available upon request. Contact: 
Laura J. LAVecchio, Classified Adv. Mgr., 1515 Broad- 
way, NYC 10036 ... Direct Dial (212) 719-6338. 

MAIL ORDER AND DISPLAY CLASSIFIED RATE 
l col x 1" $175 
1 col x 2- $275 
1 col x3- $375 
2 col x 1' $275 
2 col a 2" $475 

ADVERTISER MUST SUPPLY COMPLETE FILM 
NEGATIVE READY FOR PRINTING FOR DISPLAY 
ADS. PRODUCTION CHARGES WILL BE AS- 
SESSED ON AD REQUIRING ADDITIONAL PREP- 
ARATION. 

AUDIO Magazine 
1515 Broadway 

New York, N.Y. 10036 

QUALITY AUDIO/GREAT PRICES 

Get the best in advice, service and price) 
Send $1.00 for our catalogue and handbook. 

"Fl icAiuíioAc is()1: ri is 
Box 6202, G.R., MI 49506 - 616-451-3868 
Visa and MasterCard gladly accepted. 

FOR SALE 

HOW TO ANSWER BOX NUMBER ADS 
When replying to an Audio Box Number Ad, 
please use this address Box No. _ c/o Audio, 
1515 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10036 

AAAAAAH AUDIOPHILES -FINALLY FOUND YOU! We 
are an AMERICAN enterprise specializing in the direct 
sale of JAPANESE cartridges tonearms transformers 
cables interconnects (yes-BANSEI available) accesso- 
ries etc. All manufacturers -lowest prices. Advise your 
requirements -well quote Immediately. INTERSONICS, 
PO Box 113, Toyohashi 440, JAPAN. 

AAAAAHH, AT LAST -POLYPROPYLENE DRIVERS, 
Ribbon Tweeters, Xovers, Horns, Plans, Replacements, 
Ferroflutd Domes, Catalog $1.00. SOUNDBOX, Dpt. A 411 
South Carlisle Street, Philadelphia, PA 19146. 

AAA -COMPONENTS FOR THE AUDIOPHILE. O LC 
Audio has the O LC Bass Module, Hailer, Marco), PS 
Audio, Audire, Amber, Adcom, Vandersteen, Precision Fi- 
delity, Grace, Lustre and much more. All at reasonable 
prices. Call or write 0/LC Audio. 1006 Berkshire Road, 
Dayton, Ohio 45419 or (513) 439-1745 or (513) 293-7287. 
Dealer inquines welcome. 

AAA -HIGH PERFORMANCE LOUDSPEAKER Kits whole- 
saled to the public. Package deals featuring NAD, YA- 
MAHA electronics, Japanese Tonearms and Cartridges. 
New, used and demo. Audioworkshop, 5823 Thurgood 
Lane, Jacksonville, FL 32209 and 3303 East Denny Way. 
Seattle, WA 98122. 

FOR SALE 

ABARGAIN! Grace F9E $129; FR201 5212. All unused 
(212) 784-2939. 

ABARGAIN LINN ITTOK $445 unused (212) 784-2939 
evenings 

ABARGAIN: Technics EPA -100, $235.; Dynavector DV - 
170, $395.; Lustre GST-801, $250.; Dynavector DV -23R, 
$195.; Koetsu Black, $425.; JVC UA-7045, $170., Grace 
F9E, $129., Latest Promethean, $110.; Series -20 Cros- 
sover, $499. Want AR3a. ALL UNUSED, (212) 784-2939 
evenings. 

A BARGAIN! YAMAHA M4 AMPLIFIER, C4 PREAMPLI- 
FIER. BRAND NEW, SEALED $650 THE PAIR OR WILL 
SPLIT. YAMAHA MCI -S CARTRIDGE BRAND NEW 
SEALED 5'10. AUDIO PRO B2-50 SUBWOOFER MINT 
$575. BILL GALLAGHER, 723 HIGGANUM ROAD, DUR- 
HAM, CT 06422, (203) 349-1560. 

"A BASIC 400W POWER AMP FOR ONLY $269?" YES! 
"BLACK BOX 410" 200 200W kit includes preassembled 
boards, cooling fan, assembly manual. 1 -year parts war- 
ranty. VISA/MC, CODs welcomed. (614) 889-2117. SCC, 
Box 551, Dublin, OH 43017. 

ASS SPEAKERS has raw drivers, kits and custom mobile 
speaker systems. Specializing In plastic cone drivers, our 
brands include Audax, Dalesford. Dynaudio, JVC, SEAS, 
Philips, Falcon -Acoustics, Becker, Great America and 
Peerless. Featuring the "Bill Reed" Signature kit. Free 
price list. ASS SPEAKERS, Box 7462A, Denver, CO 
80207. (303) 399-8609. 

Get all the 
sound you 
paid for! 

Your sound system is capable 
of significantly better performance. 
Simply replace the conventional 
speaker wire you're now using 
with MONSTER CABLE. MONSTER 
CABLE, designed to maximize your 
system's performance by 
reproducing complex musical 
signals with astounding clarity and 
definition, is recommended by 
leading amplifier and speaker 
manufacturers. MONSTER CABLE, 
utilizing ultra -fine strands of high 
purity ccpper, allows your amplifier 
to see the speaker os directly 
attached, eliminating the sonic 
degradation caused by ordinary 
"zip cord." 

Designed for the most rugged 
applications. MONSTER CABLE'S 
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exclusive "DURAFLEX" insulation 
insures ease of installation and 
lasting good looks. 

Join the MONSTER CABLE 
FAMILY and get all the sound you 
paid for! 

1011 Townsend Sr. Son Francisco. CA 94107. 
(415) 777.1355 Telex 470584 MCSYUI 
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at's 
Sao Win 
Up To? 

Dr. Sao Zaw Win, the man who devel- 
loped the strain -gauge cartridge, has now 
virtually perfected the moving coil car- 
tridge with the introduction of his Meg- 
asonics MC -10. 

It Features: 
A rectangular shaped (Vital) stylus 
with the exclusive Win Tip is used for 
the MC -10. This tip has electron 
bombarded super polished facets 
which prevent recutting of the record 
grooves in case of cartridge mis- 
alignment while retaining maximum 
groove contact. 

Diagram of Tip 

'High -vacuum, electron bombard- 
ment of the tip guarantees polish to it 

to twice that of other styli for less 
friction and lower distortion. 
'A super resistive strength aluminum 
cantilever is used for stiffness and 
lower specific gravity. It provides su- 
perior sonic qualities while being 
more cost effective than other sophis- 
ticated cantilever materials. 
'The result of all this is an MC car- 
tridge with extremely low noise, wide 
separation, excellent transient re- 
sponse and an improved sonic 
realism. 

But don't take Dr. Win's word for it. Hear 
the MC -10 for yourself: write for the name 
of your nearest Megasonics dealer . 

THE MC -10 MOVING COIL CARTRIDGE 

eMEGASONICS Ud. 
P.O. Box 332, Goleta, 
CA 93117, 805-685-1422 

FOR SALE 
A BETTER DEAL 

AUDIO DISCOUNTS OFFERS A QUALITY SELECTION 
OF AUDIO COMPONENTS AT DISCOUNT PRICES. FOR 
SPEAKERS, RECEIVERS, CASSETTE -DECKS, TO 
TURNTABLES, CARTRIDGES, ETC., OR A NEW CAR 
STEREO. GREAT PRICES, SERVICE AND OUR 
FRIENDLY SALES STAFF WILL BE GLAD TO ASSIST 
YOU. FOR MORE INFORMATION MONDAY THRU SAT- 
URDAY, PLEASE CALL 301-593-8224-301-593-8244 
OR WRITE TO AUDIO DISCOUNTS, 1026 McCENEY 
AVENUE, SILVER SPRING, MD 20901. WE HONOR 
VISA & MVC ANO C.O.D. FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE. 

A BRAND NEW CATALOGUE FROM 
SOUNDSTAGE AUDIO 

PLEASE DROP BY AND PICK UP 
OUR BRAND NEW CATALOGUE 
FEATURING INFORMATION ON 

OUR MANY FINE LINES 
OUR NEW HOURS: M,W,F, 11-7, 

T. APPOINTMENT ONLY, 
TH. 1-9, OPEN HOUSE ON 
SAT. 10-6, AND SUN. 1-5 

ADCOM GRACE NfiTY GRITTY 

ALLISON GRADO PANASONIC 

ALPINE ISO -BASE PIONEER 

AMBER J.V.C. PLEXUS 

APATURE JENSEN PYRAMID 

AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS KLH JIM ROGERS 

AUDIO CONTROL LAST FLUID SANSUI 

AUDIO PRO LUXMAN SHERWOOD 

BEYER DYNAMICS MARANTZ SONY 

BOSTON ACOUSTICS MAXEIL SOUND CONNECTIONS 

ClZftc MOBILE FIDELITY SPECTRE AUDIO 

CONNOISSEUR MONSTER CABLE STAR 

DNR MORDAUNTSHORT STD 

DCM NAD. 30 ACOUSTICS 

DYNAVECTOR NAGATRONICS TDK 

FRIED NILES AUDIO TECHNICS 

SOUNDSTAGE AUDIO 
184-10 HORACE HARDING EXPRESSWAY 

FRESH MEADOWS, N.V. 11365 
MASTERCHARGENISA/AMEX WELCOMED 

(212) 762-3220 EXIT 25 (UTOPIA PKWY) OFF THE 
L.I.E. 

APPOINTMENTS ENCOURAGED 
ALL SHIPPING CHARGES FREE IN THE USA 
EXPERT CAR INSTALLATIONS AVAILABLE 

CROWN DISTINCTION SERIES: FM -1, EQ-2, DL -2, SA -2, 
ETC. IN STOCK-BEST PRICES-IMMEDIATE SHP- 
MENT (213) 467-5725. 

HARMAN-KARDON HIGH TECHNOLOGY SEPARATES, 
RECEIVERS, CASSETTE DECKS: ELECTRO -VOICE IN- 
TERFACE A, B, C, D SPEAKER SYSTEMS: THORENS 
TURNTABLES. ALL IN STOCK-IMMEDIATE SHIP- 
MENT. 
EAST: 904-262-4000 WEST: 213-243-1168 

FOR SALE 

A New Legend 
Every once in a while we hear a new piece of equip- 
ment that stands out above its competition. It's even 
more rare when that component is reasonably priced. 
The new PREMIER LMX moving coil cartridge sounds 
more like music than anything in Its class. Hear it at 
CHESTNUT HILL AUDIO, 311 Cherry St., Philadel- 
phia, PA 19106. 

A.R.C. EQUIPMENT FOR SALE 
D-90 (new) 1595.00; D-150 Factory retubed, mint 2650.00; 
D-51 475.00; D -76(A) 695.00; D-79 1950.00; D -110(B) 
1695.00; 0-350 155.00; D -350(B) 2060.00; 0-76 625.00; 
Sp 3-N 375.00; Sp/6(A) 695.00; Sp/5 475.00; Sp 4/A w/ 
mcp-1 H.A. 525.00; Sp 3 (A) 495.00; Ec 21 x -over 445.00; 
D-100 495.00; D -100(A) 575.00; D -100(B) new 695.00 

OTHER EQUIPMENT 
(2) MC 60's 475.00 ;MAC (L-52) (L-14) cases 530.00 
Precision Fidelity C -4(A) 595.00 (L-54) (L-22) 38.00 

Rappaport Amp -1 Exc. sounding 795.00 
Stair SR -44 phones -80.00; Sharp RT-10 (new) 75.00; 

Call (317) 283-1361, 8-4, M -F, Dave 

AAA SELECTION OF ESOTERIC AND QUALITY COM- 
PONENTS, speakers, cartridges, tonearms, turntables, ac- 
cessories, or whatever. Write or call, you'll be glad. Ask for 
specials list. Many surprises. Audio Unlimited, 1798B 
Technology Drive, San Jose, CA 95110 408/279-0122 1- 
6pm M-Th 

ABARGAIN: Grace 747 unused 5200, series -20 crossover 
new 5495 (212) 784-2939 evenings 

ABSOLUTE AUDIO: MISSION, RGR, SNELL, NAD, 
Leach, V.P.I., Oracle. Thiel, Revox, Marcot, Platter Matter, 
Audio File 1202 South Congress Avenue. Austin, Texas 
78704, (512) 443-9295. 

ABSOLUTE SOUND 
MICHIGAN'S HIGH ACCURACY AUDIO DEALER 

Will ship postage prepaid anywhere In the United States 
CONRAD JOHNSON BOSTON ACOUSTICS 

NAIM AUDIO LINN SONDEK 
DAHLOUIST NAKAMICHI 

MISSION SPECTRUM 
HAFLER 

NAD 
REGA 

REVOX 
SNELL 

SPENDOR 
THRESHOLD 

HARMON KARDON 

GRACE 
APT 
STAX 
ONKYO 
DELPHI 
BRYSTON 
POLK AUDIO 
GRADO SIGNATURE 

Or visit any one of our stores In Southeastern Michigan 

DETROIT -12400 Morang (313) 527-2244 
ROYAL OAK 4354 N. Woodward (313) 549-7550 
ANN ARBOR -312 S. State Street (313) 662-2026 
E. LANSING -1045 E. Grand River (517) 351-9300 

Mastercard, VISA. American Express, Diners accepted 

Two -channel sub -woofer, 12dB/octive 100Hz. 
passive filter, bi-amp connections, mode Switch 
disables passive network, bass driver level con- 
trols to vary sensitñrity, polypropylene drivers, 
non -directional bass response. 

Slimline satellites, 18dB/octave filter, 
polypropylene mid -range, soft dome tweeter 
with control, Mylar capacitors. Exceptional 
dynamic range. Flawless imaging. 
Natural walnut veneers, full dealer service- 
ability, limited 5 year warranty. Tremendous 
value. Incredible sound. 

DESIGN 
INNOVATION 

e,eNaMÍC r 

4COUfTIU 
P.O. Box 646 
San Ramon, CA 94583 
(415) 820-5765 

r 
Adjustable stands optional 
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FOR SALE 

ABSOLUTE ACCURACY 
APATURE AUDIONICS 
ARMSTRONG 
AUDIOSTATIC 
BEDINI BERNING 
BEVERIDGE B 8 W 
CHARTWELL COTTER 
CONNOISSEUR 
DAYTON-WRIGHT 
DECCA DENNESEN 
DYNAVECTOR 
ESOTERIC AUDIO RESEARCH 
EIDOLON RESEARCH 
FRIED FR GRACE 
GNP GRADO HAFLER 
HARMAN KARDON 
KEITH MONKS 
KOETSU LUSTRE 
LIVEWIRE MIRAGE 
MUSICAL FIDELITY 
MUSICMAT ORACLE 
PETERSON PLEXUS 
PLASMATRONICS 
PROMETHEAN 
PSE REVOX RH LABS 
RGR SHAHINIAN 
SOTA SOUND LABS 
SPATIAL STAX 
STRELIOFF SUPEX 
SUMO THE ARM 
3D ACOUSTICS 
VANDERSTEEN 
WIN LABS 8 MORE 

since 1974 Audio One has consistently offered the 
ultimate in musically accurate components-before 
the reviews. Try the 'World Class' audio store for your 
next purchase ... there is a difference. 

AUDIO ONE 
Hemosa Beach CA 90254 820 Pacific Coast Hwy 

(213) 372-8888 
Newport Beach CA By Appointment 

(714) 631-8888 
Birmingham MI 48011 1650 South Woodward 

(313) 646-6666 

ABSOLUTELY AFFORDABLE AUDIO 
Many bargains in high quality esoteric "preowned" equip- 
ment from such manufacturers as Acoustat. Audionics, 
Beveridge, Dahlquist, GAS, Luxman, Marantz, Mark Levin- 
son, Quad, Threshold, and many others. Call or write for 
latest offenngs. 

AUDIOPHILE'S SOUND STUDIO 
330 Westgate Mall 
Madison, WI 53711 

(608)-273.3211 

ABSOLUTELY BEST VALUE S.O.T.A. Buy Direct Tax 8 
DUTY Free. New model Mayware MkIV tonearm (better 
than Formula 4) U.S. Retail $325 Direct price only $135 
Mayware MC -2V moving toll cartridge Ogura super -pol- 
ished nude diamond 'Vital' stylus U.S. Retail $295 Direct 
price incredibly only $79. Sounds better than Ittok/Black 
Koetsu al. with more punchy bass. VISA/MC accepted. 
Professional Literature $1 bill. Mayware P.O. Box 58, Edg- 
ware, Middx. England. 

ABSOLUTELY THE LOWEST PRICES AVAILABLE on 
hard -to -find audio. SAE, Soundcrattman, Nikko, Phase Lin- 
ear, and many others. Prompt delivery. Free Catalogue on 
request. DURON DISCOUNT AUDIO 7 South State Street, 
Concord NH 03301 (603) 225-3094 VISA/MC Accepted. 

ABSOLUTELY MINT AUDIO RESEARCH SP -6B $1500; 
D-1108 $1900; D-90 $1900; MARANTZ 8B $400; CROWN 
DC -300 $550; AUDIO PULSE 1 $500; DYNACO SE -10 
$200; CALL GARY (617) 769-5415 or (617) 785-0352 

ACCURATE, QUALITY HOME/CAR AUDIO AFFORD- 
ABLY PRICED!! Denco Audio, P.O. Box 6104-U, El 
Monte, CA 91734. (213) 961-6158 evenings, weekends. 
Send Stamp-MONTHLY SPECIALS, FREE CONTINEN- 
TAL SHIPPING, MCNISA. 

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH -9'S SPEAKER's. Brand new, 
less than 50 hrs. used. Full 5 yr. warranty in effect. Must 
sell for $1300. Call (609) 734-0197 ask for Phillip. 

(2) AKG C -451E CONDENSER MIKES, $180. each. (1) 
AKG N -46E power supply, $100. Excellent condition. S. 

Sarper. (203) 348-7160. 

FOR SALE 
AFFORDABLE ESOTERICA 

Central NY State ' 

RGR APT 
OED NAD MISSION 
MIRAGE LAST HAFLER KLIPSCH 
3D ACOUSTICS 860 M&K MONSTERCABLE 
BOSTON ACOUSTICS PLATTER MATTER CARTALIGN 

STELLAR STEREO 
384 Elmira Rd., Ithaca, NY 14850 607-272-2644 

Affordable "State of the Art" audio is now available for your 
audition In the relaxed, comfortable atmosphere of our 
listening room. We feature: 
Dynavector Thiel 
PS Audio Grace 
Fidelity Research Denon 
Audio Linear Onkyo 
Audible Illusions Grado 
Pyramid Amber 

Sony 
SME 
AKG 
DCM 
Epicure 
Genesis 

Rogers Marcof Thorens 
Micro Acoustics Supex Haller 
Satterburg Shure Mayware 

free shipping anywhere in U.S. 
ONE MORE STEREO STORE -408 946-0500 

1231 E. Calaveras Blvd, Milpitas, CA 95035 

AGFA A AMPEX 10th" -7" OPEN REEL TAPES! THE 
FINEST CASSETTES-DIRECT II 8 ASF (C66/C68iC96). 
DIRECT -TO -TAPE RECORDINGS for mastertape sound. 
WRITE for FREE newsletter. Direct -to -Tape Recording 
Company. 14-T Station Ave, Haddon Heights, NJ 08035. 

ALL MAJOR BRAND AUDIO (e WHOLESALE. A 8 T 

Audio, Springfield, Ma. (413) 737-6227. 

ALL QUAD ELS OWNERS obtain improved accuracy, 
definition & extended bass with proven update- $125)pr. 30 
day guarantee for information send SASE to John Koval 
Linear Acoustics Labs 11521 Cielo PI, Santa Ana, Ca. 
92705. (714) 838-6555 

AMER, PS, CONRAD JOHNSON, HAFLER, THIEL, 
FOURIER, FRIED, CLARKE, GRACE, VPI, DYNAVEC- 
TOR, WALKER, MARCOF, LAST 8 more. Better Sound 
Concepts, 3281 West Liberty Ave., Pgh., PA 15216 (412) 
561-3312 

Audio 
Modules 

MOSFET 
Power 

i 

Amplifiers 
'BUILT-IN HEATSINKS 'ONLY 5 CONNECTIONS 
REQUIRED 5 YEAR WARRANTY 

Choose ILP MOSFET power amps when you need the ut 
most in performance without spending big money. They 
provide the fastest possible slew rate. low distortion at 
high Irequencies, 4- better thermal stability MOSFET 
power amps work with Complex loads without difficulty 
and without crossover distortion. Three models are 
available, with integral heatsink to mount on your own 
chassis (optional rack mount cabinet available). Con. 
nectron is simple - via 5 pins. MOSFETs can be com- 
bined with other ILP modules to create almost any audio 
system. whatever your age or experience. 
Ulna -ti specifications: Slew rale 2OVus. Rise time 3 us 
S/N ratio 100 db. Frequency response (-3 db) 15 Hz - 100 
kHz. THD (Typical al 1kHz) < 0.005%. IMD (50Hz17kHz 
4: I) <0.006%. 
MOS120 60WI4.80 (requires ± 45V) 579.95 
MOS200 120W/4-851 (requires ± 55V) 5129.95 
MOS400240WI4s1 (requires ±55V) 5199.95 

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOGUE LISTING: 
'BIPOLAR POWER AMPLIFIERS 'HIFI PREAMPS 
'MIXERS 'POWER SUPPLY UNITS 'CABINETS 

'GUITAR PREAMP and more 

GLaDSTO/1E 
Elecronics 901 Fuhrmann Blvd., Buffalo, NY, 14203 

CALL (716) 849-0735 to order. Have your 
VISA or MasterCard ready. For information 
ca I (416) 787.1448 or circle reader number. 
DealerlOEM enquiries (416) 787-1488. In 
Canada: Gladstone Electronics. Toronto. 

ITS TIME HAS COME 

INTRODUCING THE NEW 
SYMMETRY SW -2 LOW 

FREQUENCY WOOFER SYSTEM 

e 
Finally a woofer system that will blend 

seamlessly with the quickest of today's 
electrostatic and dynamic speaker systems. 
Symmetry's unique design couples our ultra 
fast front firing 12" active woofer with a 
15" bottom firing passive radiator that gives 

you fast, clean transients, with rock solid deep bass. The result is a 

system that sounds like real music; dynamic, powerful, and tight. 

Symmetry SW -2's are sold in stereo pairs to preserve the spatial 
characteristics and image depth of the original performance. Audi- 
tion the new SW -2 with a Symmetry ACS -2A, or ACS -IA and your 
speaker system for the total reproduction of the music spectrum. 

Specifications 
Sensitivity: 95db1W/1M Dimensions 28"x201/2"x17" 
Power Requirements: Min 50 Watts Max 150 Watts 

Freq. Response: 30HZ-600 HZ + or - 3db 

,y.nmetu'y 
AUDIOPHILE SYSTEMS 

101 Townsend St. San Francisco 94107 (415) 777-1113 
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FOR SALE FOR SALE FOR SALE 
AMUSINGLY THE SOUND ABSOLUTE? Can't find one? 
Fortunately you can. Unique T-24 transformer Incorporates 
reflected shunt equalization, adapts automatically for any 
low impedance 2ohm/40hm MC or MM cartridge. Better S/ 
N than headamps. Superb fatigue -free sound. Sold direct 
only 5145 inclusive Airmail. VISA MC. Professional re- 
views Si bill. Mayware P.O. Box 58, Edgware, Middx. 
England. 

ANTENNA SYSTEMS -FM. FREE SHIPPING WITH THIS 
AD. Our 5260. system Includes: Winegards' CH6065 FM 
yagl, Channel Master 9512B rotor with 9523 rotor bearing, 
10 feet of 16 gage Duratube mast, a five foot tripod with all 
hardware, 50 feet of coax and rotor wire (add 40e per foot 
for longer lengths), lightning protection, and all necessary 
hardware and connectors. VISA MC accepted. The Lee- 
lanau Audio Works, P.O. Box 1288, Traverse City, MI, 
49684. 

APATURE MONITOR II Speaker System with 10" Poly- 
propylene woofer, individual "Flat or Boost" switches for 
midrange and tweeter ... High Power Handling Capacity. 
5400/pr. KLIPSCH HERESY Speaker System 5550 pr. 
Both Pairs 5850. I'll pay shipping! Call: Daytime (516) 872- 
0620, Evenings (516) 546-6255 

APT: HOLMAN PRE -AMP, MODEL 1 AMP. Call or write 
for quotes or information. Designatron s Stereo Stores, 
Inc., 260 Old Country Rd., Hicksville, N.Y. 11801, (516) 
822-5277 

THE AUDIO ANALYST - Exclusive Southern Wisconsin 
High End Product Introduction. New Bedini pure class A 
one -Meg Amplifiers and Pre -Amp. The one -Meg Amps 
have a frequency response of 0 to 1 Megahertz flat. The 
5677 Pre -Amp is a dual Mono pre -Amp with advanced 
features such as a Photon beam system for improved AM' 
FM (Stereo) sound. New Fidelity Research MC -202 Mov- 
ing Coil Cartridge -rich In detall, space and frequency re- 
sponse. Pre -owned Levinson pre -amps special. Call for 
other new 1982 products. Products shown exclusively by 
appointment only! Call 608-241-8889 for your audition ap- 
pointment; AT THE AUDIO ANALYST. 

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN QUALITY, USED STER- 
EO EUIPMENT? Send for the PLAY IT AGAIN SAM 
newsletter-hundreds of listings-items for sale- 
Items sought-published 6 times per year, 56 1 -year 
subscription, Si sample copy. Send today to PLAY IT 
AGAIN SAM,12611 Madison Avenue, Lakewood, 
Ohio 44107, (216) 228-0040. Master Charge and Visa 
accepted. 
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AUDIO 
The Audio Professionals since 1972. Only knowledge 
and experience equal superior sound and service. 
Discover high performance stereo with complete 
customer satisfaction. For orders and information 
(serious Inquiries by phone only): 

201-744-0600 
VISA, Master Charge Accepted 

CSA AUDIO 
193 Bellevue Avenue 

Upper Montclair, NJ 07043 
Sound system consultations to home music lovers, 
professional theatrical arts and the audio industry. 

ATTENTION: "VAN GALEN" LOUDSPEAKERS 
Discover latest fabulous State -of -the Art Brazilian Speaker 
System. New performance plateau. Use of exotic Amazo- 
nian hardwoods for vibrationfree cabinets and uncolored 
sound. 
VAN GALEN, Rua Dr. Ribeiro de Almeida, 158-SAO 
PAULO, CEP 01137, BRAZIL 

EVERY PAIR IS HAND BUILT TO WITHIN IdB 
& HANDLES 350 WATTS (Peak Program) 
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BRITISH H- HIGH-FIDELITY 

STUDl01 

WHO ELSE BUILDS SPEAKERS LIKE THIS? 
AVAILABLE FROM: 
AZ Met, Hi FS SALES (6021 969-1778 MA Framingham Natural Sound (617) 879-7556 
CA Palo Alto Audible Difference (415) 726.1081 MI Birmingham Audio Dimension. (31 71 6424343 
CA San Diego Audio Direction. (6191 270.3310 MI Swart, Creek Audio Houle (31 71 65544139 
CA Encinitas North Cnty. Stereo (714) 757.3546 MD Baltimore Sound.cape (701) 4174 
CA San Francisco Audio Excellence (415) 477.1375 MD Bethesda Paragon of Sound (301) 239-2676 
CA Sausalito Music by Design (415) 772-1142 NJ Verona Audio Connection (201)279.1799 
CA Westminster Audio Today (7141 993 8975 NV Reno Tin Ear Sound (7021025-7900 
CA 
CA 

Burlingame 
Los Angeles 

Audio Venture 
Bel Air Hill 

(4151 341 6289 
(2171 477-9569 

NY 
NV 

W appinger Falls 
Labe Grove 

Arne. Audio 
Audio Den 

(9141 297-2262 

(51e) 310-1990 
CA La Puente Eurptional Audio (2171 961-4151 NY Great Neck Ea,. Nova (S14)4445474 
CA Beverly Hills Chris Hansen Ltd. (2171 059-9112 NY New York Lyric HA (212) 575-5710 
CA Santa Monica Jonas Miller Sound 12171 9285617 NY New York Sound by Singer (212) 614492S 
CA San Diego Stereo Unlimited 06191 223 9151 NY Roth Stereo One (716)2274101 
CA Redondo Beath Systems Design GP (217) 770-0576 OH Columbus Custom Stereo (6141 235-3531 
CA Ventura Ventura Audio (!05)657.5924 OH Oxford Oxford Audio (5171 513-3333 
CA Newport Beach A Audio (714) 645-4131 OH Toledo Audio Center (419) 4744410 
CA Encino Sound Factor (213) 501.1549 OK OK. City Young Blood Sound (4051 751-2572 
CO Ft. Collins Audio Alte ive (3071121.1496 PA Philadelphia Chestnut Hell Audio (285) 927.7075 
CO Aspen Main St. Music (3031 925.2931 TN Knoxville Alternative Audio (6151 5334145 
FL Coral Gables Sound Components 13051 446 1459 TN Memphis Underground Sound (901) 272-1410 
IL Champaign Audio Ltd. (2171 359.3774 Sc W. Columbia Upstairs Audio (9071 791-1145 
IL Chicago Victors Stereo (7 121 717-0750 VA Leesburg High 'C' Stereo (703) 777.7771 
IN Indianapolis e Hifi Gallery (717) 253-5141 WA Seattle Definitive Audio (204) 5244677 
LA New Orleans Wilson Audio (5041 866-3437 

a step nearer audio perfection 
6074 CORTE DEL CEDRO CARLSBAD, CA 92008 

1011 

ATTENTION OWNERS OF RACK MOUNT EQUIPMENT 
Beautiful walnuVoak cabinets designed to fit all 19" EIA 
rack mount components. Send for free details. Wood Tai- 
loring Box 11314, Portland, Oregon 97211. 

ATTRACTIVE PRICES: LINN ITTOCK, ASAK, STAX, 
DYNAVECTOR, FULTON, DENON, FR, GRACE, QUAD 
ESL, SOTA SAPPHIRE 6 MORE. ALSO TUBE CLAS- 
SICS 8 NEW. 713.728.4343, MAURY CORB, 11122 
ATWELL, HOUSTON, TEXAS 77096. 

AUDIO CONNECTION 
IN NORTHERN NEW JERSEY 

Ads Electrocompaniet Pyramid 
Amber Fuselier Model 3 RG 
Audio Pro Gem Rogers 
Belles Research Grace Grado Rotel 
Benchmark Leach Spica 
Clarke Systems Michell Thiel 
Delphi Magatron VPI 
Denon PS Audio & more 

615 Bloomfield Ave., Verona NJ 07044 
(201) 239-1799 

***AUDIO EMPORIUM, MILWAUKEE-a progressive 
alternative. Free catalog. 6914 W. Brown Deer Rd., Mil- 
waukee, Wi. 53223,414.354-5082. 

AUDIO HEIGHTS 
"We do things a little differently" 

To serve your HI -Fl and Video needs. 
Call us at (212) 237-9847. 

Amber, Allison Acoustics, Audio Pro, Aiwa, ADC, AR, 
ADS, AKG, Alpine Car Stereo, Audio Control, Bose, DBX, 
Tandberg, Thorens, Onkyo, Nikko, Sherwood, Ortofon, Mi- 
cro Acoustics, Stanton, RG, Omnisonic, JVC, Hitachi, 
RCA, Ultravision Projection TV. 

AUDIO HOUSE-FLINT MICHIGAN 
Acoustat Leach LSRBD Mordaunt Short 
Rogers Symmetry Ariston 
Audio Pro Revox 
Gonza wire 50C per ft. Keith Monks record sleeves 100- 
525. Samples 51.00. 4304 Brayan, Swartz Creek, Mich. 
48473 (313) 655-8639 By appointment 

AUDIO INFORMATION, 176 Harvest Hill, Kensington, CT 
06037. Any question answered. Free pricelist. Send 
stamp. 

AUDIO LTD 
IN CHAMPAIGN, ILL. 

Quad KEF David Haller 
Carver NAD Linn Sondek 
Mission Vandersteen Dynavector 
Audio Research 3-D Acoustics Rega 
and much more. 115 N. Walnut 61820. 217-359-3774. - GOODWIN'S GROWS - 
Goodwins Music Systems proudly announces 
a new expanded location. Goodwin's now fea- 
tures larger listening rooms, additional staff, 
and more of the very finest audio components. 
Goodwins Music Systems offers sales and ser- 
vice for Mark Levinson, Quad, HQD, Linn, Gold- 
mund, Bryston, NAD, MIT, Tandberg, Symdex, 
Pyramid, Futterman, Magnepan, Stax, Celes- 
tion SL -6, Rega, Koetsu, Oracle, B&W, 
Soundlab, Astatic, Cotter, Janis, FR, Dynavec- 
tor, Grace, Spectral, VPI, Dan Queen, Keith 
Monks, Monster, D&K, Esotech, Vandersteen, 
Mirage, Live Wire, Haller, and more. Goodwin's 
dedication to the purity and integrity of music 
reproduction is widely acknowledged. 
Goodwin's is unique in New England, repre- 
senting products of classic quality, value and 
performance. If you would like to avoid the 
planned obsolescence of most stereo compo- 
nents and are interested in the finest music 
reproduction, please call or come visit. 

16 EUOT ST. EXPORT SPECIAUSTS 
HARVARD SQUARE MAIL AND PHONE CAMBRIDGE ORDERS WELCOME MASSACHUSETTS 

02138 CABLES MADE 
492-1140 TO ORDER 

GOODWINS 

MUSIC SYSTEMS 
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FOR SALE u 
AUDIO MODIFICATION MANUAL -230+ pages step-by- 
step procedures for many common components. Data ap- 
plicable to almost any unit. Tube circuitry emphasized. 
Applauded by AUDIO, STEREOPUS, HIGH FIDELITY, 
SOUND ADVICE, et al. Unique information provided no 
where else. $25 USA/CANADA, $27 elsewhere. California 
tax applicable. Master ChargeNISA Welcome. (714) 278- 
3310. AUDIO DIMENSIONS, 8888 Clairmont Mesa Blvd., 
San Diego, CA 92123 

AUDIO PULSE SERVICE. Factory trained technicians. For 
reservations/information, write to White Labs, 10528 Lower 
Azusa Rd., Suite 192, El Monte, CA 91731. 

audio renaissance, Inc. 
audio research * music reference * Ilnn products * 
audible illusion * theta * precision fidelity * kef * mor - 
daunt -short * dynavector * revox * grace * meridian * 
stax * chartwell * ps audio * symmetry * rega * and 
more 

we stock one of the largest 
collections of audiophile albums in mid-america 

try our modifications for improved high end 
bryston mod -amplifiers * * * dahlquist dg10 mod 

we have the new meridian m2 speakers-astounding) 
4122 broadway kansas city mo 64111 (816) 531-3261 

AUDIO REPLAY is New England's leading dealer in sec- 
ondhand audio. Now you don't have to come to New 
Haven to browse through our inventory. Two dollars will 
bring you our current listing, typically 100-200 items long. 
We recondition and warranty what we sell, so you can 
shop with confidence. Audio Replay, Dept. AM, 252 Park 
St., New Haven, Ct. 06511 

AUDIO RESEARCH D120 (new 12-81), new warranty, 
$1600. 615-483-6293 EST 

AUDIO SHOP-A SPECIALITY STORE WITH a few se- 
lect lines for your musical pleasure: GRACE, FR, C.J. 
Walker, Mitchell, Basik; Audire, PS Audio, Conrad -John- 
son; Daybreak, Acoustat, Mission. Inquiries Welcomed. 
The Audio Shop, 1124 East Elizabeth St. Fort Collins, CO 
80524. (303) 221-1496 

AUDIONICS SPACE AND IMAGE COMPOSER, Tend - 
berg TCD 440A-3 heads, 3 motor cassette deck with 
infra -red remote. Call Day, 516-741-5533, Eve. 516-374- 
2711, Long Island, New York. 

AUTOMOTIVE AUDIOPHILES TAKE NOTE 
MIAH sells and installs all premium brands including 
ADS. Mitsubishi, Infinity, Concord, Dahlquist, Alpine, 
Sony, Altec Lansing, JBL, Visonik, Blaupunkt, EPI, 
Bose, Linear Power, Monster Cable and many more. 
CALL TOLL FREE. MIAH, 6660 Busch Boulevard, 
Columbus, Ohio. 43229. 800-848-7383, 614-885- 
5298. Visa, MasterCard and American Express ac- 

cepted. 

BASS REPRODUCTION AT ITS BEST. The newly devel- 
oped O LC Bass Module is incredibly accurate, cosmetical- 
ly beautiful and reasonably priced. Call or write for more 
information on this outstanding product. O'LC Audio, 1006 
Berkshire Road, Dayton, Ohio 45419 or (513) 293-7287 or 
(513) 439-1745. Dealer Inquiries welcome. 

BEFORE YOU BUY -CHECK OUR PRICES. Send for free 
catalog featuring audio and video equipment and accesso- 
ries at discount prices. Discount World P.O. Box 191 Min- 
eola N.Y. 11501 

BENCHMARK-if you are into "time delay", this one is it! 

Set up 8 stocked at Audio Connection (201) 239-1799 

BRB SYSTEMS MODEL 18 MOVING COIL AMPLIFIER 
Finally, a moving coil pre -preamplifier that delivers what 
the rest only promise. Class A design. Class A sound. Ultra 
quiet (really!). Battery life of 2,500 hours. Adjustable gain 
and load impedance. Steel enclosure for magnetic as well 
as electrostatic shielding. Auto -biasing; no trimpols to ad- 
just. Retail price is $139.00. You can pay lots more, but 
you won't get any better. Call or write for information. 
Dealer inquines welcome. (408-730-1363). P.O. Box 2235, 
Sunnyvale, Ca. 94087. 

HARMAN-KARDON HIGH TECHNOLOGY SEPARATES, 
RECEIVERS, CASSETTE DECKS: ELECTRO -VOICE IN- 
TERFACE A, B, C, D SPEAKER SYSTEMS: THORENS 
TURNTABLES. ALL IN STOCK-IMMEDIATE SHIP- 
MENT. 
EAST: 904-262-4000 WEST: 213-243-1168 

FOR SALE 

BR8 SYSTEMS MODEL 200 REFERENCE AMPLIFIER 
Finally, Class A sonic performance has been achieved 
without compromising efficiency, reliability, and high power 
output. The model 200 operates Class A up to 100 W/Ch 
and has low TIM, low Static distortion, high slew rate, and 
is unconditionally stable when driving the most difficult 
speaker loads. The Model 200 runs cool to the touch. The 
BRB Model 200 is the only amplifier that eliminates Tran- 
sient Thermal Debtasing Distortion (TTDD), a major cause 
of transient crossover distortion in ANY design that is not 
PURE Class A. To find out more about this inc-edible new 
power amplifier, send for full product information and the 
name of the dealer nearest you. Dealer inquiries welcome. 
BRB Systems, P.O. Box 2235. Sunnyvale, CA. 94087. 
(408-730-1363). 

CROWN DISTINCTION SERIES: FM -1, EO-2, DL -2, SA -2, 

ETC. IN STOCK-BEST PRICES-IMMEDIATE SHIP- 
MENT (213) 467-5725. 

CABLE TV DESCRAMBLERS AND CONVERTERS. 
Plans and parts. Build or buy. For information send $2.00. 
C8D Electronics. Inc.. P.O. Box 21, Jenson, MI 49428. 

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-826-0520 FOR ACOUSTAT. 
CARVER, NAD, POLK, 3D, ONKYO, AUDIOCONTROL, 
BBW, AMBER, BEDINI, MICRO-SEIKI, DAHLOUIST, 
DEMON, HAFLER, dbx, TANDBERG, VANDERSTEEN, 
DCM, GRACE, DYNAVECTOR, AND MOREI THE 
SOUND SELLER, 1706 MAIN St., MARINETTE, WI 
54143. (715) 735-9002. 

CARVER IN THE SOUTH! 
In stock! Fast, free shipping. READ BROS. STEREO, 593 
King St. Charleston, S.C. 29403 (803) 723-7276. Also 
FRIED KITS. 

CARVER-PRE-AMPS, HOLOGRAM GENERATOR, 
AMPS, TUNERS Call or write for quotes or Information. 
Designation's Stereo Stores. Inc., 260 Old Country Rd., 
Hicksville, N.Y. 11801, (516) 822-5277 
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D & K IMPORTS 
'46 E. Post Rd. White Plains, NY 10601.914-946.3031 

Dealer inquiries Invited 

AND EVEN MORE 
RAVE REVIEWS FOR 

VMPS LOUDSPEAKERS 

B. V. Pisha, Senior Editor of AUDIO, writing in 

"Stereo & Hifi Times": 

"Speakers are becoming larger and larger, 
but the behemoth of them is the new VMPS 
Minimum Phase Response Loudspeaker 
Super Tower Ila/R. Being almost 611Q feet 
tall, tlhis sytem needs no artificial assist- 
ance to produce a large apparent sound 
source, but there is no stretching or dis- 
tention of the sonic image to our ears: all 
instruments appear lifesize, whether solo, 
chamber, ensemble, or orchestra. The sound 
emanating from this system is breathtaking 
in its opulence. The bass is super with no 
doubling of the low -frequency funda- 
mentals.... After hearing this speaker per- 
form there is no question in my mind that it 
is one of the very few that will be able to 
handle the dynamic range of true digital 
records when they become available in the 
very Rear future." 
VMPS manufactures nine loudspeaker systems 
with lower distortion, wider bandwidth and greater 
dynamic range than any others regardless of 
price, with accuracy and linearity to match the 
finest audiophile monitors. Also available in kit 
form are the MiniTower II ($309ea). Tower II 
($419ea1, and the Super Tower/R ($649ea). 
Kits come with fully assembled cabinets and their 
price includes free shipping in USA. Write for 
our brochures and copies of reviews by Bert 
Whyte, Hifi News & Record Review, and Hifi 
Buyer's Guide. 

VMPS AUDIO PRODUCTS 
a division of (tone Audio 

1016 Contra Costa Drive, El Cerrito, CA 94530 
(415) 526-7084 

Hear VMPS at The Listening Studio, Boston: Mike Hilliard 
Audio, Shreveport, LA; Sound Alternative, Ft. Myers, FL: 

Star Audio, Oklahoma City. OK; Bedini Electronics. Sylmar, 
CA; The Long Ear, Big Bear Lake, CA: A-Vidd Electronics, 
Long Beach; Itone Audio, El Cerrito, CA. 
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FOR SALE FOR SALE FOR SALE 
CROWN IC150A PREAMP, D150A AMP. Yamaha CT600 
AM -FM tuner. New price was $1247. Asking $700. (219) 
533-1976 after 6PM. 

CROWN M-600 MONO AMPLIFIERS, Absolutely mint, 
three available, $1,250. each. Otari MX-50500XHD, 4 

track recorder, never used, needs electrical repairs In 

transport, $1,200. Call 301-862-4487. 

CROWN: NEW STRAIGHTLINE SERIES: Preamp, Power 
Amp, Tuner Distinction series: Tuner, Equalizer, Pre -amp, 
Power amp. Call or write for quotes or Information. Desig- 
natron's Stereo Stores, Inc. 260 Old Country Rd., Hicks- 
ville, N.Y. 11801, (516) 822-5277 

CUSTOM POLYACOUSTIC FOAM RUBBER 
SPEAKER GRILLS MADE TO YOUR SPECIFICA- 
TIONS. Any size, color, pattern or quantity. Audio- 
phile, speaker builder or manufacturer inquiries invit- 
ed. Send SASE for Information to Custom Sound, 
Algonac, MI 48001. 

DB SYSTEMS ELECTRONICS AND AUDIOPHILE AC- 
CESSORIES ARE WORTH KNOWING ABOUT. Ultra -low 
distortion Preamplifiers, Power Amplifiers, Active Cross- 
overs and more. ACCESSORIES include: DBP-10 Phono 
Alignment Protractor $21.95, DBP-6 Phono (capacitance) 
Equalization Kit $32.95, DBP-6MC Resistive Loading Kit 
$32.95, DBP-11 (and 11 MC) Capacitive (and Resistive) 
Loading Switch Boxes $79.95, DBP-2J Switch Box $43.95, 
DBP-2JAU with all gold (10) jacks $52.95, DBP-12 Audio 
Cable -10 meter, 400 pF S65.95-other lengths $17.00 
plus $1.75 per foot, DBP-8 Speaker Wire (12 gauge), DBP- 
CK Cramolin Audio Kit contact treatment $11.95, GOLD 
PLATED CONNECTORS (eight per package) include: 
DBP-13J (1/4") Phono Jacks $11.95, DBP-13JR (Vs") 
Phono Jacks $14.95, DBP-9AU Banana Plugs $11.95, 
DBP-13P Phono Plugs $7.95. DBP-9J Dual Banana Jacks 
(2 per pkg) $14.95. Complete information available at SE- 
LECTED AUDIO STORES or direct from DB SYSTEMS, 
P.O. Box 347A, Jeffrey, NH 03452 (603) 899-5121. Orders 
under $45 add $2.50 handling. Dealer inquiries invited. 

DEMO'S-JMAS MIT -1, KOETSU, FR6 4ss, QUAD ESL, 
WIN LABS, Cotter NFB. All tit price. Reference Audio 
(315) 437-1209. 

DECCA VAN DEN HUL CARTRIDGE UNMATCHED 
PERFORMANCE $650, Decca Mk6 Gold $295, Plum 
$249, International Tonearm $249, Ribbon Supertweeter 
$495 pair, London Tweeter $395 pair, Dacca Record 
Brush $19.95, Audio Access, Box 385, Whitestone, Y.Y. 

11357. Dealer inquiries invited (212) 767-4958 

DESIGNATION invites you to audition the remarkab,e 
new PREMIER LMX moving coil phono cartridge. Dy- 
namic, accurate, transparent, detailed, and affordable. 
Now playing at DESIGNATRON'S, 260 Old Country 
Rd., Hicksville, NY 11801, DESIGNATION'S, North 
Country Rd., Setauket, NY 11733. 

DISTRIBUTOR PRICING! Audio Research, Robert Gro- 
dinsky Research, Hatter, Electrovoice, B and W, Meridian, 
Vandersteen, Onkyo, Technics, Snell, 3D Acoustics, and 
more ... For information: P. K. Audio, 4773 Convention 
Street, Baton Rouge, LA 70806 or (504) 924-1001. 

DOLBY DECODERS FOR TAPE AND FM. Assembled 
$100. Encode/decode kit, $150. Details, reviews. Integrex, 
Box 747, Havertown, PA 19083. 

DYNACO OWNERS: 60,000 LB PARTS INVENTORY! 
Don't give up ... send 6 -digit Dyna part number, descrip- 
tion, and model for quote. 20 -page parts list: $1.00 PAT -5 
BI-FET Preamp: Complete Parts Assembly Manual Pack- 
age, $169; RCT-5 Relay Kit, $20; BL-FET Conversion Kit 
(upgrades original PAT -5 to BI-FET), $49. VISANIC, 
CODs welcomed. (614) 889-2117. SCC, Box 551, Dublin, 
OH 43017 

ELECTROCOMPANIET-Audio Connection, (201) 239- 
1799 

ELECTROCOMPANIET, SOTA SAPPHIRE, DAVID 
BERNING and FUSELIER at The Mountain Ear, Box 774 
Aspen, CO 81612, (303) 963-3269 

ELECTRONIC X-OVERS: 6, 12, or 18dB octave. Kits from 
597.00. Also transient -perfect crossover model 6000-6, 
$175.00. Free folder with reviews. ACE AUDIO CO. 532- 
5th Street, E. Northport NY 11731-2399. (516) 757-899C. 

ESS AMT 1 SPEAKERS 5395/pr; John (414) 782-7398 

I ))Audtob 19,1 Caruso 
ACOUSTAT ARGENT ARISTON AUDIO PRO AUDIRE BOWERS 8 WILKINS CM LABS CONRAD.JOHNSON 

COUNTERPOINT THE DAVID BERNING CO DAYTON WRIGHT DECCA DELPHI DE NNE SEN DYNAVECTOR ELECTRO RESEARCH 
FRIED GRACE HAFLER HEYBROOX KEITH MONKS KENWOOD AUDIO PURIST KRELL LAST LEACH LIVE WIRE LUSTRE 

MICHELL MARCCF MICRO HAD PETERSON AUDIO POLK AUDIO- PS AUDIO ROR R. H. LABS SHAHINIAN SOTA 
SOTA SAPPHIRE SPICA STRAIGHT WIRE SUMIKO (TM Arm) SUMO SUPEX THIEL THRESHOLD VPI WIN LABS 

13831 South Dixie Highway, Miami, Florida 33176 (305) 253-4433 
Call or write for literature on specific Items. 

Here are 

reasons for 
visiting 
Sound Components 
by Peter McGrath. 

Adcom Oracle John Marovskis 
Ampex Fourier Audio 
Bedini Rogers Klyne 
Koetsu Solar Trading Mark Levinson 
Denon Spender Naim Audio 
Esotech Tandberg Milab 
Goldmund Braun Proton 
Insync Apt Holman Pyramid 
KMAL Bryston Ram Labs 
Last DCM Sequerra 
Linn Products Discwasher Sound 
Magnepan Fidelity Research Connections 
NAD Hafler Stax 

Daybreak 
Grado 
Bang & Olufsen 
D & K Imports 

Dennessen 
Electrocompaniet 
Futterman 
Hartley 
KEF 

Koetsu 
H.Q.D. Reference 
System 

Celestion 
Monster Cable 
Nitty Gritty 
Quad Electro - 

acoustics 
Rega Research 
Snell Acoustics 
Spectral Audio 
Symmetry 

Plus a record room featuring a large collection of imported pressings and specialty records. 
Plus complete international export facilities. Spanish spoken. 
Plus American Express, Diners Club, Master Card 
and Visa accepted. 

Compon¢nts,lnc. 

2710 Ponce de Leon Blvd., Coral Gables, 
Florida 33134. Open Tuesday-Friday 
11AM-8PM. Saturday 11AM-5PM. Closed 
Sunday and Monday. 

Sales: (305) 446-1659 
Service: (305) 448-6553 

FM RECEPTION FATIGUE? Musical dirt? The new Mag- 
num 95 FM Sleuth allows you to fully enjoy FM listening & 

clean off -the -air taping. 30 day trial. For info: SASE to 
Audio Connection, 615 Bloomfield Ave. Verona NJ 07044, 
or call (201) 239-1799 

FONTEK A4 HEADPHONES AND C4 COUPLER $150. 
VPI record weight $20. Varian cables $20. Mark Zenon, 
2301 S. Jefferson Davis Hwy., Apt. 1231, Arlington, VA 
22202. 703 521.0836 evenings. 

FREE LIST OF USED EQUIPMENT FOR SALE. All 
Types. AVI, Box 264-A4, Buffalo, NY 14215. 

FREE SPEAKER CATALOG! 
Woofers, mids, tweeters, hardware, crossovers, grille 
cloth, plans, kits, information, much more. Discount Prices! 
UNIVERSAL SOUND, Dept. AO, 2253 Ringling Blvd., 
Sarasota, Fla. 33577 (813) 953-5363. 

"FRESH AIRE" Special Price $12.95 each. All four vol- 
umes available (free freight In USA, S4/order to Canada) 
Visa, M C, Am Ex, C.O.D., check. Free catalog of audio- 
phile recordings. Supersound Record Service. Box 82-A 
Forest Park, ILL 60130. 

FRIED SPEAKER CABINET SALE!!! Reduced prices 
while supply lasts. (919) 945-5310. 

FRIED SPEAKERS & KITS 
State-of-the-art sound. Try our prices! Fast, free shipping. 
READ BROS. STEREO, 593 King St., Charleston, S.C. 
29403. (803) 723-7276. Also Haller, PS Audio, NAD, Carv- 
er, more. 

FULTON PREMIERE SPEAKERS Model P4, $1800.00. 
Technics SL1000 MKII turntable w EPA 100 arm, 5700.00. 
Audio Research SP6A, $650.00. Audio Research D79B, 
$3000.00. Klyne MC headamp, $495.00 Fulton J. Modular 
Bravura preamp; $450.00. Jim 509-545-4227 weekdays. 

FUTTERMAN OTL AMPLIFIERS 
The only tube amplifiers that don't need output transform- 
ers must be experienced. There is nothing finer on electro- 
statics and high quality dynamic speakers. The 13 tube 
direct coupled headphone amplifier for Stax headphones is 
quite lucid. For a complete set of technical papers on all 
the Futterman electronics send $2. 

NEW YORK AUDIO LAB 
33 North Riverside Avenue 

Croton -On -Hudson, NY 10520 
(914) 271-5145 

GEM + GRACE = AFFORDABLE PERFECTION 
If you've wanted the sonic advantages of a state-of-the-art 
belt -drive turntable, but haven't wanted to pay the high 
price, nor hassle with tonearm set-up and compatability 
problems, then the new GEM/Grace combination Is for 
you. A perfectly matched and tuned suspension with a 

Grace 707 mk II or 747 tonearm, jeweled sapphire platter 
bearing, and superb platter sheet all add up to achieve the 
greatest information/noise ratio value today. For informa- 
tion and quote: Designatron's Stereo Stores, Inc., 260 Old 
Country Rd., Hicksville, N.Y. 11801, (516) 822-5277. 

GENE RUBIN AUDIO-LOS ANGELES 
PS AUDIO LINN SONDEK 
NAD REGA PLANAR 
HAFLER PYRAMID 
PREMIER GRACE 
QED DYNAVECTOR 

ACOUSTAT 
THIEL 
LS3 SA 
SPENDOR 
CHARTWELL 

Pre -paid shipping (213) 571-1299 (Pacific time) 

GOLDMUND ARM/TURNTABLE, KOETSU, COTTER 
SYSTEM 2-The finest front end in audio. In stock at 
Reference Audio (315) 437.1209. 

HAFLER SUPERMOD PREAMP BY MUSICAL 
CONCEPTS 

Audiogram says "The sound of the Super Mod tran- 
scends its origin, its parts, and its piddling cost, fulfilling our 
musical expectations ... for the here and now, this is the 
one." 

The Super Mod is available as a kit for $200. or installed 
for $250. Also available are an amp mod kit for the DH 
200, and a more modest preamp mod kit for 5100. 

Musical Concepts 
1060 Fifth Plaza 

Florissant, MO 63031 
(314) 831-1822 Dealer Inquiries welcome. 
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FOR SALE FOR SALE FOR SALE 

GNP LOUDSPEAKERS 
OUR GROWTH CONTINUES 

We would like to begin this column by thanking all of 
you who have expressed an interest In our GNP prod- 

ucts. Your desire to hear, and possibly purchase one 
of our loudspeaker systems, is a most encouraging 
response to those of us who seek to enhance the 

experience of music In the home. We have already 
sent information to all who requested more data on 
our products, and we are more than willing to speak 

personally with all callers who require some further 

background or technical data. (Incidentally, several 
Individuals forgot to enclose a mailing address in their 

initial correspondence, so please don't be upset if you 
have not heard from GNP. Simply send us a second 
letter and we will Immediately forward the requested 
literature to you. We have carefully filed all of the 
names and addresses we have received to date, so 

that we can provide you with additional material as ft 

becomes available.) 

This column is being written Just after our return from 
the Winter CES in Las Vegas. Our appearance at this 
show marked our first step in distributing our loud- 
speakers nationwide, and we were very pleased with 
the highly favorable reaction our products received- 
especially our contribution to the state-of-the-art, the 
LEAD CYLINDER (Pat. Pend.). Frankly, we expected 
visitors to our demonstration room to be polite but 
reserved in their Comments on what they heard. But 
as dedicated engineers, always open to new ideas 
and constructive advice in a ceaseless effort to Im- 

prove our products, we were more than a little curious 
to learn what others thought of our loudspeakers. And 
so several of us removed our manufacturer's identifi- 
cation badges and anonymously passed through the 
halls outside our exhibit, in order to hear for ourselves, 
In spontaneous conversation, what was REALLY be- 

ing said about our products. And time and time again, 
one comment repeatedly was heard: GNP's demon- 
stration room was "... one of the best sounding ex- 
hibits at the show." 

We find ourselves almost embarrassed to report this 
to you, since we have never been inclined to resort to 
excessive verbiage or hyperbole in order to convince 
you of the worth of our products. Rather. we believe 
that the unique properties of our products ... once 
known ... speak for themselves. But nevertheless 
there Is no doubting the comments that we heard. 

In point of fact, a number of other manufacturers 
voluntarily visited our room (on the word-of-mouth rec- 
ommendations of their professional colleagues) in or- 
der to hear for themselves the superiority of our loud- 
speakers. We were even visited by several noted 

"underground" audio journalists, all of whom found 
our speakers to be so Innovatively different and soni- 
cally promising (from brief listening sessions) as to 

merit a more extensive and exhaustive evaluation 
while under formal review. 

By the conclusion of the show we had received a 

sizable number of applications from prospective deal- 
ers across the country. We hope that by the time you 
read this column, a local dealer may have our loud- 

speakers available for you to personally audition. 

And so upon returning from the show, it is pleasing to 
know that there Is a large group of audiophiles who 

can appreciate the innovative and Imaginative engi- 
neering that underlies the development of all of our 

GNP products. 

GNP 
1244 E. Colorado Blvd. 
Pasadena, CA 91106 

(213) 577-7767 

GRACE AND SUPEX 
We offer the Grace 747, 707MK2 (Linn Mods for each), 
704, F -9E & Supex cartridges. By appt. Free shipping In 

U.S. & P.R. Visa & M.C. OXFORD AUDIO CONSLTS. 
INC., Box 145. Oxford, OH 45056, 513-523-3333. 

HARMAN-KARDON HIGH TECHNOLOGY SEPARATES, 
RECEIVERS, CASSETTE DECKS: ELECTRO -VOICE IN- 
TERFACE A, B, C, D SPEAKER SYSTEMS: THORENS 
TURNTABLES. ALL IN STOCK-IMMEDIATE SHIP- 
MENT. 
EAST: 904.262-4000 WEST: 213-243-1168 

HAFLER DH -500K 5515. DH -110K $250, unbuilt SAE 
3000pre, 2200 amp 5550, warr. 3opre, 31Bamp $235 
SONY ST -J75 5300, FX6C $280, PS -X600 biotracer 5288 
MARANTZ 140 amp $200, BIAMP TC-60 $235, 90W PIO- 
NEER SF -850 triamp xover 5235. 203-777-1476. 

HAFLER IN THE SOUTH! 
In stock, the superb Haller DH -101 preamp and DH200 
amp. kits & factory assembled. Also new models. Immedi- 
ate tree shipping. Also Fried (Speakers, Kits), Carver, Van- 
dersteen, NAD, Mirage, Audire, PS, Kllpsch, more. READ 
BROS STEREO. 593 King Street, Charleston, S.C. 29403 
(803) 723-7276. 

HARTLEY SUBWOOFERS. 24 inch driver in 24 cubic 
foot enclosure. This is the same driver used in the 
exciting Mark Levinson Reference System. Factory 
direct, from Hartley, established in audio since 1928. 
Also, featuring raw frame drivers, 7 to 24 inch utilizing 
waterproof polymer cones on sturdy cast aluminum 
frames. Maintain damping ratio and avoid power 
losses with Hartley Reference Cable, #10 gauge, 
stranded, two conductor, copper, with matte -finished, 
pearl gray, vinyl insulation, Discounts. Send for litera- 
ture. IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA-Demo by ap- 
pointment only- evenings and weekends. (714) 992- 
2926. ATKINSON ENGINEERING, 912 W. Fern Drive, 
Fullerton, CA 92633. 

HAFLER-NEW PRODUCTS 
We are stocicng the following: DH101K, $199.95. DH101A 
$299.95. DH101AP $399.95. DH103 $19.95, DH104 
524.95, Dr -1105 524.95. DH106 $19.95. DH11OK $299.95. 
DH110A 5399.95, DH110AP 5499.95, DH112 $74.95, 
DH2O0K $329.95, DH2OOKE $339.95, DH200A $429.95, 
DH200AE 5439.95, DH2O1 $24.95, DH202 $24.95, 
DH500K $599.95, DH500KE 5619.95, DH500A 5749.95, 
DH500AE $769.95. By appt. Free shipping In U.S. & P.R. 
We ship WORLDWIDE. Visa & M.C. OXFORD AUDIO 
CONSLTS., INC., Box 145, Oxford, OH 45056, 513-523- 
3333, telex: 427791. cable: OXAUDCON. 

HAFLER: AMPS, PRE -AMPS, SPEAKERS. 
Call or write for quotes or information. Designatron's Ster- 
eo Stores, Inc., 260 Old Country Rd., Hicksville, N.Y. 
11801, (516) 822-5277. 

IMF ELECTRONICS RSPM MARK IV Improved Speakers 
51995 (517) 893-8969 Ron 

(DIt Accurate 7 LOCATIONS IN 

j Audio SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 

A REFRESHING CHANGE 
We offer you a chance to make an intelligent decision 
about audio equipment in a relaxed, private, pressure- 
less ervironment. Our specialty is getting you the best 
sound for your audio dollars. 

DCM, OUATRE 8000, NAD DENON, PSE, SUMO, 
HAFLER PYRAMID, ROGERS DYNAVECTOR, 
PETERSON, 

I 

GRACE, 
T MMCOFMUSCAL FIDELLIITYNMADC VPI 

SANTA MONICA (213) 399-HIFI 
STUDIO CITY (213) 766-7478 
PASADENA 
TORRANCE 
VALENCIA 
LAGUNA BEACH 
NEWPORT BEACH 

(213) 792-4444 
(21 9) 323-HIFI 

1805) 255-2487 
714)) 494-2030 
714 645-4131 

P.O. Box 6231 
Laguna Niguel, CA 92677 

By Appointment 7 Days a Week 
"WE Tal:e You to The Concert, Not the The Cleaners" 

MEET A HAPPY LISTENER & 
YOU'LL FIND 
A FIDELIS 
CLIENT. 

Mark Levinson Linn Products 
KEF Spectral Fusilier Quad 
Electrozompaniet Dynavector 
Revox Fourier BEL Sumiko 
Futterman Krell Sound Labs 
Koetsu Berning Goldmund 
Spica Grace D & K Products 
Sumo Syrinx Nestrovic MIT 
MonsterCable Audio Interface 
Final Audio Research Stax 
Symmetry Van den HuI EMT 
Thorens Goldring Celestion 

Commitment to Musical Integrity 

418 BEACH STREET, SAN FRANCISCO 94133 

(415) 885-3488 
Closed Sunday & Monday 
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GOOD THINGS DO 
COME IN SMALL 

PACKAGES. 

Affordable Esoteric. 
for the 

Distinguished Listener 

For more information and a dealer 
near you: 

131a« 
uloti, 

1760 MONROVIA COSTA MESA, CA 92627 
(714) 645-8877 

FOR SALE 
HIGH TECHNOLOGY SPEAKER KITS BY CHICAGO 
SPEAKERWORKS. SEND S.A.S.E. TO: CS, DEPT. A, 
5125 N. DAMEN, CHICAGO, ILL. 60625, (312)-769-5640 

INTERFACE SPEAKER SYSTEMS BY E.V. BEST 
PRICES-IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT. 904-262-4000 

J.B.L. SPEAKER SYSTEMS AND COMPONENTS 
bought, sold and traded. 1-313-229-5191 or 5115 Red 
Fox, Brighton, MI 48116. 

JANIS W2 WITH INTERFACE 1A $690, Bedini 25/25A 
$500, Vandersteen 2A $500., JVC tonearm AU -7045 $70. 
Call Earl 212-867-4000 Ext. 250. 

JANZEN 412HP electrostatic speakers $300.00 (312) 771- 
4660 9am/6pm CST 

JBL RARE COLLECTORS OLYMPUS S8R 51,650 Pr. 
Olympus S8 (no front grills) 51,200 Pr. C-50 Studio Moni- 
tors SB $1,200/Pr., LE 15-A's-S250/Pr., 375's-$600 Pr., 
075's 5160/Pr., LX5's $100 Pr., 2482 NEW -5600 Pr., 
D130-$250 Pr. 1-313-229-5191 

JVC UA 7045 - Mint Extra Carbon Shell $120. Amber -70 
(latest) $229 Marcufl-PPI-(latest) $60 (201) 246-0944 

KOSS MODEL II SYSTEM, new bass panels, $950 or 
offer. (207) 685-3855 evenings EST. 

LEVINSON PRE -AMP. Mint condition, A -card, D -card. 
Best offer. (212) 689-1480. (212) 686-7500 Ext. 617 week 
day evenings. 

LINN ASAK DC -2100K CARTRIDGE, VERY LOW 
HOURS, $170. (212) 454-3205 

LINN DISC SYSTEM ALWAYS IN STOCK! GENE RUBIN 
AUDIO (213) 571-1299 (PAC). 

LINN PRODUCTS, MODIFICATIONS & NAIM 
We are pleased to offer the complete line of Linn products: 
LP12, Asak, look, Basic, PMS, DMS, SARA, KAN 8 Nirva- 
na mod for LP12; and, Naim electronics: head amp, 
preamps, 8 amps. By appt. Free shipping in U.S. 8 P.R. 
Visa 8 M.C. OXFORD AUDIO CONSLTS., INC., Box 145, 
Oxford, OH 45056, 513-523-3333. 

LINN-SONDEK $625, ROGERS LS35A 51651 A NEW 
WAY TO BUY HI -Fl. TAXFREE. LOWEST PRICE ON: 
ROGERS, OEF, QUAD. LINN, SME, NAIM, SYSTEM 
DEK, ARISTON, STD, ETC. SEND $3 IN CHECK OR 
CASH FOR CATALOG AND QUALITY DISC. LIST. EU- 
ROPEAN HI-FI IMPORT 121 W. TORRANCE BLVD. RE- 
DONDO BEACH, CA 90277 

LIRPA I Distortion Demodulator, used only one day last 
year (September 31st); comes complete with stereo input 
cables-no output needed. Uses only Lope TransPet de- 
vices for real energy savings. Custom-built for Prof. I. 

Lirpá s own rack -19 Inches tall by 31 inches wide by 11,4 

Inches deep. Device takes any signal Input and completely 
kills distortion by eliminating signal voltage. No return pant 
means a perfect signal-no tape noise, no record pops or 
clicks, no FM multipath. Call during business hours: Bu- 
charest 15150. 

"LOWEST PRICES: BOSS, HAFLER, NAKAMICHI, ADS, 
ADVENT, DBX, GRADO AND MORE. DYNAMIC SOUND. 
BOX 168. STARKVILLE, MS 39759. (601) 323-0750 1 pm- 
9pm." 

LYRIC HI FI Invites you to audition the new PREMIER 
LMX moving coil phono cartridge. The LMX's Swiss 
precision stylus configuration closely replicates the 
shape and path of the cutter head without danger of 
recurring the grooves. Sounds more like music than 
any other cartridge in its price range. LYRIC HI FI, 
1221 Lexington Ave., New York, NY 10028. 

Circuit boards, plans, parts, and transistors (author ap- 
proved) for M. LEACH'S DOUBLE BARRELED AMP, Low 
TIM 3 Amp, FET Preamp with tone controls, and Current 
Mirror Pre-Preamp. Send stamped envelope for price list. 
Custom Components, Box 33193, Decatur, GA 30033. 

M.A. COTTER SYSTEM 2 -clearest, most accurate preamp 
we've owned, including ML7, SPEC -1, MS -ONE, etc. In 
stock at $2485. Now have mint used preamps-LEVIN- 
SON ML7 (L3) $3495., SP6C-1 $1695. Reference Audio 
(315) 437-1209. 

FOR SALE 
MACINTOSH MPI-4 51,300 OR BEST OFFER, Altec Lan- 
sing #729A Acousta-Voicehe 5425. 1-313-229-5191 

MAGNEPLANER TYMPANI Ill -A T/M panels, black, feet, 
$650.; Precision Fidelity C-4 preamp, $475.; JVC OL-50, 
Grace 704, new Dynavector ruby 5415.; Power -light 
MC4e, $225. (707) 938-1131, eves. 

MARANTZ MODEL 7 (TUBE) PREAMPLIFIERS 
Updated modifications made by original designer. For In- 
formation write SID SMITH 37 Newtown Road, Plainview, 
NY 11803 

MARANTZ 2500 receiver mint condition 5600.00 (312) 
771-4660 9am/6pm CST 

MARK LEVINSON ML -1 #3158 with A-3, A -4e and D-6 
phono boards. Will accept virtually any output cartridge. 
Plus complete set of silver coated LEMO to RCA cables. 
Both an enjoyment and an investment. $1600. YAMAHA 
B-6 pyramid amp, $700. B&W DM -7 speakers, teak, $680/ 
pr. (605) 335-1859. 

McINTOSH BOUGHT, SOLD AND TRADED. 1-313-229- 
5191 or 5115 Red Fox, Brighton, MI 48116. 

MCINTOSH MA 6100 INTEGRATED AMP w/cabinet 
5495; John (414) 782-7398 

MCINTOSH, MARANTZ, DYNACO tube equipment re- 
paired or restored to original working specifications. Yes 
we have transformers and tubes. Professional service at 
reasonable rates. Inquire for quotation AUDIO CLASSICS/ 
ATLANTA, P.O. BOX 1454, Roswell, GA 30077. 

McINTOSH MC60 (3) meet original factory specifications 
$400.00 816-254-2861 

MINT AND DEMO CLOSE-OUT 
Fourier One, mint, 5995/pair; demo, 5950/pair. Bedini 45/ 
45, demo, $875; 100,100, demo, $1195. Amber Series 70, 
demo, $460; Preamp Two, demo, $250. Audible Illusions 
Mini Mite I kits (2), $275; assembled demos (2), $395. 
Rega 3 w/arm, demos (2), $400. The Audio Advisor, Box 
6206, G.R., MI 49506 - phone 616-451-3868 M -F 10- 

6:30. MasterCard and Visa accepted. 

MIRAGE IN THE SOUTH! 
In stock. Free Shipping! READ BROS STEREO, 593 King 
Street, Charleston, S.C. 29403 (803) 723-7276. 

"THE MISSING LINC: Lincoln Mayorga and Distinguished 
Colleagues," Sheffield Lab S10. Two new, unopened, fac- 
tory sealed disks. $1000 each, or best offer. One played 
once. 5750 or best offer. 317-288-0127 after 1 P.M. 

MUSICAL CONCEPTS: 64 page catalog of imported 8 
domestic classical/contemporary recordings. 51.00 (re- 
fundable). Musical Concepts, Box 53AA4, Cedarhurst, 
N.Y. 11516. 

NAD 7020 OWNERS update your receiver to unbelievable 
performance. Send for Information on MOD -7020 kit a 

$60.00 mod -kit which will completely change your present 
system. More bottom, more top, Improves dynamics and 
openess send a self-addressed stamped envelope to; 
MOD 7020, #333 Middlebrook 412 22nd Av. S., Minne- 
apolis MN 55455. 

NAD: RECEIVERS, AMPS, PRE -AMPS, TUNERS, 
TURNTABLE, CASSETTE DECKS Call or write for quotes 
or information. Designatron's Stereo Stores, Inc., 260 Old 
Country Rd., Hicksville, N.Y. 11801, (516) 822-5277 

NAIM AUDIO AVAILABLE AT GENE RUBIN AUDIO 
(213) 571-1299. 

NAKAMICHI 700MKII CASSETTE DECK. Outstanding 
Condition. Original Carton. $600.000. 1-203-464-9401 
EVENINGS. 

NORTHERN MICHIGAN -PENINSULA AUDIO 
Northern Michigan's high accuracy audio dealer offers 
Dynavector, Grace, Grado, Hailer, Last, Mirage, Monster 
Cable, NAD, Plexus, Promethean, Rega, Rogers, Soder- 
berg plus a relaxing atmosphere with a genuinely friendly 
and informed staff who respect your audio budget and 

enjoy assisting you to realize maximum satisfaction and 
value within it. By appt. VISA and MC. Pre -paid shipping. 
867 South Lakeshore Drive, Ludington, MI 49431. (616) 
845-6535. 
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FOR SALE FOR SALE FOR SALE 
NORTH CAROLINA AUDIOPHILES 

Acoustat, Magnepan, Vandersteen, Mirage, Dahlquist, 3D, 
Conrad -Johnson, Hailer, Denon, Luxman, Kenwood, Dyn- 
avector, Grace, Grado, Plexus, VPI, Monster Cable, Cra- 
molin, Keith Monks, Platter Matter. 

AUDIO ADVICE 
3532 Wade Ave. Raleigh, NC 27607 (919) 828-9221. 

MC, VISA, AE. 

ONE PAIR MINT MAGNEPLANER II A LOUD SPEAK- 
ERS, priced right. (218)-283-2812 evenings. 

ONKYO, JBL, SONY CAR STEREO, PIONEER, TECH- 
NICS -The Stereo Factory, Box 1326, Huntington, W. Vir- 
ginia 25714. Phone, 304-522-8031. MC 8 VISA OK. 

PAST ISSUES PROFESSIONAL MAGAZINES 
IRE -IEEE -AC. SOC. AM. -NEC Apply for details M W 

Scheldorf Box 84 Marseilles III. 61341. 

PEAK EXPANDER AND CX DECODER KIT MODEL SX- 
80 $76.00 plus $2.00 Shipping. Complete plans $1.00. See 
Radio Electronics Dec. 81. Sound Concepts, Box 135A, 
Brookline MA 02146 

PERSONALIZED CASSETTE LABELS, SELF STICKING, 
REMOVABLE. SAMPLES 8 PRICES - ARVO CO. P.O. 
BOX 245 SYOSSET, N.V. 11791 

POLK AUDIO SPEAKERS -BEST PRICES -IN 
STOCK -IMMEDIATE SHIPPING. 
EAST: 904-262-4000 WEST: 213-243-1168 

Portable FM -AM radio converted to receive hidden 
SCA programs. $42.95 with free catalog, "FM Atlas," 
Adolph MN 55701. 

PREMIER in Memphis 
OPUS 2 invites you to audition the new LMX cartridge 
from PREMIER, a moderately priced moving coil that 
features the "cutter analogue' stylus and challenges 
the big boys for accuracy, tracking, imaging, and tran- 
sparency. Hear it at OPUS 2, 4284 Summer Ave., 
Memphis, TN 38122. 

PS AUDIO at Audio Connection, Verona, NJ ... a 
rare example of superb sound combined with great 
price. 201.239-1799 

PS AUDIO 
Fine audio products at affordable prices. 
the preamps 
PS IV -clearly a winner! 
PS IVaVK-another winner 
PS IIbNK-an excellent sonic value 
the amp 
Model 2-a stunning 40 watts 
the pre-preamp 
MCA -2 -an unqualified best buy 
Call or write for pnces and more information. 
The Audio Advisor, Box 6202, G.R., MI 49506. 
616-451.3868 M -F 10.00-6:30. Visa and MasterCard glad- 
ly accepted. 

PS AUDIO= SUPERB VALUE 
GENE RUBIN AUDIO (213) 571-1299. 

PS: DON'T FORGET THE PS 
If you're looking at electronics don't forget to consider PS 
Audio. In a time when we are all accepting less for our 
money PS gives you more. An extremely good value for an 
audiophile on a budget as well as one with unlimited funds. 

Call or write us for Information. 
Audio Renaissance, 4122 Broadway, KCMO 64111 

816-531-3261 

QUICKEST AIRMAIL SERVICE DIRECT FROM TOKYO. 
All Japanese Cartridges, Arms, Headphones, Micro- 
phones, Tweeters and Turntable Accessories. Ask for 
Price lists with $1 for postage. JAPAN AUDIO TRADING 
CO., LTD. Saikaen Bldg. 4-33-21 Kamimeguro, Meguro- 
Ku, Tokyo 153 

HARMAN-KARDON HIGH TECHNOLOGY SEPARATES, 
RECEIVERS, CASSETTE DECKS: ELECTRO -VOICE IN- 
TERFACE A, B, C, D SPEAKER SYSTEMS: THORENS 
TURNTABLES. ALL IN STOCK -IMMEDIATE SHIP- 
MENT. 
EAST: 904-262-4000 WEST: 213-243-1168 

REGA PLANAR TURNTABLES IN STOCK! 
GENE RUBIN AUDIO (213) 571-1299 Pac. 

RADFORD LOUDSPEAKER DESIGNS 
Renouned British procucts now available In kit form, in- 
cluding new T.L. and omni-directional systems. Inquiries 
also invited for Lowther and Jordan drive units. For further 
details contact British Acoustics, 1011 Meyerside Drive, 
Mississauga, Ontario. L5T, 1K8, Canada, Telephone: 
(416) 671-0982. Exclusive agents for Radford Acoustics, 
Canada and the U.S.A. 

REGAL REGA RESEARCH 
We are pleased to offer the complete line of Rega tables: 
Planar 2 8 Planar 3, armed or armless. By appt. Free 
shipping. Visa 8 M.C. OXFORD AUDIO CONSLTS., INC., 
Box 145, Oxford, OH 45056, 513-523-3333. 

REVOX 8790 turntable, new with waranty card 5600.00 
(312) 771-4660 9am,6pm CST 

Riggle Acoustics Concert Grand Loudspeakers are big 
beautifully constructed Four -Way Monitors. Visually and 
sonically gorgeous, they cover the Entire audible spec- 
trum. 21 Hz to 20 kHz ± 3dB, with Deep lows. Shimmer- 
ing Highs, Perfect Articulation, and Perfect Stereo 
Imaging from All listening positions. Features include 
Compact -Vertical -Array" driver arrangement, 1' Soft 
Dome tweeter, 1 tit" Soft Dome upper midrange, 61/2 Low- 
er Midrange, 12" Power Pistons woofer/suowoofer, 
Black Hole': accoustic absorber blanker, Anechoic 
Grill", highest quality crossover components including 
Audio Grade Polypropylene Capacitors and 3 -tier 
switch adjusted Cumulative Control', tower enclosure 
for most easy integration into room decor, five cubic feet 
for 21 Hz Bass Response. See classified ad in January 
Audio for further details on these remarkable loud- 
speakers. Auditions Available in a relaxed residential 
atmosphere in a number of cities. For complete technical 
specifications send $2.00, refundable, to Riggle Acous- 
tics, P.O. Box 278, Richland, WA, 99352. 

RIGGLE ACOUSTICS CONCERT GRAND LOUD- 
SPEAKERS. FINALLY, loudspeakers with no compro- 
mises!!! 

RIGGLE ACOUSTICS WORLD -CLASS -LOUDSPEAK- 
ER" AUDITIONS IN WASHINGTON STATE. Richland, 
call Pete Riggle, (509) 375-3421, any time. Pullman, call 
Joel Riggle. (509) 334-3778. 

RIGGLE ACOUSTICS NEEDS INDEPENDENT REPRE- 
SENTATIVES TO SHOW WORLD -CLASS -LOUDSPEAK- 
ERS" IN THEIR HOMES ON COMMISSION. P.O. Box 
278. Richland, WA., 99352, (509) 375-3421. 

RIGGLE ACOUSTICS WORLD -CLASS -LOUDSPEAK- 
ER" AUDITONS IN LOS ANGELES. Call Dale Tarrant, 
(213) 882-2557. 

RIGGLE ACOUSTICS WORLD -CLASS -LOUDSPEAK- 
ER. AUDITIONS IN IDAHO. Idaho Falls, call Tom Smith, 
(208) 529-0093. 

RIGGLE ACOUSTICS WORLD -CLASS -LOUDSPEAK- 
ER"' AUDITIONS IN DETROIT. Call Joe Burdick, (313) 
362-0315. 

ROGERS LS3/5A, $350 PAIR: REVOX 77A Tape Deck 
$375. (707)-226-2197 

ROGERS, SATTERBERG, SHERWOOD, KENWOOD 
PRO, CLARKE SYSTEMS. HAFLER, AUDIRE, ADCOM, 
GRACE, GRADO, MARCOF, MICRO SEIKI, HARMON 
KARDON, LIVEWIRE, THORENS PSE and more ... EX- 
CEPTIONAL AUDIO. (213) 961-6158 evenings, weekends 
PST. FREE SHIPPING! ! P.O. Box 658-U, West, Covina, 
CA 91790. 

Houston and the Gulf Coast 
Mark Levinson/Linn/Apt-Holman/Hafler/Nakamichi/Magneplanar/Boston/Dahlquist 

Adcom/NAD/Meridian/NAIM Audio/Rega/Amber/Dennesen/Gold Line/Grace 
Klipsch/Fidelity Research/DCLI Time Window/Cizek/Signet/Cotter/Ivie Analyzers 

AudioConcepts 
2200 5W Freeway at Greenbriar Houstor. Texas 77098 713/527-0774 

Credit Cards Accepted Freight Prepaid in Continental USA 

Pioneer Car Stereo KP'5013 9500 Pioneer Car Speakers TS106 3300 
Pioneer Car Stereo KP2500 10900 Pioneer Car Speakers TS107 3600 
Pioneer Car Stereo KP4500 11900 Pioneer Car Speakers TS1C6 4508 
Pioneer Car Stereo UPIQ20011900 Pioneer Car Speakers TS121 3000 
Pioneer Car Stereo KP3500 12503 Pioneer Car Speakers TStW24000 
Pioneer Car Stereo KP500 12900 Pioneer Car Speakers TSt67 5000 
Pioneer Car Stereo UKP4200129.00 Pioneer Car Speakers TS168 8003 
Pioneer Car Stereo KP8500 13900 Pioneer Car Speakers TS694 5503 
Pioneer Car Stereo UKF5200145.00 Pioneer Car Speakers TS6% 7500 
Pioneer Car Stereo KP6500 14903 Rioneer Car Speakers TS697 9003 
Pioneer Car Stereo UKP720016500 Pioneer Car Speakers TS696 9500 
Pioneer Car Stereo UKP560016900 Pioneer Car Speakers T569611003 
Pioneer Car Stereo KE2100 16900 Pioneer Car Speakers TSX5 6900 
Pioneer Car Stereo KP7500 17903 Pioneer Car Speakers TSX6 7500 
Pioneer Car Stereo KE5100 209(3 Pioneer Car Speakers TSX9 12900 

Maxell High Grade T120 17 00 TDK L750 
TDK High Grade T120 17.00 Fuji L750 
Maxell 1120 13.010 SonyL750 
TDK 1120 13 nn.'-' Allsp Video Cleaner 
Fuji T120 j5:0(1 Beta or VHS 
Maxell L750 

13ÓÓ 
1300 

20 00 

Fuzz5uster Superhe: 199 00 Maxell UDXL 1 or 2C90 349 
Whistler 270 99.00 Maxell UOXL1S o' 25 C90 4 25 
Whistler 01000 229 00 Fuji FX1 or 2C90 295 
Whistler 01000 Remote 269 W Audio Technrca AT130E 391X) 
Sony Walkman 2 129.00 Audio Techncca AT125LC 40 00 
Sony Walkman 3 139.00 Sony Car Audio 9935 17900 
Sony TC310 Record 129.00 Sony Car Audio 9950 1990X1 
Toshiba KTS1 Cas w/FM 12900 Sony Car Audio XME7 129 00 
Toshiba KTR2 Cas Sony Car Audio XM45 6900 

w/Rec FM 139.00 Sony Car Audio XM120 20900 
Aiwa CSJ1 FM Cas w/Rec 15900 

DISCOUNT WORLD. P 0 BOX 191 MINEOLA, N.Y. 11501516-291-6136 
Shipping charges are s4.00 per order except orders destined for 
Puedo Rico. Alaska. Hawaii. APO and FPO (these orders require 
shipping charges of 180 per order). 

PLANAR 
F 

ww " >. 

The Revolutionary New 
Record Clamp from France 

This low mass (50g.) machined nylon 
clamp is self tightening and can exert up 
to 5 kilograms of dynamic pressure on 
the record, rather than an undesireable 
dead weight which can damage spindle 
bearings. Just exert thumb pressure on 
the spacer, slip on the spindle Est voila) 

Sole U.S. Distributor 
Omni Audio Marketing 101 Townsend St. 
San Francisco 94107 (415) 777-1114 

aID o 
Music for your home. We make If simple. 

We are experts dedicated t0 musical excellence Our demonstrations of audio and video components otter 
personal attention and unlimited time for evaluation Our extensive library of quality recordings will help you 
decide which components ore a perfect match to your hone environment Our service policies provide 
continued satisfaction Trade -Ins acceofed 
APT-HOLMAN, AUDIO RESEARCH, BANG & OLUFSEN, BEDINI, BOSTON ACOUSTICS, B & W, BRYSTON, COTTER, 
DAHLQUIST, DENON, DYNAVECTOR, FIDELITY RESEARCH, GRADO, INNOTECH, KLIPSCH, KLOSS NOVABEAM, KOETSU, 
LS315A, LINN SONDEK, MISSION, NAD, NAKAMICHI, OBELISK, OHM, PYRAMID, QUAD, RE VOX, SIGNET, SUPEX, ETC. 

182 HENRY STREET BROOKLYN HEIGHTS. NY 11201 (212) 596-0888 
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Power for Music: 
The Apt 1 Amplifier 

The Apt 1 is specifically designed to 
deliver high -power into any speaker 
load from any music source. And it 
will do so without the dangerous mis- 
behaviors common to amplifiers under 
stress. The combination of 3 dB of 
Dynamic Headroom, impedence load 
matching, and a unqiue protection cir- 
cuit make the Apt 1 safe and useful 
for real music systems. 

Problem Solving 
in a Real System: 
The Holman Preamplifier 

.. G n 
o 

You don't live in a laboratory environ- 
ment-neither does your stero music 
system. The Holman Preamplifier pro- 
vides an unprecedented balance of 
features and performance, which com- 
bine toward a common goal: sonic 
excellence. 
The features of the Holman Preampli- 
fier allow you to tailor your music so 
you can hear it the way it should be 
heard-correcting defects of record- 
ings, cartridges, speakers, and listen- 
ing rooms. The Holman Preamplifier 
provides the reference and the tools 
necessary for better music repro- 
duction. 
Apt Corporation presents these two 
products as demonstrations of what 
we expect and require of thoroughly 
designed, useful audio equipment. 
Audio dealers across the country, pro- 
fessional audio societies, and critics of 
every major audio publication agree- 
the Holman Preamplifier and the Apt 1 

Power Amplifier are superlative 
additions to the music system of any 
critical listener. To find out what they 
say, and why, ask your dealer for re- 
view sets of our products. 

For more information, write: 
Apt Corporation 
Box 512 
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139 

Apt 1 Amplifier brochure and the 
name of your local dealer. 

Set of six preamp papers, please 
send 52 ($3 foreign). 

Apt 1 Amplifier Owner's Manual. 
please send 54 ($5 foreign). 

Apt/Holman Preamplifier Owner's 
Manual $6 ($7 foreign). 
Name 
Address 
City 
Zip 

FOR SALE 
ROGERS-NEW SPEAKER & CHARTWELL 

The Rogers Studio 1 is a significant addition to the line of 
superb Rogers products. All of the Rogers speakers, elec- 
tronics & Chartwell speakers are available at OXFORD 
AUDIO CONSLTS., INC., Box 145, Oxford, OH 45056, 
513-523-3333. Visa & M.C. Free shipping in U.S. & P.R. 

SALE ON THE FAMOUS KENWOOD AUDIO PURIST 
SEPARATE COMPONENTS! Up to 50% savings! All new, 
factory sealed. The LO7M mk II mono amps (150w ea.) 
were $600. each, now $395. each. The LO5M mono amps 
(100w ea.) were $395 ea., now 5195. each. Call or write, 
Designatron's Stereo Stores, Inc., 260 Old Country Rd., 
Hicksville, NY 11801, (516) 822-5277. 

San Diego's PREMIER dealer... 
AUDIO DIRECTIONS presents a moving coil cartridge 
that upgrades our standards for musical excellence in 

the 5200 price range. The new PREMIER LMX with 
the "cutter analogue' stylus configuration. Dynamic 
contrast, transparency, tracking, detail. Now playing at 
AUDIO DIRECTIONS, 8889 Clairemont Mesa Blvd., 
San Diego, CA 92123. 

SAVE 60% TO 75%, BUILD YOUR OWN SPEAKER 
SYSTEMS. P'/C CROSSOVERS, WOOFERS, MIDS, 
TWEETERS, INSTRUCTIONS. COMPLETE SELECTION, 
HIFI, M.I., PRO, DISCO AND AUTO SYSTEMS. SEND 
52.00 FOR CATALOG REFUNDABLE WITH PUR- 
CHASE. DKI AUDIO, BOX 284, DAVIS, IL. 61019 

SHURE 5650 unisphere-I microphone 565.00 (312) 771- 
4660 9am/6pm CST 

SONIC STIMULATOR/TOUCH SYSTEM. High fidelity 'ac - 

tile display. Connects to stereo. Plans 510. How Wachs - 

press, Box 99141, San Francisco, CA 94109. 

SONY TC55 dictation cassette recorder & accessories 
590.00 (312) 771-4660 9am/6pm CST 

In Q 
We Trust. 
Our international clientele depends on us 

because we have: 

GREAT PRICES 
NEW & USED 

BEST EQUIPMENT 
FASTEST SERVICE 

TRADE INS 
CONSIGNMENT 

BROKERAGE 
on brands like: 

HAFLER PYRAMID 
REGA DYNAVECTOR 

GRACE THORENS 
McINTOSH APT/HOLMAN 

LEVINSON DYNACO 
QUAD AUDIO RESEARCH 

More Coming...CaIII 

SALES & SHIPPING WORLDWIDE 
Mastercard & Visa Welcome 

Q Audio. 
There is no comparison. 

95 Vassar Street 

Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139 
617 547-2727 

SEND 51.00 FOR CATALOGI 

FOR SALE 

SILVER & TEFLON & GOLD = SWL's QUICK- 
SILVER INTERCONNECT CABLE. Fine strand silver 
coated copper cable with teflon dielectric and outer 
jacket. Low capacitance, hl cond. & propagation vel. 
Highest quality commercial duty heavy gold plate RCA 
plugs machined to exact tolerances. Available in r,5 1, 

& 2 meter stereo sets ($25, 530, $45 respectively. Add 
$2 S&H. TX res. add 5% sales tax). Custom lengths & 

connectors also available. Send SASE for complete 
product listing. STEPHEN WORSHAM LABS 3720 
Maplewood Dr., Dallas, TX 75205, Ph. 713.763-6061. 

SNELL ACOUSTICS 
DESIGNATRON'S STEREO STORES, INC. 

Designatron's Stereo Stores are proud to demonstrate the 
precision Snell Type A, Type E and Type 1 loudspeakers! 
Our customers have found that Snell's attention to detall In 

both design and construction more than justifies the price 
of these fine products. Audio magazine said: "If what 
you're seeking is top-notch sound In a handsome, well 
crafted, quirk -free package, the Snell Type 1 deserves a 

place on your auditioning list." All Snell products shipped 
free In continental U.S. Designatron's Stereo Stores. 260 
Old Country Rd., Hicksville, NY 11801, (516) 822-5277. 

SONY XL55 moving coil cartridge (new) mounts in any 
tonearm $150.00 (312) 771-4660 9am/6pm CST 

SOUND TECHNOLOGY AUDIO ANALYSIS SYSTEM 
HarmonicllM Distortion Analyzer, FM Generator, complete 
accessories. Lab Standard Equipment. $3500. Dan Mc- 
Kenna. 1901 Gordon, Lansing, MI. 48910 (517) 371-5955 

SPENOOR-NEW SPEAKERS & LOWER PRICES 
In addition to the renowned SA1 & BC1, we offer TWO 
NEW Spendor speakers, the SA2 & SA3. Lowered prices 
on all speakers. By appt. Free shipping In U.S. & P.R. Visa 

& M.C. OXFORD AUDIO CONSLTS., INC., Box 145, Ox- 
ford, OH 45056, 513-523-3333 

GOLDEN 
Marcof ProductsM&«ol 

gramophone. M&K . Mirage 
HAD 

Audio Research Dynavector Nakamichi 
Acoustat Fidelity Research Oracle 
Adcom Grace Polk Audio 

ADS Grado Prosonics 
Apt/Holman Haller Raga 
Asiatic Kenwood/PurlstA Signet 
Berninq Kloss Video Snell Acoustics 
Boston Acoustics Koetau Sony 
Crown Linn Products Ste. 
Denneson M.A. Cotter Tandberg 
28Se W. Marker St. Akron, Ohio 44313 Piton. (218) 8844411 

ACTIVE 
ELECTRONIC 
CROSSOVERS 

Plug-in Butterworth (maximally flat) fil- 
ters in 6 db., 12 db., or 18 db., per octave 
attenuation, any frequency specified. 
Filters flat beyond 100 KHz. 
Complete crossover in attractive metal 
cabinet with all terminations and regu- 
lated power supply, 

STEREO BI -AMP S139 
Tri-amp, quad -amp, and monaural types 
available at Comparable prices. Other 
available features: Summer for "single 
woofer" systems, Subsonic noise elimina 
Lion filters supplied with or without bass 
boost, level controls. 

FOR OEM'S AND 
HOME ASSEMBLERS 

500 Series dual filters and/or plug-in fil- 
ters, regulated power supplies. 
FREE CATALOG & PRICE SHEET 

//J 
y{,Wrir'ite to: 

V Lc TI ENGINE EWING lAaOWOaY 

11828 Jefferson BI Cr lye, City, CA 90230 
Phone (213) 397 9668 
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FOR SALE I 
SPENDOR BC III SPEAKERS ROSEWOOD LIKE NEW 
313 287-4065 

SPICA AUDIO CONNECTION 
The long-awaited Spica 3 -way loudspeaker, the SAW - 
1, is just about ready to make its NJ debut. You are 
Invited to this musical experience In Verona, 201 239- 
1799 

STAX equipment new with waranty cards, SIGMA 8 SRX- 
II headphones $260.00 8 $150.00, SRM-1 amplifier 

$235.00, UA7GF tonearm $220.00, CPY cartridge system 
5310.00 (312) 771-4660 9aml6pm CST 

SYMDEX LOUDSPEAKERS 
We are pleased to introduce the further Improved 
Symdex Sigma and the new companion subwoofer, a 

three-way system of unparalleled accuracy and low 
coloration. This reference system, which sets new 
standards for definition and transparency, is a result of 
thorough optimization of all design factors plus con- 
struction and components of a quality never before 
used in loudspeakers. The sonic results of this effort 
have been described by listeners as a redefinition of 
the state of the art of dynamic loudspeakers. 

For further information, contact: Symdex, 319 A 

Street Rear, Boston, Massachusetts 02210 
Current Symdex owners note that factory updates 

are available. 

CROWN DISTINCTION SERIES: FM -1, EO-2, DL -2, SA -2, 
ETC. IN STOCK -BEST PRICES -IMMEDIATE SHIP- 
MENT (213) 467-5725. 

This cartridge focuses. 
When we heard the new PREMIER LMX moving coil 
cartridge we were amazed at how well the cartridge 
recreated depth, soundstage, and the sense of alive- 
ness. We call It "focus," you'll call it music. Hear it at 
STEREO SHOWCASE. 4543 28th St. S.E., Grand 
Rapids, MI 49508. 
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á; * AUDIO PEOPLE * 
e 1000 Orange Ave., Wet Heron, CT 08518 
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CALL (203) 934-5291 NOW! M 

ACOUSTIC ELECT. 
APRES AUDIO 
AUDIO PULSE 
AUDIO STATIC ESL 
8&W 
THE DAVID BERNING CO. 
CRAMOLIN 
DAHLOUIST 
DENON 
DYNAVECTOR 
ELECTRO RESEARCH 
FULTON 
GOLDMUND 
GRACE 
GRADO 
HAFLER 

It 11 11 II 11 

FOR SALE 

1.800.245-3986 
TAPE WORLD 

TDK: SA -C90 2.89 
TDK: SAX -C90 3.99 
TDK: AD -C90 2.39 
TDK: ADX-C90 3.29 
TDK:SA-C60 2.19 
TDK:D-C90 1.59 
TDK: MA -C90 4.99 
TDK: VAT-HG120, L750HG 15.99 
SONY: L-830 15.49 
MAXELL, LORAN CALL 
TDK: VAT -120, L-750 12.79 
TDK: MAR -C90 7.49 
TDK: LX35-90B 5.89 
TDK: GX35-90B 7.99 
SONY: UXCS-90 3.49 
Maxell: Hi -Grade CALL 
TDK: HD -01 (Cass. Head Demag.) 14.69 
BASF: PRO I, II, III -C90 2.59 
FUJI: FX I or II -C90 2.79 
Scotch: 207-7R1800 5.59 

3.50 shipping any size order in US. VISA MC, COO 
no extra charge. PA 6% sales tax. We will honor any 
price in this bock. Dealers Welcome. 

220 Spring St, Butler, PA 16001, 412-283-8621 

HARMAN-KARDON HIGH TECHNOLOGY SEPARATES, 
RECEIVERS, CASSETTE DECKS: ELECTRO -VOICE IN- 
TERFACE A, B, C, D SPEAKER SYSTEMS: THORENS 
TURNTABLES. ALL IN STOCK -IMMEDIATE SHIP- 
MENT. 
EAST: 904-282-4000 WEST: 213-243-1168 

A SINGER'S DREAM! 
TVE tT _-'.l`S, 

REMOVES VOCAL FROM MOST STEREO DISCS 
The Thompson Vocal Eliminator can actually remove most or 

virtually all of a solo vocalist from a standard stereo record and , 

yet leave most of the background music untouched! Not an 
equalizer! We can prove it works over the phone Write or call 
for a brochure and demo record below. COST: 1295.00 , 

Time Delay/Ambience 
Superior: 

Realism Frequency Response 
Versatility Dynamic Range 

. ];( ^'w'::i TA0.1'w:. -.tr' t, =l: <h-- K 

Time delay. is new to consumer audio. Recording 
Studios have been doing it for years. They have 
developed much more realistic systems than are 
presently offered for consumer use, with One notable 
exception Our TAD -4. 

Call or write for a 24 page brochure on our line of 18 
products. Included will be a product review of the TAD -4 and a 

demo record which will allow you to compare our TAD -4 with 
other units. At 1650 we aren't cheaper We're Better! 

Write to: LT Sound, D. AU, P.O. Box 338, 
Stone Mountain, GA 30086, - Phone'4 041 493-1 258 

HILL PLASMATRONICS 
JANIS 
KEITH MONKS 
KOETSU 
LAST 
LINN SONDEK, 
LIVE WIRE 
LUSTRE 
MARCOF 
MONSTER CABLE 
MUSIC REFERENCE 
NAD 
NAKAMICHI 
NITTY GRITTY 
PLATTER MATTER 

PSE 
POLK AUDIO 
PRECISION FIDELITY, 
PROMETHEAN 
PYRAMID 
SNELL ACOUSTICS 
SPATIAL 
SPICA 
STAX 
SUMO ELECTRIC 
SUPEX 
TANDBERG 
THETA ELECTRONICS 
VPI 
YAMAHA 

the listening room 
590 Central Park Avenue. Scarsdale; N.Y. 10583 

Mon., Thurs., 10-9 P.M. Tues.. Wed. Fri.. 10-7 P.M./ Sat., 10-6 P.M 
Ample Free Parking Credit Cards Accepted 

We Ship FREE Anywhere in the Continental U. A. ° 

= - -914-472-4558___ 

An even 
better Ruby. 

l L1.;1CvLL _ 
t. 

- L ---+ 

Through the use of its moving 
coil technology, Dynavector has 
created the new 23R -reducing 
the size of its popular ruby 
cantilever to one-third the size 
of conventional cantilevers - 
while dramatically improving 
performance. 

This shorter cantilever -only 
2.3mm in length -has several 
advantages: The problems of 
frequency dispersion along the 
cantilever are greatly reduced, 
while undesirable resonances are 
minimized, creating more life -like 
sound. 

Because of its shortness and 
material, the 23R's resonant 
frequency is well above 50kHz. 
Rubber damping is eliminated 
and performance is unaffected by 
variations in room temperature. 

In short, the 23R offers a 
superb combination of size, 
shape, material and cartridge 
technology. 

Audition the new 23R Ruby 
cartridge for its ability to 
reproduce sound with stunning 
realism, brilliant tonal balance 
and exquisite detail. 

Dynavctor 
World leader in moving -coil cartridges 

Dynavector Systems USA 
7042 Owensmouth Ave. 
Canoga Park, CA 91303. 
(213) 702-8025. 
O 1982 Dynavector 
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FOR SALE FOR SALE FOR SALE 
THE NEW SOUND PANELS-UNQUESTIONABLY SU- 
PERIOR TO ANYTHING UNDER $1,000.00. AMAZINGLY 
CLEAR AND NATURAL WITH IMAGE REPRODUCTION 
SO UNBELIEVABLY DETAILED AND ACCURATE THAT 
THE LISTENER WII,L BE SIMPLY ASTOUNDED. HEAR 
THEM WITH THE AMBER ELECTRONICS AND THE 
GRACE F9E EXCLUSIVELY IN WESTERN SUFFOLK AT 
TUCKERS COMPONENT AUDIO. (516) 673-1124. 

THE OUTRAGEOUS BLACK BOX LOUDSPEAKER- 
THE NEWEST CULT SPEAKER THAT SIMPLY OVER- 
WHELMS THE COMPETITION. HEAR THEM WITH THE 
AMBER ELECTRONICS AND THE GRACE F9E EXCLU- 
SIVELY IN WESTERN SUFFOLK AT TUCKERS COM- 
PONENT AUDIO, HUNTINGTON, N.V. (516) 673-1124 

Sounds so delicious, It's almost Iattening. 
The PREMIER LMX moving coil cartridge has the 
convincing soundstage, transient attack and coher- 
ence that lets you sink your teeth Into the music ... 
without sinking a small fortune into the cartridge. Let 
your ears feast at GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCTS, 
1224 E. Colorado Blvd., Pasadena, CA 91106. 

THE PROMETHEAN 
One cartridge offers unparalleled performance without 
head amps or transformers-the Promethean. Money - 
back ten-day trial. Only $155.00 postpaid. The Audio Advi- 
sor, Box 6202, G.R., MI 49506. 616-451-3868 weekdays. 
Visa and MasterCard gladly accepted. 

The South Bay's PREMIER dealer 
GARLAND AUDIO invites you to audition PREMIER's 
new LMX moving coil phono cartridge. The LMX's 
advanced "cutter analogue" stylus delivers remark- 
ably accurate reproduction because it closely repli- 
cates the shape of the curter stylus. Hear it at GAR- 
LAND AUDIO, 325 S. Monroe St., San Jose, CA 
95128. 

THETA TUBE ELECTRONICS 
Theta has introduced an IMPROVED preamp, the 1B. It 

along with the OPT amp & head amp are available at 

OXFORD AUDIO CONSLTS., INC., Box 145, Oxford, OH 
45056. Free shipping in U.S. & P.R. We ship WORLD- 
WIDE. Visa & M.C. 513-523-3333, telex: 427791, cable, 
OXAUDCON. 

THORENS 125 -II turntable, SME3009-III tonearm, DECCA 
gold cartridge all mint condition 5515.00 (312) 771-4660 
9am/6pm CST 

THORENS TURNTABLES-BEST PRICES-IN 
STOCK-IMMEDIATE SHIPPING 

EAST: 904-262-4000 WEST: 213-243-1168. 

THRESHOLD AUDIO is offering Pyramid, PS Audio, 
Grado, Sony, Marantz, Infinity, Stax, VPI, YSL and more. 
Prepaid shipping. 409 S. 22nd Street, Newark, Ohio 43055 
(614) 522-3762 

THRESHOLD'S HOMETOWN DEALER, KEITH YATES 
AUDIO, can have your new -generation Stasis amp or FET 
Stasis preamp shipped DIRECTLY FROM THE FACTORY 
to your door. Also: Acoustat, KEF, NAD, Pyramid, Denon/ 
VPI, Dynavector, more. Keith Yates Audio, 2209 Ninth 
Avenue Sacramento 95818. (916) 441-0443 

TUBE GOD 
TUBE BIBLE Ill At 55 pages we keep growing. More circuit 
information, more tube electronics, Hungarian tubes, regu- 
lator kits, high voltage polyprolene caps, Mods to all tube 
equipment, publication and technical info. Tube lovers re- 

joice-$2. DYNACO PAS MOD THESEIS Brian Clark has 
created a definitive 30 pg. modification manual for the 
PAS -complete with schematics, PC board layout, parts list 

and regulated power supply, $18. HUNGARIAN TUBES 
The best around for the money and certainly better than 
those 520 reference tubes-12AX7, AU7, AT7 55 ea. 6DJ8 
$6 ea. 

TUBE GOD 
33 North Riverside Ave. 

Croton -On -Hudson, NY 10520 
(914) 271-5145 

Twin Cities' HI FI SOUND ELECTRONICS invites you 
to hear a remarkable new moving coil phono cartridge, 
the PREMIER LMX with the "cutter analogue" stylus. 
Remarkably musical, remarkably coherent at a re- 
markably reasonable price. HI FI SOUND ELEC- 
TRONICS, 1226 Harmon PI., Minneapolis, MN 55403. 

T ré eéI 
D B SYSTEMS 
(603)899-5121 
P.O. Box 347 
Jaffrey, NH 03452 

Custom made DB-3 ACTIVE CROSSOVERS are available 
in 2 -Way and 3 -Way with 6, 12, 18 and 24 dB per octave 
slopes. TH D less than 0.0008%, five year warranty. Send for 
our free literature on crossover applications. 

Music Lives Here 
Ears Nova presents high quality music 
reproduction equipment in an environ- 
ment which is relaxed and comfortable. 
With care and integrity we will help 
build a playback system in your home 
that is uniquely satisfying. 

BANG & OLUFSEN BGDINI BRYS'roN 
CONRAD-JOHNSON DAVID BERNING 
DENNESEN GRACE KEF LINN DISC 
!'LAN BACK (furnódde-toneann - cart ridge) 
LINN ISOItARIK MISSION MITCI !ELL 
COFFER NAD NAIM AUDIO. I'SE -QUAD - 

REGA PLANAR ROGERS SHAH INIÁN 
OBELISK SNELL SUPEX -rl fill VI'! 

ear2S Nwi[a 
o . 

--;.1-Wtu1K- y-%ri' 
749 Middle Neck Road, Great Neck New York 11024 1516) 466-5674 

Shipping free in Continental U.S. 

TUBE CHALLENGE 
The finest vacuum tube equipment in the world cannot 
transcend the limitations of an inferior tube. In 1979, 
ALLEGRO SOUND introduced the first improvement 
in the 12AX7A in over two decades, the now fabled 
ALLEGRO SOUND 12AX7B audiophile reference 
tube. We shocked the industry with the only money - 
back performance guaranty in history, and to this day, 
no one has returned a curve -traced 12AX7B for re- 
fund. All ALLEGRO SOUND tubes are unconditionally 
guaranteed to improve your system over any other 
tube, regardless of price, or your money back! TAKE 
THE CHALLENGE and make us prove it. Please send 
$12 each (6DJ8B = 512, 12AT7 & 6CG7 = 58, 
EL34B = $20/ctmp, KT88 = 575 ctmp, AC701k = 
$150, others on request) + $5 shipping & handling 
per order to: ALLEGRO SOUND, home of the fabled 
SP3A-llegro preamp, 15015 Ventura Blvd., Sherman 
Oaks, CA 91403. (213) 766-9101, 9am PST. Good 
health & good sound, Richard David Katz. 

UNDERGROUND SOUND 
The Merrill A.R. turntable mod kit complete with new 
suspension chassis and bearing, makes your old A.R. 
state of the art and allows new tone arm accommoda- 
tion -554.00 plus shipping and handling. Updated 
GP -1 (glassilead) platter pad, $27.00, Weight -57.00. 

'Audiophile Quality New & Used Equipment' 
2125 Central Avenue, Memphis, TN 38104 

(901) 272-1275 

A UNIQUE CARTRIDGE SERVICE 
The Weinz parabolic natural diamond styli, acclaimed for 
its improved and excellent performance with the Dacca 
Gold, can now be fitted to a wide range of moving -coil and 
other cartridges. 
For further details contact British Acoustics, 1011 Meyer - 
side Drive, Mississauga, Ontario, L5T 1K8, Canada. Tele- 
phone: (416) 671-0982. Agents for Garrott Brothers. 

VANDERSTEEN IN THE SOUTH! 
In stock, the superb new Mod. 2C. Fast, free shipping. 

READ BROS. STEREO 
593 King St., Charleston, SC 29403 (803) 723-7276 

VISA & M/C OK. Carver, Haller, PS, Mirage 

WANTED: ALL HIGH END SOUND EQUIP. 713-728- 
4343. 

WIN LABS TURNTABLE. Looks and sounds better than 
Linn or Oracle or SOTA. Demo Win's at $895. & $1295. 
Reference Audio (315) 437-1209. 

RECORDS 
AUDIOPHILE RECORD GALLERY DISCOUNTS ultra 
sound direct disc, digital, half mastered, morel Free cata- 
log. P.O. Box 2668, La Mesa, CA 92041 or P.O. Box 1073, 
Vienna, VA 22180. 

Digital, Direct to Disc, dbx records (50) all played only 
once through: John (414) 782-7398 

IMPORTED 1/2 -SPEED MASTER ALBUMS, 512.00: 
Steely Dan, Tom Petty, The Who. Popular and hard -to -find 
audiophile labels, jazz, classical, rock, all at LOWEST 
POSSILE PRICES! Write: For The Record ..w, P.O. Box 
21201, Columbus. Ohio 43221. 

PROTECT YOUR LPs. POLY SLEEVES FOR JACKET 
12c. ROUND BOTTOM INNER SLEEVES 10c, SQUARE 
BOTTOMS 6c. POLY LINED PAPER SLEEVES 15c, white 
jackets 35$, POSTAGE $2.00. HOUSE OF RECORDS, 
HILLBURN, NEW YORK, 10931. 

QUALITY EQUIPMENT DEMANDS QUALITY RECOR- 
DINGSIJapanese, European and private domestic press- 
ings. Familiar titles and esoteric. Catalogue-Illuminatear, 
Dept. A., 350 Spear Street *30, S. Burlington, VT 05404 

REFERENCE RECORDINGS 
Wishes to thank our many fiends In the audio industry for 
the encouragement and support that was so generously 
given at the Winter CES. We are especially gratified by 
your positive response to our upcoming releases, RR -9 
and RR -10. News Item: All new RRs will be mastered at 
half -speed 45 rpm, and will be issued In both a $15 edition 
on imported vinyl, and a $25 Purist edition on JVC UHOR 
phonodiscs. We now distribute directly to retailers and 
seek additional dealers in the US. Please inquire to Marcia 
Martin, Reference Recordings, PO Box 77225X, San Fran- 
cisco, CA 94107. (408)-289.1462. 
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RECORDS I 

THOUSANDS OF LIKE NEW LP's and prerecorded 
tapes. Catalogue -52.50. House of Records. Hillburn, New 
York 10931. 

SPEAKERS I 

ELECTRO -VOICE INTERFACE A. B, C, D, QUALITY 
SPEAKER SYSTEMS,BEST 

S PRICES-IN 
STOCK- 

IMMEDIATE ENT 
EAST: 904-262-4000 WEST: 213-243-1168 

WANTED TO BUY OR TRADE 
ARMSTRONG 602 Speakers, 212-438-5714 Eves. 

PLANS & KITS 

CAPACATORS-CABLES-CONNECTORS 
Custom designed 200 volt Polypropylene capacators 
with SOLID copper leads-TEFLON dielectric inner 
connect cables-GOLD plated solid brass connectors. 
Send $2.00 for our catalog and price list. 

RANDALL RESEARCH (714) 760-1539 

Le 1i1t 
719 Fernleaf, Corona Del Mar, Ca. 92625 t 

FINALLY-THE BOTTOM END KIT 
Our MB -1 Bottom End Kit for the Dahlquist DO -10 
loudspeaker will astound you with dynamic range and 
coherency when coupled with our DRT-1 Ribbon 
Tweeter modification. The MB -1 kit Includes 2 ea. 5" 
Polypropylene mid base drivers with cast aluminum 
baskets, 2 ea. 80 of replacement capacators, rear felt 
pieces, resistors and dampening material for the woof- 
er. $159.00 Postage paid in U.S. Visa, M.C., Check or 
Money Orders welcome. Ca. residents please add 6% 
sales tax. 

RANDALL RESEARCH (714) 760-1539 
719 Femleaf. Corona Del Mar, Ca. 92625 

i 
- Í 

_ h:; 

Full -range performance is possible from 
loudspeakers that can be used as bookends 

ATTN: TUBES WANTED-MCINTOSH, MARANTZ. ARC, 

728-4343, 11122 ATWELL, HOUSTON, TEXAS 77096 

ATTN: WANTED JBL HARTSFIELD EV. PATRICIAN, 
Quads, Linn Sara + ISO, Berning, All McIntosh, etc. 713- 
728-4343, M. Corb, 11122 Atwell, Houston, TX 77096. 

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 

on an open shelf. 

RevBUY 

'petite' 
du Son, ins a feature review, *said 

"La Allison:Six est une grande 
enceinte [loudspeaker)." 'No. 32 (Nov. 1979). 

MCINTOSH AND MARANTZ TUBE EQUIP- 
MENT. Leland 713-772-4653. 

FOR LICENSE TO PROMOTION MINDED NFR.- 
UNIQUE CLOCK WITH copyrighted sound effect sys 
tern on tape (digital 7) universal appeal, great conver- 
cation piece. Principals only on your UH. TIM, 328 E. 
Traube, Westmont, II. 60559. 

For literature and information call 
(800) 225-4791 [in MA (617) 237-2670] 
or send coupon 

The Allison:Six costs $1601n walnut 

I'LL BUY OR TRADE FOR CITATION 16, 16A, 16S, 
16SA IN ANY CONDITION. CALL COLLECT FOR 
DOUG, 504-866-3457 OR 504-392-7443 OR WRITE TO 
DOUG WILSON, 341 WILLOWBROOK DRIVE, GRETNA, 
LOUISIANA 70053. 

TAPE AND TAPE RECORDERS 

vinyl, $172 

ALLISON 
in black or white lacquer. 

FREE ADVERTISING FOR YOUR USED EQUIPMENT! 
Pay low commission ONLY IF YOU SELL! Free details: 
AVI, Box 264-A44, Buffalo, NY 14215. 

AAA AMPEX 
AMPEX MASTER TAPE 7R-1800' 3 50 
AMPEX MASTER TAPE 7R-1200' 3 00 
10th" EMPTY REEL AND BOX 3 50 
7" EMPTY REEL AND BOX 75 
Shipping 3.50. Russell Keck 1058 Oakview Dr. Cleve - 
land, OH. 44143 216-442-2467 

ACOUSTICS 
Seven Tech 

Name 

Circle/Natick, MA 01760,U.S.A. 

MARANTZ MODELS 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9 8 10B; McINTOSH C- 
22, MC240, MC275 & 24. Sam Aberst, P.O. Box 
5455,, Beverly Hills, CA 90021010 (415) 889-7729. 

PAY ATTRACTIVE PRICE FOR McINTOSH OR MAR- 
ANTZ TUBE TYPE (any model) pre -amps, power -amps. 
ARC SP -3A-1, 0-75(A), D -76(A). THORENS TD -124. 
GARRARD 301, 401. WESTERN ELECTRIC tubes, amps, 
drivers, horns, speakers, mixers, microphones, others 213/ 
576-2642 David Yo PO Box 832 Monterey Park, Ca. 
91754. 

OPEN REEL TAPE-Mostly Ampex, used once, unboxed, 
Address unspliced. 1800' 50 Reels; 565.00. Sample; 52.00, 3600 

10 Reels; 525.00. Sample: $2.50. New, premium C-60 
cassettes, Sample: 51.00. AUDIO TAPES BOX 9584-S City State Zip 

SCOTT 490 INTEGRATED AMP 212 438-5714. Eves. ALEXANDRIA VA 22304. 

TECHNICS SH-905ST PROFESSIONAL RACK WANT- 
ED. NEW OR USED. CALL TERRY CLIMER (615) 385- 
2820 or (615) 366-4300. 

These 
Apature, 
Dennesen, 
Grado, 
Mordaunt-Short, 
Symmetry, 
311 

(;I1ES'1'l 

L41E(T1:N1)S 

Cherry 

highly 

Hafler, 

Apres, 
Denon, 

Tandberg, 
Street, 

respected 
Audio 

Impulse, 
NAD, 

Discwasher, 

Philadelphia, 

names 
Pro, 

Janis. 
Oracle, 

Theta, 

B&W, 

Kenwood 

3D 

1J'I' 

AS 
can 

Berning, 
Dynavector, 

PS. Audio, 
Acoustics, 
Pa 19106. 

be found 

Purist, 

1111.14 

IJSI 
at Chestnut 

Cabasse, 
Fidelity 

Leach, 
Quad, 
Thorens, 
(215) 923-3035. 

JAL. 
Cotter, 
Resea-ch, 

Marcof, 
R.G R., 

Threshold, 

tlIJI)IO 

Hill 
Dahlquist, 

Rogers. 

Audio: 

Fourier, 
Mariah, 

VPI, 

Acoustat, 

Signet, 
Vandersteen. 

Dayton 
Gilmore, 
Monster 

Spendor, 

III).916-726-2263. 

Adcom, 
Wright, 

Grace, 
Cable, 

Amber, 

Stax. 

THRESHOLD STASIS TWO OR THREE. Call Earl 212- 
867-4000, ext. 250. 

TOP PRICES PAID: MARANTZ, McINTOSH tube equip- 
ment. WESTERN ELECTRIC and ERPI speakers, drivers, 
horns. (206) 323-4987. 

WANTED 3M1/i PROFESSIONAL TAPE TRANSPORT. 
J.P. Sammut P.Q. Box 214615, Sacramento, CA 95621. 

WANTED HARMAN KARDON MODEL 430 RECEIVER, 
working condition preferred. Call after 6 pm, central time, 
314-849-0876. 

Aud 
high technologyaudio 9 

Adcom, ADS. AGI, Allison, Amber, 
Beveridge. Beyer, Blaupunkt, 
Denon, Draco. Dynavector, 
Kenwood Purist, Linn Sondek, 
Queen Labs. Revox, RG, RH 
Tandberg. 3D 

Our Service Department 
modifying high performance 
design and fabrication 
home, and aircraft. Major 
promptly. 
177 Sound Beach Avenue, 
Out of state, call Toll -Free 

Apt. Ariston. Audionics, Audio Pulse. Audio Technology, 
Bruer, Burwen, B&W, Cotter, Dahlquist, Dayton Wright. DCM, 

EMT. EV. Eumig, FR, GAS. Grace, Grado, Hatter, Janis. JR. KEF, 

Lustre, Mitsubishi- M&K. Mogami. NAD, Nakamichi, Ortofon. 
Labs, Rogers, Snell. Spectra Acoustics. Stax, STD. Symmetry. 

specializes In maintaining, calibrating, and 
audio equipment. Custom equipment 

on premises. System installations for car, boat, 
credit cards honored. Phone orders shipped 

Old Greenwich, CT 06830 (203) 637-3621 
800-243-7516 

WANTED: Old Norelco Full Range Speakers: 12" 

AD1256M7-8.AD5200M, 2 8'77M, AD4800M, 
AD100M7-8, 

9710M, 9 50M 
stamped "Made in Holland", "Philips of Holland" with Mod- 
el No. Some not stamped "Norelcd'I Also Lowther Ltd. 
Speakers: PM4, 2MKI, II. Singles ok. No cabinets. Ask, 
write friends. B. Kalish, 565 Walnut Ave., Redlands, Calif. 
92373. Call Collect, (714) 792-0220. 

WANTED: PR. KLH 17 SPKRS; WILL PAY 5100. FOR 
ESL-C6o CART. IN V.G. COND. W. IRVIN 4300 Cullen Dr. 
Clev. Ohio 44105. 

WANTED: EICO HF 89 OR HF 89A AMPLIFIER IN ANY 
CONDITION. Call Tom (213) 981-4493 6-10 PM (PST). 

TAPÉ RECORDINGS I 

DIRECT -TO -TAPE RECORDINGS: REAL TIME DUPLI- 
CATED REELS (2/4 track, dbx II, Dolby) 8 CASSETTES 
(dbx II, Dolby B C) from MASTER TAPES. FREE CATA- 
LOG. Direct -to -Tape, 14-R Station Ave., Haddon Heights, 
NJ 08035. 
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TAPE RECORDINGS SERVICES 
AMPEX & COLUMBIA prerecorded open reel tapes (90) 
all mint condition 5450.00 lot (312) 771-4660 9am 6pm 
CST 

. SERVICES 
CUSTOM RECORDING SERVICE, Tapes, discs, and cas- 
settes. Stereo and mono. Live and copies. Editing. Masters 
and pressings. High quality at reasonable rates. Joseph 
Giovanelll, Audio -Tech Laboratories, 1158 Stewart Ave- 
nue, Bethpage, NY 11714. (516) 433-0171 

NASHVILLE RECORD PRODUCTIONS WILL PRESS 
HIGH QUALITY PURE VINYL RECORDS FROM YOUR 
TAPES, SEND FOR SAMPLE RECORD AND PRICE 
LIST. ALSO FINEST DISC MASTERING. 469 CHESTNUT 
ST., NASHVILLE TENNESSEE 37203 

STYLUS RETIPPING-DIAFIX 99, Maple Stream Rd. 

Hightstown, N.J. 08520. 609-443-5765. 

RADIO. PROGRAMS 

FABULOUS OLD TIME RADIO PROGRAMS, on tape. 
Hear again literally thousands of broadcasts you had 
thought lost forever. Detailed, annotated catalog 52.95, 
partially refundable with the first order. One of America's 
largest suppliers of classic radio, now in our 14th year. 
THE GREAT RADIO SHOWS, Box 254-K, Woodinville, 
Washington 98072 

ACOUSTIC TEST INSTRUMENTS 

USE TO ADJUST EQUALIZERS. OPTIMIZE 
SPEAKER PLACEMENT. ETD. 

Complete Test Set $449 
Calibrated Sound Lech Meter 0199 
Fractional Octave PM 

Noise Generator $339 
Handbook on Acoustic Testing 510 

Free brocb HALL ENGINEERING. Dept 05 
P 0 Ro. 506. Marbnsorlk, NJ 08836 

1201E 647-0377 

AUDIO 

THE ULTIMATE 
PLAYBACK 

SYSTEM 
All of AUDIO's 1981 issues have been 
Bound into an attractive and durable 
volume. AUDIO '81 gives you rapid 
"playback" of valuable, easy access to vital 
facts, figures, reviews, and articles. 
Refresh your knowledge of speaker 
technology, construction projects, distortion 
theory, and more. 
Only a limited quantity is available. A few 
sets also remain from 1975, 1977, 1978, 
1979 and 1980. It's first come, first served, 
so place your order now. 
Send a check or money order for S30.00 
plus applicable sales tax. 
DO NOT SEND CASH! 
Price includes shipping and handling in the 
U.S.A. only. 

r 
AUDIO, CBS Publications, 1515 Broadway, 
New York, N.Y. 10036 

1981 1979 1977 
1980 1978 1975 

Name 

Address 
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DAYTON WRIGHT ELECTROSTATIC OWNERS 
Complete Factory RETROFIT Service available for all 
speakers built since 1972. ST -300 & IM -10 rebuilt to XIM- 
10, Speakers fitted with New non-plezo tweeter, dia- 
phragm damping system added & speakers regassed ... 
5850.00 U.S. GRILL CLOTH replaced ... $45.00 U. S., 
CONNECTORS updated to .072 pins ... 5110.00 U.S., 
Usual turnaround 10 to 14 days. FULL RETROFIT Service 
for Preamps. SPA's (5150.00 U.S.), SPS's (575.00 U. S.) 
All Prices plus shipping duty 

All work carries Factory Warranty 
Customs Documentation sent 55.00 on request. For Infor- 
mation Phone (416) 884-8586, or write to: 

THE DAYTON WRIGHT GROUP LTD. 
97 Newkirk Road North 

Richmond Hill, Ontario L4C 3G4 Canada 

EINSTEIN SUPERSEDED( Free! 408 Vermont, Daytona 
32018. 

PLANS & KITS 

FREE SPEAKER KIT CATALOG. Kits include phase 
alignment, computer optimized plans, JBL, EV, Audax 
components. Also available: Thiele data, specifications of 
200 components, $2 (refundable). Gold Sound, Box 141A, 
Englewood, CO 80151. 303 789-5310 

Take * 
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No hyperbole - just the kind 
of knowledge, creativity and 
dependability you expect from 
a dealer who represents these 
manufacturers. 

Acoustat K L H 
ADS LAST 
ADS Pro Magnepan 
Apt -Holman Marco( 
Audel M & K 
Audio Pro Monster Cable 
Bryston N A D 
Carver Nakamichi 
Cotter Nitty Gritty 
Dahlquist Oracle 
Denon Pyramid 
DCM Signet 
Dynavector Supex 
Fidelity Research Threshold 
Gem Vandersteen 
Grace V P I 

Hafler Win Labs 
Keith Monks Yamaha 
KEF &more... 

5 listening rooms ... New 
England's largest Audiophile 
record dealer... Keith Monks 
record cleaning ... In-store 
service ... All shipments pre -paid 
and insured in the continental U.S. 

105 Whitney Ave., New Haven, CT 
(203) 777-1750 

Mon., Tue., Wed., Fri. 10-6, Thurs. 10-8, Sat. 10-5 
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BEHIND THE SCENES 

u 

The 1982 Winter Consumer Elec- 
tronics Show was held January 
7th through 10th in an unusually 

cold and blustery Las Vegas. Along 
with the inclement weather, attendees 
were also aware of a similar economic 
climate which made them approach 
this show very warily. Amid wide- 
spread cries of "gloom and doom" 
about the condition of the consumer 
electronics industry (and most espe- 
cially audio components), many feared 
they would be attending an industry 
wake. Happily, and much to every- 
one's surprise, the show was heavily 
attended. A pervasive optimism in the 
future of the consumer electronics in- 
dustry was supported by reports of en- 
couraging dealer -buying activity in al- 
most every component category. How- 
ever, it should not be construed from 
this cheerful note that all is well within 
the industry. Many voices of caution 
were raised about the recession and 
the continuing high cost of credit, with 
oft -repeated admonitions of "Let's see 
how we make out in the second quar- 
ter of this year." 

The show itself must be considered 
a transitional event. While there was a 
generous sprinkling of new product -in- 
troductions in most categories, many 
manufacturers were withholding or de- 
laying major product updating and in- 
troductions until the June CES in Chi- 
cago. The transitional aspects of the 
show were more fully expressed by 
those who are eagerly awaiting the ar- 
rival of the digital disc and related digi- 
tal technologies, which they feel will be 
a sort of "electronic Moses" that will 
lead them out of the present economic 
wilderness. 

Perhaps the optimism was stimulat- 
ed by the appearance of a consider- 
able number of prototype models of 
digital compact disc players as well as 
other digital audio products. Without 
meaning to interject a sour note, I must 
tell you that most of the CD players 
were non -operational, which probably 
stemmed more from a lack of software 
than from electronic or mechanical dif- 
ficulties. While all the manufacturers of 
CD players are licensed to use the 
Sony/Philips DAD technology, there is 
nothing standard about the players' 
tracking format or appearance; they 
vary in size and shape from brand to 
brand. Prototype CD players shown by 

BERT WHYTE 

Denon's DAD -1000 
digital compact 
disc player. 

Denon, Sony, Aiwa, Yamaha, Sansui, 
Fisher, Toshiba, and Sanyo have , tar- 
get -date introduction said to be by 
early fall in Japan and late fall or early 
1983 in the United States. These dates 
can be met or even moved forward if 

the compact discs themselves be- 
come available on schedule, and CBS/ 
Sony, Denon, and Polygram anticipate 
having discs by mid -summer. You can 
be sure the companies involved will 
move very cautiously in the matter of 
software, making certain that the laser - 
read CDs will be reliable and glitch - 
free. Above all, they want to avoid the 
problems encountered with the laser 
videodiscs, which suffered from 
lapses in quality control. 

We have reported previously (Audio, 
April/June, 1981) on the Technics SV- 
P100 digital audio cassette recorder, 
which combines PCM LSI chip circuit- 
ry With a standard VHS videocassette 
recorder in a single unit. Hitachi has a 
recorder similar to the Technics unit. In 

the January 1982 Audio, I reported on 
JVC's digital audio cassette recorder. 
These three recorders are all intended 
for the audio consumer and semi-pro- 
fessional markets. The Tecnnics re- 
corder is slated for delivery in the 

spring of this year, while there are no 
t,rm dates for the Hitachi and JVC 
units. 

At this WCES, Sony introduced their 
PCM-F1 digital audio wocessor, 
claiming it makes "the co::...,mer digi- 
tal age become a rea'.ty." (See 
"Equipment Profile" in our March is- 
sue.) Since Sony introduced their 
PCM-1 digital audio processor back in 
the mid -'70s, this claim for the PCM-F1 
might sound somewhat unusual. But 
the PCM-F1 is indeed a unique prod- 
uct. It is the world's smallest (81/2 x 31/e 

x 12 inches) and lightest (under 9 lbs.) 
digital processor. It is also a truly prac- 
tical system for typical audiophile re- 
cording situations, and its price is a far 
more practical $1,900.00 than the stra- 
tospheric $5,000 to $6,000 of the pre- 
vious PCM units. 

The PCM-F1 processor works with 
any standard NTSC video recorder - 
U-Matic, VHS or Beta - but is specifi- 
cally intended for use with the Sony 
SL -2000 Betapak portable video re- 
corder. Both the Betapak and the F1 

have shoulder straps, and together 
they weigh in at a remarkably low 18 
lbs. For portable recording, the system 
can be powered by rechargeable 
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The Magazine for the Perceptive Listener 

High 
Performance 

Review 
Balanced objective and subjective reviews 
of equipment: B&W, Threshold, Dyna- 
vector, Sony Esprit, KEF, Luxman, SAE, 
Denon, Hafler, Technics R&B, Oracle, 
Micro-Seiki, Studer-Revox, Fidelity 
Research, Adcom, Tandberg, Teac, STD, 
Sumiko (Grace), Ariston, Apt, Ortofon, 
JVC, OED, ADC, Thorens, Acoustat, Stax, 
Acoustic Research and more. The latest 
and best units. 

Technical Advisory Board: J. Robert 
Ashley, Sperry Gyroscope -Clearwater and 
University of South Florida; Elliot Mazer, 
record producer/engineer; James A. 
Moorer, Lucasfilm, Ltd. and Stanford 
University; Vincent Salmon, acoustical 
consultant. 
Comprehensive equipment tests 
using state-of-the-art precision instru- 
mentation from Tektronix, Bruel & Kjaer 
and Hewlett-Packard. 
Precise listening evaluations under 
controlled conditions. 
Authoritative reviews of over 80 
recordings per issue: Popular, jazz and 
classical -find high quality sound plus 
outstanding musical performances 
among current releases. 
Expert opinion on important devel- 
opments in audio technology. Discussion 
of current problems and possible improve- 
ments. 

High/Performance Review has the best 
features available. Our magazine tells you 
what you want to know about high 
quality audio components and records. 
Knowledgeable critics have called our first 
three issues "... Impressive, unbiased .. . 

precise listening evaluations . . . well- 
balanced content ... outstanding record 
reviews ... finest now available." Our 
issues average about 140 pages each. 
Issues 1, 2 & 3 are ready now. The special 
charter subscription rate is 524.00, one 
year, four issues. Each issue has a colorful 
cover and is printed on fine quality paper. 
Don't miss out! Send your order today. 
Money -back guarantee (send for details). 

High/Performance Review 
Box 2989; Stanford, CA 94305 U.S.A. 

Yes, enter my charter subscription. All 
subscriptions begin with Issue 1. 
I enclose $24.00 by check or money 
order. 

Overseas and Canadian subscribers: Please note that 
payment must be In U.S. Funds Net payable on U.S. 
Bank or Agency. Add $4.00 for non-U.S.A. surface mail. 

Name 

Street 

City 

State Zip 
For Questions: Telephone: (408) 446-3131, 
M -F 10-4 (Pacific Time) 

The Disc Stabilizer is one 
of the most clever and 
useful contributions to the 
improvement of record 
playback quality in years. 

Audio-Technica's AT666 Disc Stabilizer. 

nickel -cadmium batteries. A quick 
charger and a.c. adapator unit is avail- 
able, as are provisions for powering 
the system via plug-in to a cigarette 
lighter on car or boat. Beta 500 video- 
cassettes permit up to two hours of 
digital recording in extended play 
mode. The small size and weight of the 
F1 is made possible by LSI chips tor 
PCM recording and playback, jointly 
developed by Sony, Sanyo and To- 
shiba. (The same LSI playback chip 
will be used in the digital compact disc 
player.) The F1 uses the EIAJ 14 -bit 
linear quantization, but it can also be 
switched to 16 -bit linear encoding for 
compatibility with professional digital 
recorders. Sampling rate is 44.056 
kHz/S, which seems strange to incor- 
porate in a new product in light of the 
44.1 kHz/S sampling rate proposed as 
a standard at the 70th AES Conven- 
tion. Apparently Sony wishes to ensure 
compatibility with their earlier PCM 
processors; consider also that Sony's 
compact disc has a 44.1 kHz/S sam- 
pling rate. Perhaps there will be 
switchable sampling rates in the pro- 
duction model or in an updated ver- 
sion. There are many other features on 
the F1, not the least of which is a rear - 
panel output which will permit interfac- 
ing with EIAJ or 16 -bit professional re- 
corders for digital -to -digital copying. 

Needless to say, in spite of the digi- 
tal excitement, analog audio still is our 
predominant technology and will re- 
main so for quite awhile. Consider, for 
example, innovative products de- 
signed for even more accurate retriev- 
al of the music signals engraved on 
the venerable LP record. 

I have previously reported on the 
Luxman PD555 turntable, which fea- 
tures a turntable platter with a vacuum 

suction device that firmly bonds vinyl 
records to the platter. This vacuum 
"clamping" thereby removes all warps 
(whether they be of the "dish" or 
"pinch" variety) and at the same time 
eliminates the problem of vinyl reso- 
nance. A nifty idea indeed, but at near- 
ly $3,000 hardly a mass -market prod- 
uct. In 1981, Luxman introduced a 
$695 vacuum platter turntable in which 
the vacuum was established with a 
manual pump rather than the elabo- 
rate electric pump used on the PD555. 
At the WCES, Luxman introduced yet 
another vacuum platter turntable, the 
PD300, which again uses a manual 
pump but has a heavy high -inertia 
platter. It is priced at $1,000 and, while 
cheaper than the PD555, will still be 
beyond the reach of many audiophiles 
who recognize the virtues of the vacu- 
um system. 

Well, take heart friends. Audio-Tech- 
nica has devised what has to be the 
ultimate turntable accessory for any 
dyed-in-the-wool audiophile. To wit - 
a vacuum record clamping system! 
This is in the form of a finely machined 
duralumin platter which has rubber 
vacuum seals around what would be 
the periphery of the record label and 
outer edges of the disc. Air channels 
lead from the vacuum seals to an out- 
let connection on the rim of the platter, 
and rubber tubing connects the platter 
outlet to a hand -operated vacuum 
pump. On another section of the vacu- 
um platter rim is a small relief valve to 
"break" the vacuum so that the record 
may be removed after playback. In 

use, the original mat (usually rubber) is 
removed from the turntable's platter, 
and the vacuum Disc Stabilizer is 
placed on the spindle of the turntable 
platter. The AT666 Disc Stabilizer is 

Enter No. 11 on Reader Service Card 
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K enwood presents 
a system whose sum 

is greater than 
any single component part. 
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Up to now, the only way for a serious listener to put together a truly great 
audio system was one piece at a time. 

Which is why we created the new Kenwood R-ll Audio Purist System. Five 
of our most advanced components, matched to perform ín perfect harmony. 

We think it's the first complete system the purist can listen to seriously. 
KA-900 Hi -Speed Integrated Amplifier. Features Kenwood's exclusive Sigma 
Drive technology to literally force speakers to behave in perfect synch with 
amplifier output. 
KT -900 AM/FM Stereo Tuner. With touch -activated Servo -Lock tuning for 
incredibly accurate, drift -free FM reception. 
KD-670 Fully Automatic Turntable. With high -inertia, quartz-PLL direct drive 
system for precise speed accuracy. 
KX-900 Random Access Memory Cassette Deck. Computerized RANI memory 
search control gives complete, automatic access, in any order, of up to 15 cuts 
per cassette side, or even the entire side. 
LS -1000 2 -Way Loudspeakers. Active planar radiator system and unique double 
baffle construction to eliminate vibration and resonance. 
R-11 Chrome and Glass System Cabinet. Custom -designed system cabinet 
displays all components behind stylish tempered glass doors. 

KENWOOD'/4vr 
P 

In spite of the digital 
excitement, analog audio is 
still our predominant 
technology and will remain 
so for quite awhile. 
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LS! chips used in Sony's PCM-F1. 

approximately 3/8 of an inch in thick- 
ness and weighs 5 lbs. A few strokes 
of the vacuum pump are sufficient to 
establish the vacuum and suck down 
the record, removing all warpage and 
the vinyl resonance. Audio-Technica 
claims the vacuum clamping is equiv- 
alent to placing a 550 -lb. weight on the 
record. The vacuum is said to clamp 
the record in place for an hour, obvi- 
ously more than sufficient for any 
standard recording. The AT666 Disc 
Stabilizer can be used with most turn- 
tables, but there are some which have 
highly compliant suspensions that may 
be incapable of accepting its 5 -lbs 
weight; there are also some other turn- 
tables whose bearings might be dam- 
aged by the additional weight. Audio- 
Technica conducted a clever test in 
which light, wooden mallets were me- 
chanically tapped on the surface of 
two vinyl records. One record was 
placed on a regular turntable platter, 
and the second record was placed on 
the AT666 Disc Stabilizer which had 
been mounted on another similar plat- 
ter. A contact pickup wire from each 
turntable was fed into an oscilloscope. 
With the standard turntable platter, the 
tapping of the mallet on the record 
produced a violent spike on the oscil- 
loscope signal due to vinyl resonance. 
The turntable equipped with the vacu- 
um Disc Stabilizer showed no spike in 
the signal when similarly treated, thus 
establishing the absence of vinyl reso- 
nance. The Disc Stabilizer has to be 
one of the most clever and useful con- 
tributions to the improvement of record 
playback quality in years. Best of all, it 
retails for $275.00 complete with vacu- 
um pump, tubing, and a vacuum sur- 
face cleaner. 

As usual, I could fill pages with re- 
ports on new products that caught my 
eye at the WOES. Next month, I will 
detail the workings of some of the 
more interesting items. 

riot all Kenwood dealers carry these products. For, the Audio Purist dealer nearest you, write Kenwood, 
P.O. Box 6213, Carson, CA 90749 88 AUDIO/APRIL 1982 
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Let us 
show you how to 
shoot video like a pro 
In my videotape production company, our crews turn out 
award -winning commercials, sales filns, and features for 
some of the largest companies and television networks in the 
country. Now we would like to share our vast experience and 
award -winning capabilities to help you shoot your video with 
a professional -quality look-through an exciting new concept 
called VC 2000 An Association of Video Camera Owners. 

Now, for a limited time, only when you Join VC 2000, 
I'll send you FREE our one -hour instructional tape 
"Shooting Home Video: The Basics." 
There's nothing like it on the market. In an entertaining, step- 
by-step format, our directors, cameramen, engineers and 
editors share their trade secrets. This could be the most valu- 
able videotape a video enthusiast could ever own ... and 
open up possibilities you never thought possible. 

In one hour, I can demonstrate more techniques than 
you'd get from reading a dozen books. 
You'll learn: 
THE VIDEO CAMERA: How to use its full potential to make 
your tapes really come alive. 
VIDEO SOUND: Get clean, true sound under every shooting 
situation. 
VIDEO LIGHTING: Achieve that distinctive professional 
look, inside and outside. 
VIDEO COMPOSITION: Apply the five artistic guidelines for 
winning composition. 
VIDEO DIRECTING: Think like a director, utilizing the princi- 
ples of continuity, to make the simplest situation a story. 

Plus...Iook at all the other great member benefits you'll 
get with this introductory offer to join VC 2000: 

A five year membership card. 
A $20 discount on our instructional videotape "How to Set 
Up Your Own Video Business." 
Learn about possible tax advantages of working for yourself in the 
exciting videotape production business ...the services you can 
offer and how to sell them. 

ND/ 

-. 

A library of other professionally -produced instructional 
videotapes at special member prices, like: 

HOW TO SHOOT A WEDDING 
HOW TO SHOOT A SPORTS EVENT 
HOW TO SHOOT FAMILY VIDEO "ALBUMS" 
PLUS MANY MORE 

FREE quarterly newsletter with state-of-the-art develop- 
ments in the world of video. 
Discount prices on blank cassettes and equipment. 

Don't miss out on this exciting introductory offering. Send 
in this coupon and your check today. Or use our toll -free 
number for further information, or to charge your mem- 
bership to your VISA or Maste-Card account. Offer ends 
June 30, 1982. 

All this for 
only $90.00 Jim Kan es, Kartes Video Communications, Inc. 

P.S. Before you buy a video camera or recorder, call us first. 

r Please send me my VC 2000 membership card and 
FREE "Shooting Home Vdeo: The Basics" 
60 -minute instructional tape. 

I will need: VHS Cassette BETA II Cassette 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY STATE _ZIP 
Also send me the program: "HOW TO SET UP YOUR OWN 
VIDEOTAPE BUSINESS" at the discount price of $45.' 

Enclosed is my check for $90.00 $135.00 
51 
(IN resd 

80salesentstax 
add) 

Bill my VISA or MasterCard account. My account 
number is Expires 
Signature 

I do not presently own a videotape camera but am Interested 
in more information on VC 2000. For further information in a 

hurry, call toll -free: 1-800-428-6163 (except in Alaska or Hawaii), 
1-800-692-6048 (in Indiana). 

P 

TM VC 2000 

Indianapolis, Indiana 
46280 

10 E. 106th St. 

J 

- 

, 
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The number one selling 
audiophile loudspeaker in 
Japan isn't Japanese. 

Over the years, Japan has introduced 
some of the most innovative audio 
products in the world. So it's not sur- 

' prising that the Japanese are highly 
critical when it comes to selecting ' 

components for their own homes. 
What might surprise you, however, is 
that the number one selling audiophile 
loudspeaker in Japan isn't Japanese. 
It's made in the U.S.A. by JBL. 

In fact, in a recent survey conducted 
by one of that country's most highly 
regarded audio magazines' JBL was 
voted the most desired loudspeaker 
by an amazing 44% of those surveyed. 
The closest competitor received only 
11.9%. Even more importantly, over 
25% indicated that they already 
owned JBL speakers. 

To find out a few more surprising facts 
about JBL, visit the audio specialists 
at your local JBL dealer. 

*Stereo Sound, Summer 1981 Speaker 
Systems Market Research 

First with the pros. 

JBL /harman international 
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The FM Two's performance 
stands out not so much in 
typical use but in 
situations where incoming 
signals are less than ideal. 

CROWN FM TWO TUNER 
Continued from page 52 

tq 

Fig. 3-Upper trace, 
frequency response 
(20 Hz to 20 kHz); 
middle trace, 
separation with the 

noise filter activat- 
ed; bottom trace, 
separation without 
the use of the 
noise filter. 

t 

Fig. 4-Crosstalk 
characteristics. 

down). Frequency response was within 0.3 dB of flat from 
30 Hz to 15 kHz. AM suppression was excellent, which 
accounts in part for this tuner's 'resistance to the multipath 
effects I often encounter when tuning to some stations in my 
location (some 20 miles from mid -Manhattan). 

Use and Listening Tests 
There is a kind of transparency to the sound reproduced 

by the Crown FM Two. It's almost as though this tuner is 
able to eliminate some of the undesired and undefined 
forms of distortion which etude test bench measurements 
but which we all know exist in the "real world" of FM-away 
from the test bench. I've been informed that the independ- 
ent consultant Crown used in the initial design of this fine 
tuner: was none other than Larry Schotz, formerly of Draco 
Labs. Anyone who remembers the very first frequency syn- 
thesized tuner which was designed by Mr. Schotz a few 
years ago (and which was about three years ahead of its 
time) will realize that the Crown FM Two is not just another 
tuner: It's a superior product in just about every way. Crown 
is to be commended not only for asking this fine engineer to 
work with them in its design and production, but for letting 
him incorporate the circuitry in what is, after all, not all that 
costly a tuner by today's standards. Leonard Feldman 

Enter No. 91 on Reader Service Card 

the limitations of my FM signal generator. As things were, I 

measured 56 dB of separation at 1 kHz and 42 dB at 10 
kHz. Frequency response is shown in the upper trace of 
Fig. 3 (from 20 Hz to 20 kHz sweep), while the lower trace 
shows separation without the noise filter used, and the 
middle trace shows what happens to separation when the 
noise filter is activated. Loss of separation is rather extreme 
under such circumstances, decreasing to less than 10 dB 
over much of the audio band. During the listening tests, 
however, I rarely found use of this filter advantageous since 
any signal received in stereo was strong enough to push 
the background noise down to tolerable levels. 

Using a 5 -kHz modulating signal, I measured the cross- 
talk and harmonic distortion components that show up in 
the unmodulated channel's output; these results are depict- 
ed in Fig. 4. 

Capture ratio measured 1.2 dB as opposed to 1.5 dB 
claimed, selectivity measured 80 dB against 75 dB 
claimed, and r.f. IM was down nearly 75 dB as against 65 
dB claimed. I.f., image, and spurious rejection were all too 
low for the test equipment to verify (in excess of 100 dB 
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the perfect combination... 
The musical accuracy of Bryston components is a 
revelation. Every note emerges with perfect clar- 
ity from a background of silence, then vanishes. 
The progression of musical events seems real, 
tangible, almost visual in its presentation.... 

Bryston believes there is a need for reference 
standards of musical accuracy. That is why we 
designed our Models 2B, 3B and 4B power ampli- 
fiers, and our Model 1B preamplifier. Their only 
reason for existing is to provide the most faithful 
electronic rendition of a musical signal possible 
within the bounds of available technology. Write 
to us and we'll tell you how we do it, and where 
you can listen to our perfect combination. 

IN THE UNITED STATES: IN CANADA: 

VERMONT MARKETING LTD 
RFD44, Berlñ, Nbntpeller, Vermont 05602 57 westrnore Dr., Rezdale Ont., Canada M9V 3Y6 

91 (802( 223.6159 (416) 746-0300 
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Note that all this happens within sec- 
onds. The signal is "whiter than white" 
noise, generated out of those num- 

new device .called ADSP, short for \ 
Adaptive Digital Signal Processor, a / bers, and it is brief. Then the more - 

EDWARD TATNALL CANBY 

It took me a while to react to AR's 
(Teledyne Acoustic Research) vo- 
luminous publicity kit concerning a 

(a'I \ 
still unmarketed corrective unit , 
(forecast: late 1982) that is specifically` \ 
used to these occasional, large bun- 
dles of self -promotion, as if by sheer 
weight and hundreds of pages one 
could indicate product importance! 
But I'm careful. I never throw them out, 
unperused. AR bowled me over. 

This is a "home equalizer," to use a 
popular but inadequate term, like none 
that has ever been before, or is at 
present. Outwardly, it does one of the 
same jobs, compensating for the effects 
of the listening room (or other area) on 
signal accuracy as heard by the ear. 
But, even sight unseen and sound un- 
heard, I can predict that the offshoots 
of this AR thinking will fundamentally 
change our listening. It is the first 
true corrective microcomputer to tack- 
le the consumer's listen- 
ing environment with- 
the awesome/ 
power of near-, 
ly instant r 

digital corn- ¡ 
putation - 
to alter the 
sound in I 

minute de- 1. 

tail in the\ 
room or', 
s p a c e\ 
where the lis- 
tener actually 
hears it. And it 

r; 

does this in a wholly ` f y 
new way, entirely without the familiar 
frequency bands of present and past 
"analog" home equalizers. There are 
no bands. The ADSP, as is usual in 
digital, is time splitting, not frequency 
splitting. It operates continuously and 
adaptively over the lower half of the 
frequency spectrum (where, AR has 
determined, virtually all of the room - 
space aberrations occur), and its ad- 
justments are limited as to detail only 
by the stream of digital information itself, 
the digital parameters. As in the best pro 
digital recorders, the ADSP setup is 16 -bit 
and samplings of the signal are prodi- 
giously fast, many thousands per second. 

Let me give you an idea of the sort 

intended for home listening. One gets \ , , n / tern," as AR puts it. This is not merely 

-j1 

than -100 IC elements of AR's hard- 
/ ware get to work and produce a 

/ j /pattern - they "converge on a pat - , 

/ 
t-- 

(11, 

_ i 
of \\ o. / new 
thinking 

1 

, involved 
here. I am\ I ^ quoting AR, 
somewhat \' // compressed. 
"The ADSP has no fixed fre- 
quency characteristics ... instead, it 
adaptively designs itself according to 
the needs of the loudspeakers and the 
room it is correcting. ADSP operates in 
time, not frequency .... The ADSP 
chops the program into fragments 
thousands of times a second, adds 
error correction to each fragment, then 
reassembles the music. 

"The ADSP creates the necessary 
correction filter without first measuring 
the frequency response of the system. 

!Instead, (it) analyzes the system in a 
Tway new to high fidelity audio: In terms 
of order and disorder (or entropy and 
information). Because these are time - 
domain properties, and the ADSP op- 
erates in the time domain, frequency 
analysis is unnecessary." I had to gulp 
when I read that one. But those familiar 
with logic as used in computer oper- 

tations will understand immediately. It's 
!the wave of the future, coming to hi-fi. 

' The account of the working proce- 
tdure for ADSP is easier. This gives a 
tgood notion as to what might be in- 
volved for you. "To activate the ADSP 
while listening to music, the user 
presses a button on a small, hand- 
held module. At this command, the 
music is interrúpted and the corn- n 
puter in the ADSP converts a se- 
ries of numbers in its memory into a " 
test signal played through each c 

loudspeaker for several seconds. lí-r` 
The sound, received by a micro- / 
phone in the user's module, is re- 
layed to the ADSP, where it is con- 
verted to a sequence of several thou- 
sand numbers and stored in the corn- 
puter's memory. Next, these numbers 
are analyzed, as the ADSP computer 
searches through them for any detect- 
able mathematical order...." 

I; 

a copy of the detected errors; it is an 
exact mirror image, which the ADSP 
proceeds to add to each separate 
slice of the musical signal. It is indeed 
a type of "inverse feedback" correc- 
tion, but utterly unrelated in its technol- 
ogy to that once vital analog electronic 
circuit device. With this feedback, 
added right into the digital samplings, 
"The sound reaching the listener is a 
more faithful reproduction of the re- 
cording or broadcast than would oth- 
erwise be possible." 

There are some interesting implica- 
tions here. No mention is made of the 
equipment which produces the fi. In- 
stead, AR speaks of "the recording or 
broadcast." The assumption is that 
your equipment is relatively perfect - 
and in fact, relatively speaking, this is 
the case because the aberrations 
caused by listening room acoustics 
are enormously larger than most of 
those we hear in the way of system or 
recording/broadcast distortion. Not 
that the usual measurements of distor- 
tion aren't meaningful. Of course they 
are. But the effects of the room are 
over and above and beyond all that, 
on a different scale, measured in huge 
humps and peaks and valleys, nulls, 
standing waves - another world, in 
which we necessarily immerse our- 
selves unless we resort to head- 
phones. 

Continued on page 11 
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and when you switch over to the 770's 
you will smile and say...it's magic 

because there is notiing like it 
under the sun! 
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Beyond quartz, the world's most precise tuning system, 
lies a new ability to expand sound. 

Imagine you're in a room with Technics SA -828 receiver. 
What you hear is beautiful stereo.Then you activate Technics 
variable Dimension Control. Incredibly, the sound begins 
to move. The stereo image widens to the point where the 
music begins to surround you. You're intrigued by its richness 
and depth. You're enveloped by a new experience in sound. 
That's the wonder of the patented technology in Technics 
Dimension Control. 

Just as wondrous is quartz synthesis, the world's most 
precise tuning system. That's how the SA -828 quartz syn- 
thesizer eliminates FM drift as well as the hassle of tuning. 
You can even preset and instantly retrieve 7 FM and 7 AM 
stations, all perfectly in tune. 

Another perfect example of Technics technology is.our 

synchro-bias circuitry. What it does is constantly send minute 
amounts of power to the amplifier transistors. And since 
they can't switch on or off, switching distortion is eliminated. 

And when it comes to power, the SA -828 has plenty 
100 watts per channel minimum RMS into 8 ohms from 
20Hz to 20kHz with no more than 0.005% total harmonic 
distortion. 

The SA -828 goes on to show its sophistication with a 
super -quiet phono equalizer, soft touch program selectors, 
fully electronic volume control, and a Dimension Control dis- 
play that doubles as a power level meter. 

Technics SA -828 is part of a full lire of quartz.synthe- 
sized receivers. Hear it for yourself. Beyond its quartz 
synthesizer lies a new dimension in sound. 

Technics 
The science of sound 
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